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ABSTRACT

The thesis describes the structure of the Simple
Nominal Phrase, its constituent elements, their role in the
Simple Nominal Phrase and their relationship to each other.

In the first section, the Simple Nominal Phrase is
distinguished from other types of Nominal Phrase, and shown
to be analysable in terms of a Head, pre-Head Qualifiers, and
post-Head Qualifiers. The various types of item - both adverbial
and non-adverbial - which can occur in Nominal Phrases are then
described in terms of their own structure and their possible
occurrence in the Simple Nominal Phrase, as Head or as pre-Head
or post-Head Qualifier or as both.

The second section is concerned, first, with Nominal Phrases
consisting of Head alone, and then with the possible combinations
of various types of Qualifier and of Head, and the co-occurrence
in a single Nominal Phrase of various types of Qualifier. Attention
is given first to pre-Head Qualifiers, then to post-Head Qualifiers,
and then to the co-occurrence - both optional and necessary - of
pre-Head and post-Head Qualifiers. The possibility of accumulation
of Qualifiers in a single Nominal Phrase is also considered, and
the sequential order of their occurrence.

The third section examines the operation of Gender and
of Number agreements within the Simple Nominal Phrase, and the
possibility of interrupting the continuity of Simple Nominal
Phrase by certain extraneous items.
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In addition to specific conclusions on the role of various
types of item and their combination, co-occurrence and accumulation,
the general conclusion is reached, that analysis in terms of a
Head and pre-Head and post-Head Qualifiers facilitates the description
of the Simple Nominal Phrase, its constituent elements and their
relationship to one another*

b
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INTRODUCTION

The systematic study of Hausa has a history that is now
more than one hundred years old* Schdn's "Grammar of the Hausa
(1)
Language*1 having been published in 1862*
This has been
followed at intervals by a number of other grammars* which have
led to the intensive study of Hausa conducted by modern scholars,
(2 )to whose deep knowledge of
in particular by Mr. F.W. Parsons
the language I owe an immense debt.

These grammars have inevitably described some of the
combinations which go ibo make up what is here called the
Nominal Phrase, such as the combination of Noun with Adjective,
Noun with Demonstrative, Noun with Possessive, etc.
Charls H. Kraft, in particular, has dealt with the Nominal Phrase

(1) Rev. J.F. Schdn's Grammar of the Hausa language London,
Church Missionary House"," 1862.
(2) See F.W. Parson's:
(a) Abstract Nouns of Sensory Quality and their Derivatives
in Hausa, Afrikanistische Studien, ed. L* Lukas Berlin,1955*
(b) The verbal system in Hausa. Afr* u. tfbersee* AA* 1*
September 1960, 1 - 36.
(c) An introduction to gender in Hausa. Afr. language Stud.,
1, 1960, 117-136.
(d) The operation of gender in Hausa: the personal pronouns
and genitive copula. Afr. language Stud., No.2, 1961,
100-12A.
(e) The operation of gender in Hausa: stabilizer, dependent
nominals and qualifiers. Afr. language Stud., No.A? 1963*
166-207.
(f) Further observations on the 'causative* grade of the
verb in Hausa. J. Afr. languages, 1, 3* 1962, 253-272.
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(1 )

and some of its possible realisations at greater length than most;
but there has been no full systematic study of the Nominal Phrase
as a whole, covering all the various possibilities and questions
of possible co-occurrence. This thesis attempts to carry the
investigation a stage further*

The thesis is limited to the study of the Simple Nominal
Phrase, although a brief reference to other types of Nominal Phi’ase
is made in Chapter 1. It has three main sections consisting of
fifteen chapters in all*

Section I deals with the nature of the Simple Nominal Phrase
and its constituent elements, the first chapter being introductory
and distinguishing the Simple NP from the other more complex
types of Nominal Phxase. Chapters 2 and 3 describe the various
types of item wich occur in the Simple NP. Chapter A discusses
the parts that individual items can play within the Simple NP.

Section II deals with the structure of the Simple NP.
Chapter 3 illustrates the various types of Simple NP, based
on the nature of the Head. In Chapters 6 - 1 1 ,

all the possible

combinations and co-occurrences are discussed.

Section III considers other aspects of the Nominal Phrase
not covered in the first two sections. The operation of gender
and of number agreement are discussed in chapters 12 and 13

(1) See Charles H. Kraft fs !tA study of Hausa syntax". 3 vols.
1. Structure. 2* Function words. .3* Texts. Hartford Seminary
Foundation, Dept, of Linguistics.

Ir

respectively* Chapter 1A deals with the possibility of interruption
of the Simple NP by certain extraneous items.

Chapter 15 presents the conclusions of the thesis.

The system of transcription used in the thesis, as far as
consonants are concerned, follows the standard orthography; but
to represent the vowel length accurately, the method of double
vowelling for the long-vowel is adopted. Vowels are tone-marked
in all the examples given in the thesis, and it has been found
sufficient to tone-mark only the first vowel of each pair where
long-vowels are involved, except in the case of a f a l l i n g 1 tone.
Both Compound Nouns and Adverbial Compound are, contrary to the
standard orthography, hyphenated* Throughout the thesis,
abbreviations are used extensively in referring to items which
occur within the Nominal Phrase; and a list of the abbreviations
and symbols used is given at the beginning of the thesis.

The thesis is concerned only with the Kano dialect, which
was adopted by the Gaskiya Corporation as the standard form of
Hausa for publication purposes* It is based mainly on my own
speech, as a native of Kano, but a large number of printed
Hausa texts have also been examined to check the accuracy of
this description.

SECTION I

15

THE SIMPLE NOMINAL PHRASE AND ITS
CONSTITUENT ELEMENTS

CHAPTER

1

THE SIMPLE NOMINAL PHRASE

The term fNominal Phrase1 is used here to refer to the
grammatical unit that can function either as subject or as direct
object of a verb in a Hausa sentence.

The subject occurs

immediately before the verb and controls both Gender and Number
agreements of the pronominal prefix in the Verbal Phrase*
(description of which is outside the scope of this thesis).

The

direct object occurs after the C. form of a Grade 1 or Grade 2
(1)
verb
♦ Any item or combination of items treated as a Nominal
Phrase in this thesis, therefore, can play one of these syntactic
roles.
In describing the structure of the Nominal Phrase in Hausa,
experience has shown that it can be analysed in terms of a *Head*
and 1Qualifiers*.

The Head is the nucleus of each Nominal Phrase

the pillar against which all the Qualifiers are assembled.

Every

Nominal Phrase in Hausa contains either one Head or more than one
and it is on this basis that the distinction is made between the
1Simple Nominal Phrase* and other types of Nominal Phrase.
There are at least four different types of Nominal Phrase
in Hausa:

(1)

See F. W. ParsonS,* classification of the Hausa verbs (PER)
Afrika und Ubersee

AA* 1 096°)
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(a) Appositional Nominal Phrase
(b) Serial Nominal Phrase
(c) Clausal Nominal Phrase
and (d) Simple

Nominal Phrase

Detailed discussion of the structure of the first three of these
types of Nominal Phrase is outside the scope of this thesis* It
is sufficient to give some examples of each of them for the
purpose of contrast* and to consider very generally some of
their main feattires:

1 *1

Hie Appositional Nominal Phrase contains two Heads with
nothing linking them together*

e*g*

&l£aalii maalhm Bhlda =s [the
(b) dwdr-gidda L&adl

ss Cthe

(c) All sarkin-khasdwaa

1*2

judge, Malam Bala]
senior wife, Ladi]

= CAli, the market inspector]

SSI45-S25i54Jf-S55S55
The Serial Nominal Phrase contains two or more Heads

linked together by one of the two 'Conjunctive Particles':
dh ss Cand] or k6o » Cor]*
(a)

o»g»

(yaa hri) rligaa da hftulda = C(he has borrowed) a gown and a hat]

(k) B&l&a dh Inuu dh All (sdn s6o) « CBala, Inu and Ali (have come)]
(c)

(aiki) BAlaa k6o Intiu =

[(send) Bala or Inu]

(d)

B&l&a k6o Ldadl koo Ali

(sunhazdw&a) = CBala, Ladi or Ali
(is coming)]
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It is also possible for the Conjunctive Particles to occur
initially as well as between the Heads*
(a )

^

e.g:

both
Balaa (sun zoo) « IjAli and Bala (have come)]

(b) (hiki) koo All koo B&laa

1 .3

= [(send) either Ali or Bala]

C^ITSAL_H0MIlTAr|__PH5ASg

This type of Nominal Phrase has one or more clauses
as its Head.

e*g:
One Clause as Head

(a) zaa sh gayaa wS. 1y£n-g£adii dh kakfee factaa (baa taa tsoorht&a shi)
[that they will tell the police, as you said (does not
frighten him)]
(b ) b& sh
[that

zoo ba-»h del ya ji (ita ta bliatha mash rai)
they did not come,which he'understood (is what

depresses him)]

More than one Clause as Head
(a) sun gamha sun bhr mh (bh th dhamee ni ba)
[that
(b) sunha

they have finished ahead of us (does not botherme)]
zuwha siin'aa dliibha (bha it A ta fi baa nl haushii ba)

[that they (often) come and take some (of it) (is not whaii
annoys me most)]
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5S2£S-525J24i!-ESS425
The fourth type, the Simple Nominal Phrase ('SNP*,
sometimes to be referred to simply as a Nominal Phrase or 'NP'),
contains only one Head. It may also contain one or more Qualifiers,
but these are, unlike the Head, all optional.

The Head is the

only obligatory element in the structure of the Simple Nominal
Phrase, and it can be any of the various items which are
(1 )
described in detail in Chapter 2 and 3*
Head may or may
not be accompanied by various Qualifiers which can be either
unitary or complex in structure, and which can be either in
pre-Head or in post-Head position, or both. The items which
can function as Qualifiers are also discussed in detail in
Chapters 2, 3* and A*

(1) In order to keep this thesis within reasonable limits, it has
been found necessary to ignore Nominal Phrases which can be
treated as Simple Nominal Phrases, in that they have a single
Head, but where the Head is itself an NP of one of the various
types described in this thesis.' It is sufficient to note here
that such NP*s, the structure of which involves "nesting11 are
of common occurrence in Hausa; but it seems likely that they
involve no more than a compounding of the patterns described
here. "Nesting" is also a possibility in the case of some
types of Qualifier, though this is usually apparent from the
description of Qualifier in question (Genitival, Adjectival,
and Adverbial Complexes, Adjectival Phrase, Eelative Clause,
and Adverbial Compound )♦'
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As has been stated at the beginning of this Chapter, the
Simple Nominal Phrase can occur as Subject of a Verbal Phrase
a
or as Object of the C forin, of^Grade 1 or Grade 2 verb# This may
be illustrated by the following examples, where the NP in question
is underlined:

e#g.,

Subject

(a) Bhlaa yda ado

= CBala has come]

(b) littdafl^h Bhlaa yaa Data - CBala*s book has got lost]
littdafl4h Baida nbe yd bata - tit is Bala*s book that

is missing]
(c) wani f&rln littaafli na Balaa yda bdta s Ca certain white
book of Bala’s has got lost]

Object

(a) yda shyi litt&afli

~ Che has bought a book]

(b) yaa shyi litt&afi-»h Baida = the has bought Bala*s book]
(c) yaa shyi wanl' farin llttdaf-Li na Balaa - Che has bought
a certain white' book belonging to Bala]

The following frames could also be used for the identification
of the Simple Nominal Phrase:
Object:
(a) bhn

gidaa ba sdi#.."??. .....

Cl left nobody/nothing at home except

Itfp
........

]
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Subject:
UP
(a) bdh wahdh ya (verb) sal .•••••••.•••
[no one/nothing (verb) except

1,5

UP
..... ..

]

main concern of this thesis is the Simple Nominal

Phrase, and further reference to all other types of Nominal
Phrase is unnecessary. An attempt is made to cover everything
that occurs within the structure of the Simple Nominal Phrase,
the chief exception being the negative extension of the NP, on
which further research is still required. An example of such
a negative extension would be:

bha ,jhak£-n Bhlaa b&

as [not Bala’s donkey]
in:

l£tt&afl-h M a d i n6e ya bdth baa t
jaaki>»h Bhl&a bd
[it is Ladi’s book that is missing not Bala’s donkey]

Before describing the structure of the Simple Nominal Phrase,
it is necessary to list and describe the various types of item
which can occur in various positions within the NP. Ehis is done
in the next two chapters.
In exemplifying NP's in subsequent chapters, the N P ’s alone
will normally be given without citing possible frames of the kind
given above, except in certain cases where questions might arise
either as to the possibility of their occurrence in natural discoi^se
or as to their unity and validity as N P ’s.
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CHAPTER 2

THE NON-ADVERBIAL CONSTITUENT ELEMENTS OE THE
SIMPLE NOMINAL PHRASE

The constituent elements of the structure of the Simple
Nominal Phrase are of two main types, Adverbial and Non-Adverbial.
(Adverbial items can occur in Adjunct position as well as in
subject or object positions, whereas Non-Adverbial items normally
cannot.) In this Chapter, all the Non-Adverbial items occurring
in the Simple Nominal Phrase are introduced, with descriptions
of their main structural features and an account of such
sub-types as are relevant to the theme of this thesis. A list
of these items is given first, followed by their descriptions:
ITEM

ABBREVIATION
— -<-- ----------

Nn.

PAGE

2. 1

Noun

2. 2

Compound N o u n ------- — - Cpd.Nn.

2. 3

Pronoun — — *-----

Pr.

35

2. A

Quanta. filers-------- ---- Qt.

37

2. 5

Indeterrninate Qualifier-*-Indet.Q.

38

2. 6

Genitival C o m p l e x ----■— -Gen.Cx,

38

2. 7

I d e o p h o n e ---- —

2. 8

Possessive — — ------- -—

2. 9

Unitary Adjective ------ Unit.Adj.

2,10

Geminate Adjective — -—

2.11

Adjectival Phrase — ---- Adj. Ph.

55

2.12

Adjectival Complex

Adj. Cx.

57

2.13

Relative Clause —

Pel.

58

2.1A

Specifier ------ ---

Spec#.

59

2.13

Referential — --- --- *— -- Ref.

61

2.16

D i m i n u t i v e ------- — -— - Dim.

62

2.17

Isolator — — -----------

— ---—

22
30

Ideo.

A1

Pos,

AA

Gem. Adj.

Is.

31
5A

62
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NOUN

2.1

A simple morphological distinction, of relevance to the
consideration of Gender and Number in section III, can be made
between:

(a) the great majority of Nouns consisting of a stem and
a suffix which may vary for Number, and sometimes also
for Gender, e.g:

SINGULAR

GLOSS

PLURAL

GLOSS

wandoo

= [trousers] wanduiicia

=[trousers]

kauybe

= [village]

k&uyukha

=[villages]

hannuu

= [hand]

hAnndwha

=[hands]

raanaa

= [day]

raanakuu

=[days]

gbonaa

= [farm]

gbonakii

=[farms]

watha

= [month]

watannii

=[months]

Masculine Femenine
tsuntsuu tsuntsuwaa= [bird]

tsun tshayee =[birds]

zaakli

zaakanyba = [lion]

zaakookii

=[lions]

abookii

abookiyaa - [friend]

abbokai

=Cfriends]

In other cases the stem and suffix can be isolated by
comparison with other related forms, e.g:
Xcarfii = [strength],
tsdwbo = [length],

kMcfcarfaa/karf aaf aa = [strong]
tsdwhit&a » [lengthen]

(b) Some Nouns consisting of a stem but having no overt suffix^
nevertheless a zero suffix can be postulated on the basis
of morphological alternation, e.g:

23
SINGULAR
baasukur

GLOSS

PLURAL

= [Bicycle]

GLOSS

baasdkurdorii = [bicycles]

kwaf .

[cup]

kwafoof£i

[cups]

taawul

[towel]

taawuloolii

[towels]

[bamboo]

gooroorii

[bamboos]

koofaa

[door]

koof6ofli

[doors]

mootha

[car]

mdotoocii

[cars]

taas&a

[brass-bowl]' taasooshii

cf. goorjia

= [brass-bowls]

(c) and a relatively small number of Nouns, which cannot
be analysed on purely morphological grounds. Many of
these are Proper Nouns, e.g;
Audh,

Balaa,

Binuwhi,

Jabci,

Laadl,

etc.

Others are Collective, Mass, or Abstract Nouns such as
kucfii = [money], madaraa - [milk], tausb.yii = [pity]

These do not have corresponding plural forms. The full
details of the singular/plural and masculine/feminine
alternations are not relevant here, though some reference
to the masculine/feminine alternations is made in
Chapter 12.

Por the purpose of this thesis, a further distinction also
needs to be made on syntactic grounds between two main types of
noun, for which the terms 'Dynamic Noun1 and 'Non-Dynamic Noun’
may be used. The distinction between these two types is based
on their syntactic behaviour as described at various points in

2if

this thesis, especially in Chapter 11; but their different
behaviour v/ithin the Simple Nominal Phrase is paralleled by
the following other grammatical differences:

2*1*1

Dynamic Noun

(1)have

Dynamic Nouns
(a) They cannot

the following characteristics:

(2)be

immediately preceded by a verb other than
(3)
an Indeterminate Verb
such as fyh = [can, be able to],
e.g*
(i) yda £y&

mhganha

=Che can talk]

(ii) tda £yh

hdihuw&a

sCher offspring

(iii) sun £yhgy&arda

=

are praiseworthy]

[they are good repairers]

(b) They can occur in the frame 1— -— - na k&e (y£l)' where
is optional.

y£l.

e.g.

(i) b£l n& kbe (y£l)

= [revision I am doing]

(ii) bdccfi nd kbe' (y£l) - [sleeping X am doing]
(iii) fltda nd'kbe (y£l) = [going out I am doing]

(1) Semantically, such nouns refer to an action or a process.
(2) Except in such figurative expressions as:
(i) gan£i yaa kbor£ j£l
= [seeing is believing]
(ii) yaa, maidh aikli wdasaa= Che regards work as his hobby]
(3) 1 am indebted to* Mr. F.W. Parsons for this term which covers
a group of verbs including: faarh = [start], ta&h = [do once]
dingd « [continue doing], rifch = [do repjatedlyJ7 gdmh - [finish]
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(c) They nearly all have plural forms of a distinctive
reduplicated pattern with
with Non-Dynamic Nouns*

-e

suffixes, not found

e*gi

(i) K.Y&are-ffyhar6 = [putting things in order]
(ii) flc6-flc§

(iii) khr5&-khr&e

« [going out too much]

» Ctoo many receipts]

As regards their internal structure^ Dynamic Nouns
are of two sub-types, 'Non-Verbal Dynamic Nouns1 and
*Verbal Dynamic Nouns*, which also behave differently in
some respects within the Simple Nominal Phrase (see Chapter 11).

2.1.1.1

Non-Verbal Dynamic 22uns

The Non-Verbal Dynamic Nouns are those which do not
share common stems with verbs,

b&ccii

= [sleeping],

dhariyaa = [laughing]

e.g:

f&shii s Eangar]
Ic&araa = [squeak, complaint]
\

There are no verbs having stems
fus-

and

fusaat-

bacc- ,

daar-

kaar- , and a relatable meaning*

or

daariy- .

(The verbal stem

» [be angry] is itself derived from, not identical

with, the stem

fds-

of fushli = [anger].)
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2.1«1.2

Verbal DynamicNouns

The Verbal Dynamic Nouns, on the other hand, are those
which do share common stems with verbs*

e.g.

gy&ar&a

s

Crepairing]

s&alcba

= [weaving]

k&amhu

=

Ccatching]

thmbdyka - [asking]

Each of the above shares a common stem with a verb, with
corresponding meaning^ as in the following Verbal Phrases:

y&a gy£ar&a

= Che repaired (it)]

yaa kaamb. b&r&awbo = Che caught (a thief)]
t&a sH.ak&a

« [she wove (it)]

sfln tbmbdyba

= [they asked]

The verbal Dynamic Nouns may be further divided into
two categories,

1Weak* and ♦Strong* Verbal Dynamic Nouns.

This distinction is basically a morphological one, but has
syntactic significance within the Simple Nominal Phrase
(see for example page 199* 11.1 (B)

Weak Verbal Dynamic Noun
The general characteristics of Weak Verbal Dynamic Nouns
are that:

(a) either they have suffix
kashbewaa

~w£a «

= [killing]

gy&arbawaa = Crepairing]
maht&Siw&a

= [forgetting]

e.g.
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(b)

or

they are identical with the pre-object or
pre-dative forms of the corresponding verbs,
with the same extension possibilities as those
verbal forms, e.g;
fcashfe maciijii

[killing

k&shhe shi

[killing (it)]

k&shfee m&sh m&clijii = [killing(a snake for him)]
Since the syntax of such pre-object or
pre-dative forms of the Weak Verbal Dynamic Nouns
is, in many respects, identical with that of the
homonymous finite verbal forms, and is a feature
of their verbal rather than their nominal natures,
their behaviour is not dealt with in this thesis,
except as regards gender.

Strong Verbal Dynamic Noun
Strong Verbal Dynamic .Nouns, on the other hand, do not
have suffix

-w£a, nor are they, in most cases, identical with

the pre-object or pre-dative forms of the corresponding verbs,
e.g;
flt&a
khrb&a

=:[getting out],
=

[receiving]

hhcCiyha
saakha

s [swallowing]
= [weaving]

Non-Dynamic Noun

2.1.3

The general characteristics of Non-Dynamic Nouns are
the following:
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(a) They can toe immediately preceded toy a variety of verbs
ottoer than an Indeterminate Verb. Some (mainly Abstract
(1 ) e.g#
Nouns) can also follow an Indeterminate Verb.
(i) Indeterminate Verb:
•f Abs. :

rdwdh yda cikh z&afli
Cthe water Is too hot]

.fcdshashdn tuur&i tohsh fyh s&nyii tod
DSuropean countries can toe very cold]
(ii) Other Vertos:
+ Atos. :

dh kdn ga haskde sdi kh fitoo
Ccome out as soon as you see the light]
Bhl&a yda shaml girmda
CBala has acquired prestige]

+ Other Nouns:

dh M n

gd mhtufo s&i kh fitdo

Ccome out as soon as you see somebody]
Bhlda yda shami ddokli
CBala has acquired a horse]

(to) (They do not

(1)normally occur in the frame

-na kee (yii)1

e.g. *x*hag6o na ktoe (yil), *Bhlda nd ktoe (yil),*zaaf£i na ktoe
—
(yil)
(1) There are certain cases where Nouns which normally behave as
Non-Dynamic Nouns occur (i) immediately after an Indeterminate
Verb, and/or (ii) in the frame *— — nd ktoe (yil). e.g.
da iyh ddokli = Che can ride a horse], or kd.jfeerda n£ ktoe (yll) a
chair I am making], where, semantically, they are used to refer
to an action or a process rather than anything concrete. In such
context, they are to toe regarded as Dynamic Nouns.
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(c) They do not have plural forms of Ihe distinctive reduplicated
pattern with

2* 1*2*1

-e

suffixes found with the Dynamic Nouns.

Non-Dynamic Nouns, can be further subdivided in a

variety of ways, but the only sub-types relevant to this thesis
are the following (which are not necessarily mutually exclusive):

Abstract Noun (cf. pp. 115* 116) e.g.
girmaa

= [prestige]

mhghntaa = [wickedness]

Proper Noun (cf. pp. 115* 116) e.g.
Bhlaa

= [Bala]

Kanbo

= [Nano]

Collective Noun (cf. pp. 257* 263)

e*g*

kucCii

= [money]

hyabh

= [bananas]

Mass Noun (cf. pp. 257* 263)
m&dar&a = [milk]
n&amha

ffommon':.j Noun

= [meat]

(though it is not specifically mentioned,
a great number of examples of ^pmmpn' Noun
Noun are used) e.g.
d6okli

» [horse]

rligaa

= [gown]
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2.2

COMPOUND NOUN

Compound Nouns have a structure identical with, or closely
res|abling, that of a phrase - Nominal Phrase or Verbal Phrase.
But they are distinguished from the phrase by behaving within
the Simple Nominal Phrase as a single, invariable and indivisible
unit, with virtually the same syntactic behaviour as a Noun#'

There are three main structural types

which also have

different syntactic behaviour; the main component element of
each may be called the fCore* in comparison with the *Head* in
a Simple Nominal Phrase, viz.:

I*
II.
III.

2.2.1

I.

Noun-Based Compound
Verb-Based Compound
Ideophone-Based Compound

Noun-Based Compound

The Noun-based Compound Nouns are those which have a
structure comparable to that of an NP in which the Head is a N o u 4 ^
(see Chapter 5, 5*1)* In the Compound Noun, the core, which
corresponds to the Noun Head, is also a Noun. There are four
sub-types which are also syntactically significant (see Tables 2 - 8 ).

(1) Or occasionally an Adjective (see footnote (1) in page 32)
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2.2.1.1

I.A.

Sub-type (A) are those which consist of two Nouns with
nothing linking them together* e.g:
hlhajl-Ali,

m&al&m-Bhl&a,

yhaya-LAadl

This type of Compound Noun is distinguished from the Appositional
Nominal Phrase mentioned in Chapter 1 (1.1) by the fact that
no ’Modal Particle*

(see Chapter 1if) can intervene between the

two elements, whereas they can occur between the two elements of an
Appositional Nominal Phrase, e.g:
Cpd.Nn. I.A:

*hlh&ji khm All (yaa.••••),

but:

Appositional NP: Bhl&a khm sarkin-khasuw&a (bhara y& j£e hajl)
tindeed it was last year that Bala, the
market inspector

2*2.1.2

went to Mecca]

X.B. Noun + Short Genitival
Complex
mi*. , m ■wwwMin.
iw

Sub-type (B) are those which are comparable with a genitival
(1 )by a Short Genitival
phrase and consist of a Noun core followed
Complex (see 2.6). The Noun can be of either Dynamic or Non-Dynamic
types, e.g:
(a)

Dynamic:

tharin-shiikha = Cwhooping cough,
lit. coughing of whooping]
bhucfar-kdl

= Cfinal wedding ceremony,
lit. uncovering of the head]

( 1 ) One of the main distinctions between this type of Compound Noun
and an NP with a Noun Head followed by a Sh.Gen. is that the
Sh.Gen. in the latter can be replaced by a Lg.Gen. <e*g. riiga-»f
sllikli or rlig&a ta slllkli = Csilk gown])^ but this is not
possible in the. case of the former, being a single unitary item.
Thus there are no such combinations as tharii na shiifcha, or
bhucC&a t£ k£if (see also page 195).
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(b) Non-Dynamic;

rligar-rdw&a

= [rain-coat,
lit. gown of rain/water]

t&urin-kdl

» [stubbornness,
lit. hardness of head]

2.2.1*3

I.C. Noun + Adverbial Complex (d)

Sub-type (C) are those which consist of a Noun core
followed by an Adverbial Complex (d) (see 3*3)« ^he Noun core
can be of either Dynamic or Non-Dynamic types,
(a) Dynamic;

e.g.

y£a£li-dh-j&ahflcli= [adult education,
lit* war with ignorance]

(1)
(b) Non-Dynamic. bhbbda-dh-jhk£a

= [marabou,
lit* a big one with a bag]

2.2.1. A

Sub-type (D) are those which consist of a Noun core preceded
(2 ) (see A*A*3»)
by an Adjective accompanied by its Adjectival Link.
e*^*

fardr-w&tda

=

[sulphur, lit. white fire]

b&kln-jinli

=

[unpopularity, lit. black blood]

(1 ) In this case, the core is an Adjective. In view of this, it
would be more accurate to speak of Nominal-based rather than
Noun-based Compound Nouns; but such forms are very rare as
contrasted with those having a Noun core.
(2 ) The distinction between this type of Cpd.Nn. and the homophonous
NP is that, while another Adjective can occur between Noun Head
and the Adjectival Link in the NP (e.g. bhbbdn jdahllin cf&n Bhlda =
[the big ignorant son of Bala]), nothing can occur between the
component parts of the Cpd.Nn., due to the existence of a close
nexus between them. Thus no other Adjective can occur in such
Cpd.Nn. as babb£n-tf&a = [eldest son].
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2* 2m 2

XI

Verb&SL-Based Compound

The VerbiS.-Ba.sed Compound Nouns are those which have verbs
are
as the core in the compound. There are three sub-types, whichA also
syntactically significant within the SNP.
Imperative Type
Anomalous Type
Finite Verbal Type

2m2m2.1

II.A

Imperative Type

The Imperative Type is that in which the verb core is
identical with the Imperative form of the verb, e.g:
(i) rhucCh-khyhngi

= tredness of the sky just before sunset,
lit. bewilder the slave-girl]

(ii) thyaa-ni-mdunl

= Cpattern tattooed on the cheek,
lit. help me (to look) ugly]

(iii) bhn-ni-dh-muugtiu= Ccarbuncle,
lit. leave me with the evil one]
(iv) fha&i-kci-muth

= Cchinaware,
lit. fall to the groud and die]

2m2m2m2

II.B

Anomalous Type

The second sub-type of Verb-Based Compound Noun is that in
which the verb is in an anomalous form, having long final vowel
and all low tones. The verb is always of Grade 1, but it can either
be followed by a Noun or a Simple Adverb (see 3-1) in the Compound,
e.g:

3k

rlgha-kafl

- [precaution,
lit* prevail before pegging]

rhfha-ido

= [charm supposed to render one invisible?
lit. shut the eye]

thmha-k&sh

= [leather cushion,
lit. spring to the ground]

2.2.2.3

II. C. Finite Verbal Type

The third sub-type is that in which the verb is either
in the •Finite1 or in the 'Continuous1 form.
kaa-fi-ctaa-wuyda

e.g.

= [an orange-cornelian,
lit. you are more difficult than a child]

baa-kaa-zuwaa-koogii

[unwashable material,
lit. you do not to the river]

2.2.3

III. Ideophone-Based Compound
The third type of Compound Noun is that in which Ideophones,

or words of ideophonic structure, function as the core.
fli-dh-sdrtsb

e.g.

= [euphorbia lateriflora]

ky hi -Icyh 1-banaa = [anything that appears to be more
than what itAactually worth]
This type of Compound Noun cannot be literally translated.

2* 2. A

At another level, it would be possible to distinguish

between Dynamic and Non-Dynamic Compound Noun^; and again between
Abstract, Proper and Collective Compound Nouns, but this differen
tiation does not seem to be relevant for the present purpose.
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2.3

The pronominal forms described here do not include subject
pronouns and object pronouns such as n£a and shl in n&a s&n shl
Cl have know?£ him], since these are considered as part of the
Verbal Phrase and, therefore, beyond the scope of this thesis.
Three types of Pronoun are distinguished, viz.;

Disjunctive Pronoun
Interrogative Pronoun
Indefinite Pronoun
These Pronouns are not analysable, but are described by
listing as follows:

Disjunctive Pronoun

2.3.1

The Disjunctive Pronouns show syntactically significant
variation according to Number, Person, and (in 2nd and 3rd
Person singular) Gender•

SINGULAR
(a) 1st Person

nii = [ 1 ]

2nd Person+ Masculine

kdi = [you]

Feminine:

kde = [you]

3rd Person. Masculine
Feminine:

shii = [h^ff],
Ita c Csh^kj1

PLURAL
muu = Cwe]
lmu = [you]

suu = [they]
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2*3*2

Interrogative Pronoun

The Interrogative Pronouns show syntacticlly significant
variation according to Number, and are also differentiated
according to whether the reference is General or Specific*
In the case of the General Interrogative, there is no Gender
distinction, but there are two separate Pronouns for Persons
and Things* Gender distinction is shown in the case of the
Specific Interrogative, the .same form in each case being used
to refer to both Persons and Things.:
SINGULAR
General,

Persons:

wha

Things:

mbe

P L U R A L

= Cwho?/whom?3
= [

what?

3

Specific, Masculine: whnnde = Cwhich one? 3 \
"
t
Feminine: whcc£e = Cwhich one?3

sd wha

= Cwho?/whom?3

-----------------(1)

whdhnnde = Cwhich ones?3

Indefinite PPonoun

2 *3*3

The Indefinite Pronouns vary according to Number and Gender:
SINGULAR

PLURAL

Masculine:

wdanb

sd wdanb

Feminine:

w&ncb

sd wancb

= [so-and-so]

(1) It is questionable whether the form sd mbe = Csuch as what?, or
what for instance?3 is the true plural of mbe, since the form
sd mbe is, normally, neither preceded nor followed by any item
marked for Number.
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2.*f

What are here 'treated as Quantifiers are of three
syntactical types, labelled Quantifier 1, 2* and 3*

2*4*1

Quantifier

1

Quantifier 1 includes the whole series of cardinal
numerals used in counting and calculating, whether they are
themselves simple in structure (e.g. cfdyd - [1], ukh » C3 ] *
g6omh = [10], Ishlrin = [20], cChrli « [100]);

or more complex

(e.g. g6omh shdh ukh « [13]> Ishlrin dh dkh = C23] , or
C&rii ah Ishirin dh tikfr = [123]).:
2. 4.1.1

There is one othex* element of the structure of
(1 )precedes the
Quantifier 1, viz. the Enumerator. which optionally

numerals. This is an item such as ghdda in ghd&a dl&yd = Cone unit] ,
kdl in karaa kal cC&yd « Cone headload-of cornstalks], or ddmli
in daawha damli ukfr = [three bundles-of corn].

2* 4* 2

Quantifier

2

What are here treated as Quantifier 2 are the following
items, which are grouped together because of their comparable
syntactic behaviour:
(a)

The word khctdn

= [few]

(b)

The two phrases: (i) d& y&wha

= [many, much, etc.]

(ii) dh ddamda
(c)

The Interrogative Quantifier hdwh

= [a fair amount]
= Chow many, how much ?]

(1) After a Mass Noun, however, the Enumerator is essential. I;e.g.
ruwaa tuuluu cf&ya = Cone pot-of water], not *rdw£a cCaya /
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3. if*

Quantifier

3

Quantifier 5 » which functions as a distributive, involves
either complete or partial reduplication of Quantifier 1 or 2.
e •g «
(a) Complete Reduplication; dkh-dkh

Inawh-nawh
(b) Partial Reduplication:

= Cthree each]

= Chow much each?]

Ishlrfn^dh-shidh-shidh
Ctwenty-six each]

2.5

INDETERMINATE

QUALIFIER

The Indeterminate Qulifier comprises only one word, v i z . khz&a = Csuch and such], whose syntactic behaviour is the main
basis for treating it separately.

2™52£Y^-£2!!E£9!r

2.6

Structurally, the Genitival Complex consists of two parts,
(a) Link Element, followed by (b) a Nominal Phrase, e.g#
sarkii
(2 ) ta slllkli
or

(3 )-jS raahda

= Cbelonging to the emir]
ss Cmade of silk]
= Cof sun, (as in hask£*n raanaa » sunshine)]

The main criterion for treating such items as a single unit are:
(a) their indivisibility in the sense that the Link Element
cannot be used apart from the following Nominal Phrase.
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(b) their inseparability in the sense that nothing can
occur between the Link Element and the NP*

The Genitival Complex is of two structural types, which
also have different syntactic behaviour: Long Genitival Complex
and Short Genitival Complex* The Nominal Phrase which constitutes
the second element in the structure of either type, can be any
of the following items:

Noun

Long Possessive

Simple Adverb

Pronoun

Unitary Adjective

Adverbial Compound

Compound Noun

Adjectival Phrase

Adverbial Complex (d)

Quantifier

Adjectival Complex

Adverbial Claster

Specifier

Relative Clause (a)

Adverbial Phrase (a)

Indeterminate Qualifier

or it may be a Nominal Phrase, as described in this thesis, having
one of the above in Head position, or, in certain circumstances,
a clause* For this last, see Chapter 11 (11*3)«

2*6*1

Long Genitival Complex

The Long Genitival Complex has the following Link Elements:
(a) n&
(b)

which occurs with reference to Masculine Singular forms,
in
ta which occurs with reference to Fen^Lne Singular forms, and

(c)

na which occurs with reference

wdn£ na sllikli
t& sllikli

to Plural forms.

e*g*

= [another (Masc.) one made of silk]
s [another(Fem. ) one made of

w&tfansti na sllikli « [others

silk ]

(in plural) made of silk ]

The main feature of these Link Elements is

invariably High tone.
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2*6.2

Short Genitival Complex

The Short Genitival Complex has the following Link Elements:
(a)

-xiwhich occurs

with reference to Masculine Singular forms,

(b)

-r which occurs

with reference to Feminine Singular

(c)

^n

which

occurs with

reference to

forms,

Plural forms.

-n baay&a.

as in:

ciiwb^h b&ay&a

= [back-ache]

-r w£tha.

as in:

ts£iwwdt&a

= [appearance of new

-n Bhlaa,

as in:

dhwdak£4& Bhl&a a [Bala’s horses]

moon]

The Link Element in this type has the same tone as that of
the preceding syllable. If the final syllable of the preceding
item is Low, as shown in the first of the three examples above,
the Link Element also has Low- tone; but if the px’eceding syllable
has High-tone, as in the last two of the three examples above,
the Link Element also has High-tone.
The second Link Element

-r

is sometimes assimilated, as

in the following:
rligeU £ sdrkii

» [uniform ■]

m6oth*»t talhkh

= [poor m a n ’s car]

tdrbh^b C£al£awda - [Calawa road]

2.6.3

It is possible to distinguish between the various

usages of Genitival Complex with different grammatical and
semantic implications, e.g. subjective, objective, possessive,
descriptive, etc., but these are not relevant here.

2 .7

J252S5221
In considering the Ideophone in Hausa, investigation

has shown that what have sometimes been treated as Ideophones
(on account of theix* anomalous phonological and/or tonological
feature) do not belong to a single syntactical class, but cut
across a number of different categories, in that the same
individual Ideophones may have syntactic behaviour that is
typical of, say, Dynamic Noun and of Simple Adverb. (This
cross-category behaviour, however, is itself distinctive, and
it is therefore convenient to consider together under the
heading of i d e o p h o n e 1 all those words which have such cross-cat
egory behaviour, often combined with anomalous phonological
feature, as listed in Appendix A.
Their classification can be made in a variety of different
ways; but, for the present purpose, it is appropriate to classify
them in the first place on the basis of their syntactic behaviour,
relegating to a lower level the phonological categories which are
less relevant here; although there is, in fact, some correlation
between the syntactic and phonological categories.
Two main types (Type A and Type B) may be distinguished
according to whether the ideophones can or cannot function
outside as well as inside the Nominal Phrase:

2.7*1

Type

A

Ideophones Type A are those which, in addition to their
syntactic functions within the Nominal Phrase, can also function
outside the NP. Outside the NP, they can function as 'Adjunct1
in non-emphatic sentences, although they cannot be "front-shifted"

W2.

in emphatic sentences as adverbial expressions can* Discussion
of this, however, is beyond the scope of this thesis.

On the basis of their syntactic behaviour (within the
Nominal Phrase and in other ways), Ideophones Type A can be
divided into two sub-types (sub-type A.I. and sub-type A.II. )j
each sub-type having two further sub-types, giving a total of
four syntactic categories, via. :
Type A.I.

(a)

Type A.I.

(b)

Type A. II. (a)
Type A.II.

(b)

These Ideophones are listed in Appendix A . It is therefore
sufficient to give only^few examples of each sub-type here,
as follows:
Type A*I.

Type A.I.

Type A.II.

(a) t

(b):

(a):

rli

khshfoSe

diSJhis

kwlttsd-kwdtsd

fhl-fhl

zdkdo-zhfcbo

cif

blrjfk

wuf

d ££>£&&

fdrdt

ffrglglt

shha

khyha-khyha

d&m-dcun

chkwdl- chkv/Al

tdbdrhn

tlnkis-tlnkis

k3
Type A. XI. (b):

a* 7-2

cdr

kwhrhm

k&w

whshhr

rirls

bftgUzhm-bhg&zhm

Type

B

Ideophones of Type B are those which function only
within the Nominal Phrase. They are very few in number, and
can be divided into two sub-types (I. and II*) on the basis
of their syntactic behaviour.

Type B. I. comprises only the the- single word kaciftis
which is distinguished from ideophones of Type B.II* by behaving
in some way like those of Type A.I.

(cf. Chapter

4-*A* 2)*

Type B.II. has two further sub-types (a) and (b), viz.:
Type B.II.

(a);

Type B. II. (b)

(D cVcvcvc
sukfttum

cvc (*)
fat

r ak

fil,

talc

kwal

wur

(2 ) CVCVCCVC
garandan

The sign (*) implies that there are other ideophones with the
same phonological features in Type A.

2.8

POSSESSIVES

There are two types of Possessive, Long Possessive and
Short Possessive, both analysable in terms of a Link Element
and a Pronominal Element* Each of them comprises two sytact
ically significant sets (a) and (b), differing according to
their grammatical reference, vis. :

Long Possessive:
Set (a) correlates with a masculine singular or plural
anaphor,

and has Link Element

nha/nda .'

Set (b) correlates with a feminine singular anaphor, and
has Link Element

tha/t&a .;

Short Possessive;
Set (a) follows a masculine singular or a
kas

Link Element

-n- in most cases.

Set (b) follows a feminine singular noun,
Element

-r-

plural noun, and

and has Link

in most cases.

In both cases, the Pronominal Element varies according to the
number, person, and gender of its anaphor, as shown in Table 1 .
(1 )

The term anaphor is used for the Hausa name of a person, thing
concept, etc. referred to. Thus, n&ash = [his (one)] can refer
to a masculine singular noun such as ddokli = [horse], or plural
noun such as dawaakii = [horses].

(2) The Link Element in both Sets (a) and (b) has the same tone
as that of the preceding vowel, e.g. gidd^dsh = [his house],
d6okl-»hsh » [his horse].1
. . .

TABLE

1

LONG POSSESSIVE
SET_(a)

Anaphor of

Element

or Pi.
—
anaphor
_

1st sing.

nhawd

*
.
i anaphor
j
l
I
I thawd
i
.

F.

ndakh
ndakl

|
I
— f
ndash
j
ndath
j
i
n&amh
l
I

-2 JS sing*
*
M
3rd
^.,,

2nd pi.
3rd pi.

SET (b)

or Pi.

anaphor

anaphor

-nd/nd4^

^

- Cmy/mine]

___________

tdakh
tdakl

-nkh
-nkl

-rkh
-rkl

tdash
tdath

-nsh
-nth

-rsh
-rth

tdamh

-nrnh

-rrnh

- Cour(s)]

naakh
| tdakh
... .......i .. -.

-nlcu

-rich

a Cyour(s)]

-nsh

-rsh

= Ctheir(s)]

......... -

1st pi.

SET_(a)

j SET^Cb)

GLOSS

i
Masc.Sing.iPern.Sing. Masc. Sing. Fern* Sing.

Pronominal

Ss* S I M *

SHORT POSSESSIVE

Cyour(s)]

.......

ndash

j
I-

tdash
......

-

)
;

fhis
.
her(s)

-

Various usages of the Possessive (subjective, objective,
possessive, etc#) can be distinguished, but they are not relevant
for the present purpose#4

(1 ) (a) In both Set (a) and Set (b), the 1st Person forms could be
analysed in terms of a Link Element -n- (masc.) and
-t- (fern#), and a Pronominal Element -a/-aa, although this
is not very satisfactory;and it is probably simpler to treat
the link element and the pronominal element as having
coalesced in the 1st Person pronouns.
(b) The forms n& and td occur in pause, while -nda and -t&a
occur in non-pausal position.
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UNITARY ADJECTIVE

2.9

From the morphological point of view, Unitary Adjective
can be analysed in terms of a single stem and a suffix, the
suffix varying according to Number and Gender. Three sub-divisions
can be made on the basis of their syntactic behaviour, which is
paralleled by differences of their internal structure, viz.:
(a) Agential Adjective, (b) Participial Adjective, and (c) Simple
Adjective; (cf.

(i) Chp.11, 11.1, pp.198-199; (ii) Tables 3 and 7 ).

2*9*1

Agential Adjective
The

Agential Adjectives are those which consist of a stem,

an Agential Prefix
singular,

m£ - , and suffix -ii.

feminine singular, and plural

*

-lyda, or -da(masculine
respectively).Those

(1) tone-pattern, and

bearing suffix -Ii or -aa have HL(h)(L)H

those bearing -^y&a suffix have HH(H)(H)LH tone-pattern. e.g.:

SINGULAR
Masculine:

PLURAL

•;

Feminine;
Masculine:

m&fhd&acii

Feminine:

mdf dctdaciy aa

Masculine:

maghjli

Feminine:

magdjlyda

mafhcChatda

= Cquarrelsome3

(1) H implies High-tone and L implies Loxtf-tone* H or L enclosed
in brackets implies that a syllable carrying that tone in that
particular position is found with longer words.
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.

2 9.2

Participial Adjective

The Participial Adjectives consist of a partially
reduplicated stem involving an augment of the structure -aCCwhere C is identical with the final consonant of the stem ot
its palatal alternant

(1 ),

and suffix -£e, -iyda, or -du,

(masculine singular, feminine singular, and-plural respectively);
those hearing the suffix -£e having L(L)HH tone-pattern, those
bearing suffix -uu L(L)LH tone-pattern, while those bearing
suffix -iyda have L(L)HHE tone-pattern* e.g.:

PLURAL

SINGULAR
Masculine:
Feminine:

lhalhatdccde
l&alkatdcclyda

Masculine;

khamdmm£e

Feminine:

kham&mraiyda

2.9*3

j

l ^ a t k t t d u = [spoiled]

^

khamhmmflu

= Ccaptive(s)]

Simple Adjective

The Simple Adjectives are analysable as consisting of a
simple stem

(o)

(without agreement) and a suffix which varies

according to Gender and Number (but without a prefix), e.g.
fdr-ii. (masc. sing.); fdr-da. (fern, sing.); fdr-harde« (PI.);
C white ].

Details o f these suffixes are given in Chapter 12

(12.3 .1.1), and only a few further examples need be given here:

(1)

The regular alternations are s/sh, t/c, z/j, d/j; w/y is also
somtimes found (cf. h£w6o/hhydyyd e ), e.g. fhsdsshde » Cbroken],
fitacc&e = [depos ed] ,. bhak jjde sTTwell spread] and ghaddjjde
- Linherited].

(2)

The reduplicated forms such as fari-fdri = Crather white],
bdki-bdlvi = Crather black] etc. ,. can be included here, the only
distinction being that the reduplicated forms cannot occur as
Head while others can (cf. 3*8).
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SINGULAR

PLURAL

Masculine:

Ingarmaa

Feminine:

Ingdrmlyda )

Masculine:

khn&dnbe

Feminine:

khnkanhwaa )

Masculine:

mhrdayda

Feminine:

m&rdinlyda )

Masculine:

gdntdu

%

Feminine:

gdntdwda

)

Masculine:

shuiicCii

\

Feminine:

shdudayaa

)

Masculine:

d6og6o

^

Feminine:

doogdwda

)

GLOSS

x
Ingdrmdu — [burly (fellow)]

s
jgdndariha = [small]

s
m&r&aydu = [orphan]

gdnt&ayde — [piece]

shducChay^e =t [blue]

doogwhavee = [tall]

On tonological, phonological, morphological and semantic
grounds, it is possible to distinguish further sub-categories of
the Simple Adjective, such as Augmentatives, e.g., fdnkamdemee/
fdnkameemiyaa = Cvery broad];
mliniiniyda = Cvery tiny];

Diminutives, e.g., mliniinli/

and derivative Adjectives of various

kinds, such as: kkkfedrfda/khl^drfda/rcdrfdafda
kdrfii = [strength]:'

[strong];

c.f.

but since there is no syntactic behaviour

peculiar to any one sub-category as distinct from the others, this
distinction has been ignored.

3k

2*10

GEHINATg^ADJSCTJVS

The term Geminate Adjective is here used to refer to
certain reduplicated items (mostly analysable as being based
on Won-Dynamic nouns) which occur as post-Head Qualifiers
(see Chapter 4, k*3) in the Simple Nominal Phrase, Examples of
these are the following:

(a) Icashli-kashli, as in: m&tkande kkshli-kkshli (sdn wdcke)
Cpeople in* groups- (have passed by)]

(b) bhhdu-bhhilu, as in:

hdtsii bkhdu-bkhuu k gidansk
Ccorh in sacks in his house.••.]

(c) ruwa-ruwa« as in:

wani kbinci rdwa-rdwa (sukbe ell)
Cit is a certain watery food that
(they are eating)]

(d) irli-irli, as in:

(yka skyl) llttkttkfki irli-irli
CChe has bought)different kinds of
books]
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Adjectival Phrase consists of a Unitary Adjective combined
with an Ideophone, an Adverb of Degree (see 3-1*1)* an Adverbial
Compound, or an Adverbial Complex. There are three structural
types which also have different features of syntactic behaviour.

2.11.1

Type (a)
Type (a) comprises those consisting of a Unitary Adjective

followed by an Ideophone. e.g.:
Agt.Adj.

+Ideo. : m&hhukbcli tuburbn

« Craving mad]

Ptpl.Adj.

+Ideo. ; clhAkkde m b a M l

s Cfull to the brim]

Simp.Adj.

+Ideo.: sdabdo fil

= Cbrand new]

2-11-2

Type (b)
Type (b) comprises those consisting of a Unitary Adjective

followed by an Adverb of Degree, e.g. :
Agt.Adj.

+ Adv.Peg.:

m&ghj£i ainhn

Ptpl.Adj.

+ Adv.Peg.:

hbordrrde sbosdi = Cwell trained]

Simp.Adj.

h*Adv.Peg.:

bbhbd fcw&r&i

2.11.3

= Cvery fast]

= Cvery big]

Type (c)
Type (c) Adjectival Phrases consist of a Unitary Adjective

folloxtfed by any of the following:
Xi

(a)

Adverbial Compound

(b)

Adverbial Complex (a) or (b)f both of Locative category

(c)

Adverbial Complex (a)Soc*»-!’nstJ

Thus its structure is:

fAdv. Cpd.
Unit.Adj. + <
^
/Adv.Cx.

e.g<
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(a) Agt.Adj.

+ Adv.Cod.:

mdglnii jlkin-bangdo
Cwhich/who builds on the wall]

Ptpl.Adj* + Adv.Cpd.:

gln&nn^e jlkxn-bangdo
Cwhich is built on the wall]

Simp. Adj. + Adv.Cpd.: <
(b) Agt.Adj.

+ Adv.Cx. (a)

Cwho builds in Kano]
Ptpl.Adj. + Adv.Cx. (a)

Mms&ssh6e II tAkhrd&a
Cwhich is wrapped in a (piece of)paper]

Simp. Adf
i• + Adv.Cx.(a)

khfcfcarf&a h £d6
Cwhich/who looks strong]

Agt.Adj.

+ Adv.Cx.(b)

mat&flyii dhgh K&nbo
Cwho travels from Kano]

Ptpl* Adj. + Adv.Cx.(b)

tshagdgg£e dhgh k&rbd
Cwhich is torn at the edge]

Simp.Adj. + Adv.Cx.(b)

farii dhgh gdefb
Cwhich is white on the edge/side]

(c) Agt.Adj.

+ Adv.Cx.(d)

Hs
Lwho writes withAleft hand]
Ptpl.Adj. + Adv.Cx.(d)

llik&kfc6e dh. k&akli
Cwhich is blocked with wax]

Simp. Adj. + Adv.Cx.(d)

tsdohoo dli shii
[who/which is (nicely) mature/old]

Longer Adjectival Phrases, with other words dependent on the
Adjective, are also possible* e*g. marhbhucl-A takhrdda dh hdnndn hagd
----------------------------------------

= Cwho writes letters with^left hand].

2.11.A
Bssentially there is a close nexus between the component ele
ments of the Adjectival Phrase, and it is this factor which determines
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the unity of this item, There are, however, a few ciroumstances
where an Adjectival Phrase can he discontinuous, e.g., saabuw&r
rligda fil

= Cbrand new gown], hbor&rrdn ddokli dinhn = Cwell trained

horse], etc., these are discussed in’Chapter 4 (4.4.4 ) and 7 (7 *8 ).

2.12

Adjectival Complex consists of the Agential Copulafm h i / m h a s ^ ^
(in complementary distribution, mhi being the singular, mhasd the
plural form); or the corresponding negative pair m&rhs/mdrhsda,
combined with any of the following:
Hn.

Cpd.Hn.

Indet.Q.

Pr.

Spec.

Lg.Pos.

Lg. Gen.

(2 )

or with a longer HP with one of the above as Head, or v/ith Unit.Adj.
or Adj.Ph. as Head.
Between the Agential Copula and whatever combines with it,
there exists a close nexus, in that nothing can occur between the
two items, not even a pause can interrupt them. Their sequential
order, Agential Copula * H P . is always maintained.
The most common type of Adjectival Complex is that consisting
of the Agential Copula followed by a Houn together v/ith any item
qualifying it, further distinction being made between those where
wfeea?e the Houn is a Dynamic Houn and those where it is a Hon-Dynamic
Houn# This typological distinction also coincides with their
syntactic behaviour; and on this basis,

three main types of

Adjectival Complex may be differentiated:
(1) bJhere such phrases as b&h h&nkhlii occurs within an HP, b&h is
comporable to m d r h s its counterpart being mhi/mhasd and not akwdi.
It can therefore be treated simply as an alternant to marhs/mdrhsaa,
(2 ) e.g. mhi bhbbd-h (yda ado) *s tthe owner of the big one (has come)].
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(a) Agt.Cop, * Dynamic Noun;
Non-Verbal Pyn*:
Strong Verbal Dyn« :

mhi m&g&nha
mhi fltaa

Cwho can talk]
Cwho gets out]

Weak Verbal Dyn« :

mhi k&ainhawaa

Cwho catches]

We all Verbal Dyn. :

mhi kaamh kiifxi

Cwho catches fish]

(1 )

(b) Agt«Cop» * Non-Dynamic Noun:
Abstract Noun:

mhi mfrghntda

Ccruel]

Collective Noun:

mhi kdcCli

Cwealthy]

Mass N oun:

m&i raad&r&a

Cm'ilkman]

Common Noun:

mhi dafli

Cpoisonous]

Pronoun:

mhi shii

Cthe owner.,of it]

^Compound Noun:

mai farln-j£n£i

Cpopular]

Specifier:

mhi wannhn

Cthe ovmer of this]

(c) Agt«Cop« + Other N F*s:

Indeterminate Qualifier: mhi khzaa

C owner of such and such]

Long Possessive:

mhi n£alck

Cwho looks after yours]

Long Genitival Cx, :

mtii t& sll^kin

Cthe owner of the
silken one]

2.13
r
For the present pujpose, it is sufficient to distinguish
two types of Relative Clause, labelled (a) and (b):

(1) Proper Nouns do not normally constitute part of such Adjectival
Comple:^ ej£xcept in such expressions as Mhikdnb, a nickname for
someone whose first name is the same as that of the emir of ICano.
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/

Type (a) comprises those introduced by wany'waddd/wacCanda* =

Cwhich, who, whom, whose], correlated with a masculine singular,
feminine singular, and plural antecedent or anaphor.
Type (b) comprises those introduced by

dh , with no variation

for Number or Gender, e. g. :
Type (a)

Type (b)

dh

Gloss

Masc.

w&ndh ya z6o

— —

ya z6o = Cwho has come]

Fern.

whddh ta 260

— — - dh

z<5o

PI.

wdcChndli sukh z6o

—

suka‘zoos= Cwhohave come]

— da

= Cwho has come]

It is not necessary for the present purpose to go into details
of the complex structural possibilities of the ^Relative Clause,
involving, as they do, the syntactic behaviour of the Verbal Phrase.

2.14
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The term Specifier is used to cover several forms which are

mutually exclusive within the Simple Nominal Phrase. Most of these
forms could, perhaps, be analysed in terms of initial wa- plus
one or more other elements, but such an analysis does not seem helpful
for the present purpose. Moreover, there are certain other forms
which could be similarly analysed but which, for the present purpose,
are placed under other categories, e.g. whndh. waanb, wdnch, etc.
There are three sub-categories, namely:
2.14-1

2.14*2

Interrogative Specifier, which has three form:
Masc. Sing*:

whnb

Fern. Sing. :

wacb

PI.

whcChnnb

I « Cwhat/which?3

Ipd-e-finite Specifier, which comprises the following:
Masc. Sing.:

wani

= [a certain (one)]

Fem. Sing.:

wata

- [a certain (one)]

PI.:

wacC&nsd = [certain people/things;
. .
also another, other]

(1) The tone of wanda, wadda, and wacfanda is variable, depending 011
the degree of emphasis. High-toned are more emphatic than Low-toned*
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2.1i*. 3

The Demonstrative Specifier which, with reference to

the shape of the items concerned and on the basis of their syntactic
behaviour, can be sub-divided into Lon# Demonstrative and
Short Demonstrative each having two further sub-divisions, viz*,
Near Demonstrative and Far Demonstrative * The various forms are
listed below;

Long Demonstrative
:

(b) Far:

Singular:

wannan

Plural;

wacCannan = [these]

Singular;

Plural:

Masc.; wancan

s [this (with no distinction
as regards gender)]

J - C that ]

Fern. :

waccan

— —

wa(£ancan = [those 3

Short Demonstrative
The Short Demonstrative consists of (a) a Link Element -n/-c,
follox-fed by (b) a Locative Element -nan/-can, e.g. , -h n&h and
-h c&h in lftt&afl-h ndh ss [this book], and lfttaafi-h cdh = [that
book].
This is treated as a single item on the basis of:
(a)

the inseparability of the elements, in the sense that
nothing can occur between them*

(b)

the fact that neither element can be identified with
an item occurring elsewhere:
(i) the link element cannot be identified with the Genitive
Link (which always echoes the tone of the preceding
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syllable), nor with the Referential (which always has
Low tone, (see 2.15) );
(ii) the locative element cannot be identified with the Simple
Adverbs nan and can (though clearly related to them),
since they sometimes have "Low tone which is not found
with the Simple Adverbs,

(cf. rli&aA nhn » Cthis gown]

rtLigad ohn = [that gown], etc.)
(a) The Near Demonstrative comprises only the single item -n nan which
correlates both with masculine and feminine singular and v/ith plural.
(b) The Far Demonstrative has two forms:
—n ca n * which correlates with masculine singular and with
plural.
2. -c can, which correlates with feminine singular.
For the tone of the Demonstrative Specifiers, both Long and
Short forms, see Appendix B .

2.15

REFERENTIAL
The Referential comprises such elements as -n

in littdaflh =

[the book] or gldah = [the house].
There are three forms in complementary distribution:
-h , occurring with reference to masculine singular, as in
the above examples,
, occurring with reference to feminine singular, e.g.:
g6ona*>fr ® [the farm]* or makardntd^h = [the school]
-h , occurring with reference to plural, e.g.:
gidhajd^h = [the houses], or gbondld>h = [the farms]
The Referential., invariably, has Low tone.
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‘
flie Diminutive comprises items such as ctdn in ctlifi litt&afli =
Ca small book], or cfdn yaarbo = Ca small boy]*
As in ±he Beferential, there are three items altogether:
cCAA, occurring with reference to masculine singular, as in
the above examples,
*ydr, occurring with reference to feminine singular, e.g.,

*yar goonaa

» Ca small farm]

1y&ff khasdwda = Ca small market]
Ty a A , occurring with reference to plural, e.g.,

*y&n yahr&a

= Csmall children]

1ylm gfdhajde - Csmall number of houses]

2.16.1

The Diminutive is treated as a separate item distinct

from cCAa/ 1yda + Gen* Cx. s= Cson of] because of various syntactic
differences, for example, the Diminutive cannot be preceded by
a bnit.Ad.j. in the same HP, nor can the Lg. Gen. be used instead
of the £h. Gen.

2.17

Wliat is here treated as Isolator is the single word

cCdya

in such phrases as cCayd litt&afln = Cthe other book], cfHyd gidan =

Cthe other house], or just

tC&ydh a Cthe other one].

It is distinguished from the Quantifier 1 (d&ya = Cl]), by its
meaning and by the fact that it always occurs in pre-Head position,
as will be seen later, while Quantifier 1 cannot; and Quantifier 1,
in turn, always occurs in post-Head position (e.g. littdafli cC&yd =
Cone book]) whereas Isolator cannot. This is discussed in Chapter A*
(if. if* 1 ).
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CHAPTER

J.

THE ADVERBIAL CONSTITUENT ELEMENTS OF THE
SIMPLE NOMINAL PHRASE

The Adverbial items occurring in the Simple Nominal Phrase
are of five main types:
Simple Adverb
Adverbial Compound
Adverbial Complex
Adverbial Cluster
Adverbial Phrase
most of which have further sub-types.

But in describing these items,

it is necessary to consider not only the main types and sub-types
based on internal structure, but also certain other categories
which cut across the sub-types and which have a syntactic as well
as a semantic basis.

These categories and the abbreviations used

to refer to them are as follows:
51 Eq*
Ins.
L.
M.

Equative
Instrumental .
Locative
Modal

Soc,
St.

Sociative
Stative

T.

Temporal

Via.

Viative

Each of these corresponds to some particular pattern or patterns
of behaviour.

Eor example, the Sociative Adverbial Complex can

follow a Non-Dynamic Noun Head (e.g. w£n£ m&al&mii da .jb.akfi) = [a
certain Malam with a donkey]), but the" Viative Adverbial Complex
cannot.

3.1.

6k

ADVERB

On the basis of their syntactic behaviour and, to some extent,
also of their internal structure, the Simple Adverbs can be divided
into three sub-types:
(a)

Unitary Adverb

(b)

Reduplicated Adverb

(c)

Adverbs of Degree

Unitary Adverb

Unitary Adverbs are all monomorphemic

(1)

in structure, e*g*,

can

=

Cthere]

cCkaad

-

Ca little while ago]

hak&'

=

Cthus ]

£&un^

a

Lsitting down]

k&s&

=

Cdown / on the ground]

b&cCi

=

Cnext year]

Reduplicated Adverbs
Reduplicated Adverbs, as the name implies, have a reduplicated
structure, e.g.,

(1 )

cdn-can

=: Cfar there]

cCkazu-cCkazu

=

Conly just a while ago]

hdka-h£k&

=

Cthis sort of size]

z^zz^un^

ss Call sitting down]

It could be argued that such Spl.Adv. 1s as clkii ~ Citiside], or
g&ba = Cin front] are in fact not monomorphemic but Co-Radical
in”That they resemble, and can be related to, nouns which are
analysable in terms of stem and suffix.
But the final vowel of
the Adverbs does not alternate with other suffixes as does the
final vowel of the corresponding noun;, and it is simpler to treat
the Adverbs as monomorphemic.

kdsb-kdsd = Ca little way down]
bacCi-bbcCi —- Conly next year]
It may be observed that in Stative Reduplicated Adverbs,such
as zb.zzb.und, there is only partial Reduplication as compared with
the corresponding Unitary Adverbs.
Adverbs of Degree
Adverbs of Degree are, with a solitary exception, all mono
morphemic in structure, and can be listed exclusively as follows:

dinun

= [greatly]

.fcwdrdi

= Cvery]

sdrdl

= [completely]

sbosai

= [beyond doubt

dh-gbskd

(1)

= [seriously]

3-1.1
In terms of categories, the Adverb of Degree is always Modal,
whereas the Unitary and the Reduplicated Adverbs have four categories
each, as follows:
Category
(a )

Unitary Adverb

liQcative:e.g. ,can

— [there]

baaya =
(k)

Temporal:e.g., ba(f£

cdn-cdn

— [far there]

b&ayd-bdayd

= [a bit back]

=[next year] bhcCl-bbcCi

ybnzd =

(1)

[back]

Reduplicated Adverb

[now]

yhnzd-ybnzd

= [only next year]
= [just now]

Strictly this should, perhaps, be treated as Adv.Cx.(d), but:
(a)
its syntactic behaviour differs from that of Adv.Cx.(d) ,
and (b) the second element ghskd is not identical with a noun or
other forms, as in the case of Adv.Cx.(d).
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(° )

(d)

Modal:

e.g. tiil&s = [necessary-] tiilks-tiilks = Cvery
necessary]
h£k&
s= [thus]
h£kb,-h£kb.
= [this sort
of size]
Stative:e. g. z k n ^ = [sitting
zkzzaun^
= [all sitting
down]
down]
rhb£

=

[divided]

rarrbb£

=. [all divided]

Tbere is one further feature of the Locative and the Temporal
Unitary Adverbs, in that:
(i)

The Locative has two further sub-types, which are referred
to as (A) and (B).
Type A *
Type A includes all except one of the Loc. Unt. Advs. such
as odn = [there], bdayd = [back], etc#

Type B comprises the one word hdkb. = [there] ,
distinguished from the Modal Adverb h&kb. = [thus] by its
syntactic behaviour as well as its meaning, e.g.,
yda yi hdkh = [he has gone that way]
m&tsda h£k& = [move there]
including contexts where ohly locative expressions are
normally used, e.g.,
yda m&tsaa ghbd = [he has moved forward]

or
(ii)

”

n

can

= [he has moved there]

n

,r

kusd

= [he has moved nearer]

If

n

h3k&

= [he has moved (in) that directio n]

The word can can sometimes occur as a Temporal Unt. A d v . ,
as in:
cdn s&i ... = [later]
c£n b&cCi .. =• [later next year]
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ADVERBIAL COMPOUND

3.2

What are here considered as Adverbial Compounds are of two
structural types, which may be analysed as consisting of:
(a)

Noun followed by either a Short Genitival Complex or by a
Short Possessive;

(b)

or

a Simple Adverb followed by a Short Genitival Complex or
by a Short Possessive.

Their structure may therefore be stated as follows:
(Noun

(

)

(Simple Adverb
e.g.

(Short Genitival Complex)

)+ (
)

)
(Short Possessive

)

NOUN
+ Sh.Gen. :
* Sh.Pos.
+ Sh.Gen. :

ba&kxn-khogii
:b&ak£ns&

=: [river-side]
*

gxndxn-bxshly&a =

[its side]
[under the tree]

+ Sh.Pos.:

gfndfnth

=

[under it]

+ Sh.Gen. :

khmAr-Audh

~

[like Audu]

+ Sh.Pos. :

feimArsh^ ^

=

[like him]

SIMPLE ADVERB
+ Sh.Gen. :

b£ay£n-g&rii

= [outside the city]

* Sh.Pos. :

bciayans&

= [behind him/it]

Sh.Gen. :
* Sh.Pos.

k&rkdshxn -16ebfrr.= [under the table]
:kkrk&shinsh'

=

[under it/him]

+ Sh.Gen. :

g&b£n-s£rkli

=

[in front of the

+ Sh.Pos.:

gabansa'

=

[in front of him/it]

emir]

There are three categories of Adverbial Compound, differing in their

(1) In addition to this form, there is an anomalous Adverbial Compound
Kcun&nnxi = [like me] and kkmasshxi = [like him] analysable as
k&maa (Nn) +: Sh.Gen. consisting of Gen. Link + Disjunctive Pronoun
This is anomalous in that Dis.Pr. does not normally follow the
Gen. Link.
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syntactic behaviour:
(a)

(b)

Locative, e.g.:

Temporal, e.g.:

cikln-gfdaa

= Cinside the house]

bhakln-kb o gii

= [river-side]

ghbdn-s drkii

= [before the emir]

b&aydnsb.

= [behind him]

cikin-wdthn jiyh

ss [during last month]

bAaydn-sdatii mhi sdwha = [after next week]
(c)

Modal, e. g. 5

khmdr-Audh

= [like Audu]

cikin-mdotha

= [by/in a car]
_ a
_
*= LonAhorse]

kdh-d6okli

ADVERBIAL COMPLEX

3.3

All Adverbial Complexes consist of a particle (h, d&gh, t a ,
dh, or 1/yh) and a nominal or adverbial form. On the basis of their
internal structure and syntactic behaviour, they can be divided into
five main types, referred to as types (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e).
Type (a)

3*3.1

Type (a) Adverbial Complexes are those which consist of:
(i) Locative P a r t i c l i ^ :

h , followed by:

(ii) any of the following:
a Non-Dynamic Noun
a Pronoun
a Simple Adver (Unitary or Reduplicated)
an Adverbial Compound
T
an Adverbial Cluster
or an NP having one of the above as Head.
(1)

The term Locative Particle, used by F.W. Parsons, is retained
here, although some of the Adv.Cx.*s in which it occurs are in
other categories, such as Temporal, Modal and Stative.
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The last three (Simp* Adv. , AcLv. Cpd. and Adv. Cl. ) occur as variants
(with some positional restrictions) of Simple Adverb, Adverbial
Compound and Adverbial Cluster respectively.
Examples of Adv.Cx.(a) are the following:

(b)

h. gid&a

s: Cat home3

h shbek&rha

= C(in) a year]

h mak&rantaa

s

Cat school]

Loc.Part. + Pr. :
h, shii

= Cin it (masc.)]

h Ltd

ss

Cin it (fem.)]

h sdu

a

Cin them]

Cat the right hand side]

Loc.Part. + Simp.Adv. :
Unit.Loc. :

h d&amd

-

Unit. Temp. :

h d&azd

= Ca while ago]

Unit. Mod. :

h Is6kh'

s

Unit.Stat.:

h tshy£

= C standing up ]

Redp.Loc.:

h kdsk-kdsh

= Ca little underneath]

Redp.Temp*:

h yhnzd-yhnzd

Cjust now]

Redp.Mod. :

k shnnd-shnnu

Cslowly and gradually]

Redp.Stat.:

h zhzzaunS

Cjust like that]

= Csitting around]

Loc.Part. + Adv.Cpd.:
a cikfn-gidda

ss

Cinside the house]

h bdayan-d&akli

=

Cbehind the room]

h k&h-kujberaa

= Con the chair]

Loc.Part. + Adv. Cl.
k gbob£

T

dk

:
sdaf£

k jiyh' dk hlinuurhu
h

cfhazd dk hhhtsii

= [tomorrow in the morning
“

[yesterday at sunset]

= Ca while, ago in the mid
morning]
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3*3*2

Type (b)
Type (b) are those consisting of:

(1 )

Ablative Particle

(2 )

any of the following:

dhgh, followed by:

a Non-Dynamic Noun
a Pronoun
a Simple Adverb (Unitary or Reduplicated only)
an Adverbial Compound
T
an Adverbial Cluster
or an NP having one of the above as Head* Examples are
the following:
(a) AbI.Fart. + Non-Dyn.:

dhgb kauybe = Cfrora/round about the village]
dhgh gbonaa = Cfi*om/round about the farm]
dhgh Kanbo

= Cfrom Kano]

(b) Abl.Part. + Fr. s

dhgh shii

= Cfrom it/him (Masc*)]

dbgh ita

« Cfrom it/her (Fern,)]

dbgh. sdii

w Cfrom them]

(c) Abl.Part. * Simp*Adv. :
Unit.hoc. :

dhgh haka/can

Unit. Temp. : dhgh y&h'

*

=:Cfrom/round about that far]

= Cfrom today]

Unit.Mod.:
------- dbgh h&kh
o
Unit.Stat.: dbgh tshyb

= [from athis state (gesture)]
_

Redp.Loc. :

= [(from) a little way back]

dbga bAaya-kaaya

Redp. Stat. : dhgh zhszliunb

= Cfrom^standing position]

= [from a sitting position]

The Temporal and the Modal Reduplicated Simple Adverbs do not
occur in this type of Adverbial Complex.
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(d) Abl.Part. + Adv.Cpd* :
dhgh baavan-gidaa

= [from/around the back of the house]

dagd k&rMshlh-kasda - Cfrom underCground]
dhgh ge efbn-kbo g£i'
(e) Abl.Part. + Adv. 01

s Cfrom the side of the river]

.T:

dagd gbobe &l\ sdafd

- [from tomorrow morning]

d&gd jiya dh hlmuuruu= Cfrom yesterday at sunset]
dhgd tf&azu dh hdntsiiss C^rorn) a moment

3 .3.3

ago at mid-morning]

Type (c)
Type (c) consists of the Viative Particle

td , followed by

the same items as those in types (a) and (b), vizF^Bynamic Noun,
Pronoun, Simple Adverb (of Unitary or Reduplicated sub-types), or
Adverbial Compound, or an NP having' one of the foregoing as Head;
T
but not by an Adverbial Cluster • e.g.:
(a) Via.Part. + Non-Dyn.:
td tdagha

= [through the window]

ta thlh<5h

= [by telephone]

ta tsdanli - Cby ladder]
(b) Via.Part. + P r . :
td shli

= [through it/him (Masc.)]

td ita

ss[through it/her (fern.)]

td sdu

« [through them]

(c) Via.Part. + Simp.Adv.:
Unit.Loc.:

ta daama

Unit. Stat. : ta kwdncd
Redp.Loc.:

= [by the right]
= [by lying down ]

ta gdefb-gdefb= [through a little way to the side]

The remaining types of Simple Adverb do not occur in this
combination.
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(&) Via.Fart, + Adv.Cpd.;

td baaydn-gidaa

a Cby the back door]

ta gidan-wdyba

= Cby/through the post-office]

td g&effen-kbogii = [by the river side]
(e) But not: Via.Fart. + Adv.Cl.^
*td gbobd dh sdafd
&& hlmdurhu
*t& cChazu dh hhntsii
3 *3* k

Type fd)
^ype(cJ) Adv.Cx. 1s are those which consist of:

(1) either the Sociative/Instrumental Particle
Dissociative Particle

dh , or the

bdh. , followed by:

(2 ) any of the following:
a Houn (of either Dynamic or Non-Dynamic type)
a Pronoun
a Simple Adverb
an Adverbial Compound
or an HP having one of the above as Head.
Complexes containing the Sociative/Instrumental Particle dh
can be either of Sociative or of Instrumental categoryf those
containing the Dissociative Particle, on the other hand,
are analysed as being in the Sociative category.
Examples of Adverbial Complex (d) are the following:
(a) Part. + Dyn.Nn.:
Soc. i

(fltda whje) dh. kdukda = [with cry / crying]
(dikli) bdh hiluthawda

Ins, i

= [without a rest]

(tsdorhtda su) dh hdrbli « Cby shooting]

(b) Part. + Non-Dyn.:
(w&ni mhtufh) dh ddokll = Cwith a horse]

Soc. :

(y&awbo) bdh thakhlmii - Cwithout shoes]
Ins. :

(az&abcia) dh wutaa

- Cwith fire]

(c) Part. + Pr. :
Soc.:

Ins. :

(y&awbo) db shii

Cwith him/it]

(zdwha) b&h shli

- Cwithout him/it]

(r\jbhutdu) dh shii

= Cwith it]

(d) Part. + Spl.Adv. :
Ins* :

(rhbhutdu) dh h&kh

= Cthis way]

Others do. not occur
(e) Part, + Adv.Cpd*:
Ins.:

(rhbhutuu) dh tsak£r-d£rde =Cim the middle of
. .
the night]

Others do not occur

3*3*5

Type (£)

Type(3 )consist of (i) Equative Particle

i/yk

variation), followed by: (ii) any of the following:
a Non-Dynamic Noun
a Pronoun
a Long Genitival Complex
a Long Possessive
a Long Demonstrative
8r ail NP having one of the above as Head.

(in free

7k
o.

*
(a)

Eq.Part. + Non-Dyn*:

1/yb Bblba
Cas (big as/clever as etc.) Bala]

(b)

Eq.Part. + Pr. :

1/kbi
Cas (big/tall etc* as) you]

(c)

Eq.Part* + Lg.Pos.:

1/yb nbakb
Cas (big/good etc. as) yours]

(d)

Eq.Part, + Lg.Gen. :

1/yb nb jfyb
Cas (big/good etc. as) that of yesterday]

Ce)

Eq.Part. + Lg.Dem.:

1/yb wannbn
Cas (big/beautiful' etc • as) this]

3.5.6

^ype

Locative,

(a-)

(b)

c&n

e.g. Type (a); a Kanbo
Type (b): dbgb Kbnbo

Temporal,

e.g. Type (a): b cfbazu
Type (b): dbgb ybu

Stative,

e.g. Type Ca): b tsbyb
Type (b): dbgb tsbyb

Cin/at Kano]
Cfrom Kano]
Ca while ago]
Cfrom today]
Cwhile standing up]

Cfrom^standing position]

Types (a) and (d) can be:
Modal,

e.g. Type'ja) : b hbkb
Type (d) : db hakb

Cin this state]
Cthis way]

Type (d), in addition, can be:
e.g. :
Sociative, e.g.:

db blmburliu

Cat sunset]

db ddokli

Cwith a horse]

bab tbakblmli

Cwithout shoes]

Instrumental. e.g.:'

db wbkba

Cwith a knife]

Type (c) can be Viative only, e.g. td tdagba=Cthrough the window]
Type (e) can be Kquative only, e.g. 1 wannbn = Clike this one]
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The syntactic categories of Adverbial Complexes can be
summarised as follows:
(3*)

(ii)

Type (a) has four categories:
Locative

Modal

Temporal

Stative

Type (b) has three categories:
Locative
Temporal

(iii)

Stative

Type (c) has only one category, via*:
Viative

(iv)

(v)

Type (d) has four categories:
Sociative

Modal

Temporal

Instrumental

Type (e) h as only one category, viz*:
Squative

3 .1+

ADVERBIAL CLUS TER
Adverbial Cluster consists of:

(a)

a Unitary Adverb of Locative, Temporal, or Modal categories
in the initial position; followed by:

(b)

one or less often two of the other Adverbial forms, which
may be any of the following:
another Simple Adverb (of any category)
an Adverbial Compound
an Adverbial Complex of either type (b) or (d)
an Adverbial Phrase of type (a),(see 3-5*1)

In each case, the second part is (semantically) more specific than
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the first* There are also considerable restrictions on the
possible combinations:
(i) The first and second constituents are always of the
same category, except that a Loc. Unit.Adv. can be
followed by A'rStative category form.
(ii) Ho item (not even a Modal Particle) can occur between
the component constituents#
e.g. :
(a) Unit.Loc. + Unit. Loc. :
n£n kdofh - [there

at the door]

can baaya = [there

at the back]

(b) Unit.Loc. + Unit.Stat. :

ni£ tshyd = [there, standing]
caii thfd

= [there, coming]

(c) Unit.Loc. * Redp.Loc.:
can kash-kdsh = [there, a little underneath]
n&h kdrkush

s [here, quite near]

(d) Unit.Loc. + Kedp.Stat.:
n&& zhzzhund
cM

= [there, (all) sitting]

tshitshy£ = [there, (all) standing]

(e) Unit.Loc. + Adv.Cpd.Loc,:
nhh bhakxn-khasuw&a =
can baayan-ghrxi

[here, near the market]
= [there, outside the city]

(f) Unit.Loc. + Adv.Fh«(a)Loc. :
cdd hdkh dh khasuwaa = [there, to the far side of the
market]
n&A ghba-ghbd dh giddnkh - [there, a little way from
your house]
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(g) Unit.Loc. + Adv.Fh*(a)Stat*:

nciii zhun6 dbf db kdu

» Cthere, sitting quite near you]

naA llik£ jlkin-b&hgdo = Cthere, stuck to the wall]
(h) Unit.Loc* * Adv.Cx* (b)Loc* :
ca£ dbgb. n£esb. » Cright there, from the distance]
cSrl dbgb sbmb

= Cright there, from the top]

(i) Unit*Temp* + Adv.Cx.(b)Temp. :
ca^ dbga bbayd = Csome timeafterwards]
c&n dbgb kbrsh^e = Clate in the end]
(j) Unit*Temp* + Adv*Cx*(d)yemp*:

clin db dbaminaa

= Clate in the rainy season]

can da yb&mb

= Clate in the evening]

(k) Unit* Temp* + Adv* Cpd* Temp* :

gbob£ baaybn-lb’asbr = Ctomorrow after mid-afternoon]
bbcCi" farkbn-raanii

= Cnext year early in the dry season]

(1) Unit* Temp. + Adv* Cx* (d)Temp*'i

bbarb db kbakaa = Clast year in the harvest season]
jlya‘db saafd

= [yesterday morning]

(m) Unit.Mod. + Slmp*AW*Mod. *
Unit.Mod* i

hakb daidbi

- [like this, exactly]

Redp.Mod* :

hakb sbnnu-sbnnu = Cthis

way, gradually]

(n) Unit*Temp* * Adv*Cx*(d)Temp* + Adv.Cpd*Temp*:

gbob£ db rbanb bbaybn-shab-bxyu
Ctomorrow during the day, after twelve o ’clock]
(o) Unit.Loc. + Adv.Cpd.Loc* * Adv*Cpd.Loc*:

c M bbaybn-gbrii gbban-gidan-sarkii
Cright outside* the city, beyond the emir’s house]
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3*^.1

On the basis of the categories of their constituents,

and their syntactic behaviour, Adverbial Clusters can be divided
into four categories:

In the case of

Modal

Temporal

Stative

Loc. + Stat# the Cluster

because it behaves,
Cluster rather

Locative

syntactically, like

than the Locative,

is treated asStative,
the Stative Adverbial

(c.f.examples (b),

(d), and (g)

above.)

3. 5

AgVERBXAL^PHRASE
Adverbial Phrase consists of:
(i)

either a Simple Adverb (Unitary or Reduplicated), or an
Adverbial Complex of Type (a), (b), or (c) in initial
position, followed by:

(ii)

an Adverbial Complex of either Type (b) or (d).
There are two types of Adverbial Phrase, Type (a) and

Type (b), differing in the nature of the first constituent and
syntactic behaviour. In type (a), the first constituent is a
Simple Adverb, whereas in type (b) it is an Adverbial Complex.

3.5.1

Type (a)

The structure of Adverbial Phrase (a) is as follows;

Simp. Adv.

+

/Adv.Cpd.^
w
.3
Adv. Cx.
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It can be sub-divided into two categories, Locative and Stative
Locative consists of:
(i)

either Un\t« or Re dp. Simple Adverb (Loc. category in
both cases), followed by:

(ii)
(b)

an Adverbial Complex Type -($)^°C *

Stative consists of:
(i)

either Urivb. or Redp. Simple Adverb (Stative category
in both cases), followed by:

(ii)

any of the following:
Ad.Cpd.L
Adv.Cx.

(a)k, (b)^, or (d)^OC‘

e*gm ,
(a)

Locative:
Un\t«Adv. -t* Adv.Cx. (d)! kds& da k&asuw&a
[hear the market]
neesk dh gid&a
[far from home]
Re dp.Ad v . + Ad v .Cx;(cl): k&sd-kusd d& k&asuw&a
[quite -near the market]
gabd-g&bd del makarantda
[just beyond the school]

(b)

Stative:
(In these cases, the Adv.Cpd. or Adv.Cx. is usually one
that could appropriately be dependent on the corres
ponding verb).
tfnvb.Adv. + Adv.Cpd. :

H i k e jlk£n-bang6o
[fixed to'the wall]

Re dp. Adv. + Adv.'Cpd. :

lllllike jlkin-b&ngdo
[all fixed to the wall]
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Unit.Adv. + Adv.Cx* (a):

khnshe b tdkhrdda
[wrapped in a piece of paper!

Re dp. Adv. + Adv.Cx. (a):

kunfcimshd b tak&rd&a
Call wrapped in a piece of paper]

Unit,Adv. + Adv.Cx,(b):

tskagd dhgh khrbti
Ctorn on the edge]

Re dp* Adv. + Adv.Cx.(b):

tshtts&ag£ d&gh kkrbd
Call torn on the edge]

Unit.Adv. + Adv.Cx.(d):

llikd db kdakli
[blocked with wax]

Redp.’Adv. + Adv.Cx.(d):

lllllikd db kdakli
Call blocked with wax]

t o ® (b)

3.5.2

..

The structure of Adverbial Phrase (b) is as follows:
Adv.Cx.(a) , (b), or (c)

+ Adv.Cx.(d)

It can be sub-divided into two categories: Locative and Viative.
Locative
The Locative consists of:
(i) A d v . of either Type (a) or (b), Locative
category in both cases * followed by:
(ii) Adv.Cx,(d)^QC*

Viative
The Viative consists o f :
(i) Adv.Cx, (c)Via* . followed byt:
(ii) Adv.Cx.(d) Soc.
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e. g* :
(a) Locative:
Adv.Cx*(a) + Adv. Cx.(d): a daam& dh khas&wAa
[to the right of the market]
a kciSoi da k&i
[(living) under you (your flat)]

Adv.Cx.(b) + Adv.Cx.(d); d&ga n£esh dh kdu
[quite far from you]
daga samh d& tdag&a
[above the window]

(b) Viative:
Adv.Cx.(c) + Adv.Cx.(d): td ddamd dh khasdwda
[by the right-hand side of
the market]
ta* ya^ima dh. ghrii
[to the west of* the town]
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CHAPTER

Zf

FUNCTION OF INDIVIDUAL ITEMS IN
THE SIMPLE NOMINAL PHRASE
As indicated in Chapter 1, the structure of the Simple Nominal
Phrase can he described in terms of three positions, the pre-Head,
the Head and the post-Head positions, one or more of which may be
filled in any given NP.

The items which occur in these positions

are referred to as pre-Head Qualifier, Head, and post-Head Qualifier
respectively.
Of the items introduced in Chapters 2 and 3» some can function
only as Head, others only as Qualifier, but the great majority can
occur both as Head and as Qualifier, with further differences as
to itfhether they can occur as pre-Head or post-Head Qualifier*

On

this basis, these items can be divided into seven groups, as shown
below.

Examples are, for the most part, not included here, since

adequate examples of individual items are given in Chapters 2 and
3* while examples of typical NP's are given in subsequent chapters.
The number in brackets after each item refers to the type of
NP discussed in Chapter 3*
A*1

Items Functioning only as Head
There are three items ivhich occur only as Head in the structure

of the Simple Nominal Phrase.
Nouns

These are the following:

(1)

Compound Nouns
Pronouns
A* 2

(2)

(3)

Items Functioning only as Pre-Head Qualifier
There are two items occurring only as pre-Head Qualifier
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Diminutive
Interrogative Specifier

This does not mean, however, that the distribution of these
two items is identical. The only factor linking them together
is the fact that each of them can occur only in pre-Head
position; but the types of Head with which they can combine
and the types of other qualifiers with which they can co-occur
are different, as will be seen later.

A*5

Items Functioning only as Post-Head Qualifier

A relatively high number of items can occur only as
post-Head Qualifier. They can be divided into two separate
groups, as follows:

(a)

Those which can occur only immediately after the Head,
and which can accordingly be referred to as the
'Immediate Post-Head Qualifiers (I.P.H.Q. )'. They
comprise the following:

(1) To these should perhaps be added what is probably to be
analysed as a kind of Compound Specifier. This consists of
the combination of one or other of the pre-Head Specifiers
with irln , e.g. whab Irln littAafli? = Cwhat kind of
book?3 ;' “wdni irln~£ttaafii" =T C"a- certain type of book3;
wdnnan irln littaafli =. Fthis kind of book] etc.
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Short Demonstrative
Short Genitival Complex
Short Possessive
Referential
(b)

Those whose occurrence is not restricted to the immediate
post-Head position.

They comprise the following:

Indeterminate Qualifier
Geminate Adjective
Relative Clause
Adverb of Degree
Adverbial Complex (including all its sub-types)
Adverbial Phrase (of either sub-type)
Although each of these items can function only as post^Head
Qualifier, their distribution in terms of the types of Head with
which they can combine and the types of Qualifier with which they
can co-occur may be different.

4* 4*

Items Functioning Both as Head and as Qualifier
The great majority of items can occur both as Head and as

Qualifier in either pre-Head or post-Head positions;

and they can

be divided accordingly into four different groups, as follows:

4* 4*1•

Head and Pre-Head Qualifier

The following two items can occur either as Head or as pre-Head
Qualifier:
Indefinite Specifier
Isolator

(4a)

(13)

The Isolator occurs as pre-Head Qualifier only with the necessary
co-occurrence of the Referential in post-Head position,
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e.g. , cCaya littaafl-*h. = [the other book]
cT&ya baaio4n

= [the other guest];

and where the Isolator is functioning as Head, the occurrence of
the Referential in Post-Head position is also obligatory, e.g.,
daya+n y&a fs6 - [the other one (masculine) has arrived]
d&yd+fr tda z6b = [the other one (feminine) has come]

A* A* 2

Head and Post-Head Qualifier

Each of the following eight items can occur either as Head
or as Post-Head Qualifier:
Quantifiers

(5)

Long Genitival Complex
Ideophone

(7)

(9)

Adjectival Phrase
Adjectival Complex
Relative Clause (a)

(10)
(11)
(12)

Simple Adverb (other than Adverb of Degree)
Adverbial Compound
Adverbial Cluster

(15)
(16)

(1A)
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It is appropriate to add the following points:
khcCdn, dh y&waa and da d£am£a can sometimes occur after an
a
Adjective Head, but they’must be analysed not as Qualifier 2
but as an Adverb of Degree,

A further distinction, therefore,

needs to be made between the two functions of these forms:
(1)

They are analysed as Adverb of Degree when their
counterparts in the same context are dinhn, kwcir&i,
or -n g&sk£ e.g. ,
g&j6erde k&d&n = [slightly short]
f&rii dh yaw£a = [very white]
Here they could not be replaced by dh d£am£a = [few]
but only by dinfon or kw&rdi = [very]

(2)

They are Quantifier 2 when dinfcn, kw&rdi or -n ghsk^
cannot be substituted in

the same context, e.g.,

milt&an€e k£cC£n (sun z6o.) = [few people have come]
mtEf^hde da' yawaa (sun' zoo) - [many people have come]
Here k&d&n and dh. ydwha cannot be replaced by any of
the items mentioned above.
(b)

Most ideophones can occur either as Head or as post-Head
Qualifier, the only exceptions are the following:
(1)

Ideophone Type B.I can function as Head only, e.g.,
(nda cf) kcicibls d& Audh = [I have met Audu accidentally];
but it'cannot occur as Qualifier, since kkcibls cannot
follow any type of Head.

(2)

Ideophones type A. II(a) ,

A. II.:(b), and B. II. (a) cannot

function as Head, but they can occur as post-Head
Qualifier, e.g.,
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Hd.

+Ideo. A..II .(a): hdukda tdbdrkn (yd

kbe y£i)

[he is raving mad]
Hd.

-t-Ideo.A.II.(b) : kdukda rirls (yd kke y£l)
[he Is crying very

Hd.

+Ideo.B.IL(a):

rdagdo shkfrtum (td

bitterly]
sooyda)

[she has roasted a
Whole camj
But not as H ead, e.g. ,
*yaa yi tdburdn
*yd.a y£ rlrls
*yaa y£ sukhtdm

(3)

Ideophones Type B.II.(b) can occur neither as Head nor
as Qualifier.

They can occur only as' second element

of Adjectival Phrase (a), e.g.,
fdrli fdt;

sdabdo f£l

For details about the classification of Ideophones, see
Appendix A .

A * 3*

Head and Pre-Head or Post-Head Qualifier

The following three items can occur as Head, as Pre-Head
Qualifier, or as Post-Head Qualifier:
Long Possessive (6 )
Long Demonstrative (Ah)
Unitary Adjective (8 )
There are, however, the following restrictions:
(a)

The Long Possessive in Pre-Head position presupposes the

co-occurrence of the Referential in Post-Head position
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[c f . Chapter lQj

10.2.3:’1 1 J

nhawa l£tt&afi-m = [the book belonging to me]

(b)

t&asd. kdjeerd-»r

= [the chair belonging to him]

n&akh t&ag£y&*»n

= [the caps belonging to you]

The Unitary Adjective in Pre-Head position is always
immediately followed by an Adjectival Link: -n masculine,
-r feminine, and -n plural (-n/-r/-n).

In this case, the

final vowel of the Unitary Adjective is short, even if in
isolation it is long,* and the Adjectival Link has the same
tone as the final vowel, e.g.,
fdr££ ddokli

=* [whitebhoh.se]

shuticCIn ’l£ttd.afli = [blue book]
f&raf saahiyaa

= [white cow]

farharen shdandu

= [white cattle]

When the Unit.Adj. is in Post-Head Position, there is ho

Adjjec

tival Link, e.g.,

(c)

d6okli mdlaalaacii

~

d6okii hborarrde

=[a well trained

ddokii fdrii

=[a white horse]

'

[a

lazy horse]
Horse]

Unitary Adjective type (a) (Agential Adjective) can be
divided into two further sub-types:
(i)

Those whose verbal counterparts are intransitive,
e.g., m£gftj£i = [swift], mafa(fhac£i = [quarrelsome].
These-can occur both as Head and as Pre-Head or Post
Head Qualifier.

(ii)

Those whose verbal powhterparts arettraqsitive, e.g.
mdcdnkli = [tailor], mdclyii = [voracious].

These

can occur both as Head and as Post-Head Qualifier,
but cannot occur as Pre-Head Qualifier.
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Zf*/f,

Head and Post~H'ead or Discontinuous Qualifier
There is one item which can occur both as Head and as Post-

Head Qualifier, and can also occur as what may be termed a
'Discontinuous Qualifier*, namely:
Adjectival Phrase (10)
When it occurs not as Head but as Qualifier, there are two
possible patterns of syntactic behaviour:
(a)

All its constituents may occur entirely in Post-Head
position, in which case it functions as Post-Head Qualifier,
e.g. ,
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

rlig&a saabuwda kdw

= Ca. brand new gown]

rlig&a ky&kkyaawaa Icwarai

= [a very good gown]

rligaa fcfrnsdsshlyda &t&k&rdda

=

[a gown wrapped in
a piece of paper]

(b)

It may be discontinuous, the two major constituents being
separated on either side of the Head.

In spite of this

discontinuity, the Adjectival Phrases are still treated as
a unity, because of their close association, reflected in
their Immediate Constituent analysis;

as in the following

example:
s&abdwcir rlig£a kdw

~ Ca brand new gown]

can be analysed as follows:

rlig&a

k&w

It may be noted that the Unitary Adjective which constitutes
the main element of Adjectival Phrase is, in this case, always
accompanied by its Adjectival Link.
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SECTION II
THE STRUCTURE OR THE SIMPLE NOMINAL PHRASE

CHAPTER

5

SIMPLE NOMINAL PHRASE CONSISTING OF HEAD ALONE
s
Simple Nominal Phrase^, whether in their elemental form
consisting of Head alone or in fuller form with one or more
Qualifiers, may be classified according to the type of item that
functions as Head, In this chapter, the various types of Simple
Nominal Phrase are illustrated in their elemental form. The
examples are set in appropriate contexts, both in subject and in
object position in a sentence, except in the case of Simple NP*s
of types 1 and 2, with Noun and Compound Noun as Head respectively,
where contextualization hardly seems necessary,

5*1

Type 1 - Noun as Head
Both Dynamic and Non-Dynamic Nouns with their sub-types

can function as Head of NP Type 1.

Examples of such Nouns are

given in the following diagram, their glosses being alreadygiven in Chapter 2 (2.1).
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NOUN

NON-BINAMIC
Abstract, e.g.:
ts£w6o
glrmda
Non-Verbal, e.g.

Verbal
Proper, e.g.:
Bhl&a
Kfinbo
Collective, e#g«

Weak e

kdcfii

gyiarhawaa

flt&a

m£ht&hwaa

sdakha

hyVbh
Maes, e. g. :
m&dar&a
n&amha
Common, e.g. :
ddokli
rligda

3*2

ffype 2 - Compound Noun as Head
Like the Nouns, any item from any sub-type of Compound Noun

can occur as Head, Examples of all the sub-types of Compound Noun
are given in the flow diagram below, the glosses being given in
Chapter 2 (2,2).
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(A) m&al&m-B&l&a
klh&ji-Ali

(B) tkar In-shiilcha
rligar-rdw&a
I.
•(C) y£afi3.i-d&-j&ah£lc?Li
b&bb £a-db- jbk£a

(D) f&r&r-wdtda
blifcln-jlnii
COMPOUND NOUN
(A) rbucCb-ldiybn gl
fbacCi-kb-mu tb

II*

(B) rlgba-k^fi
tftmba— fc&sb

(C) k&a-fl-d&a-’
wtiyda
b&a-kba-suwba-kbo gli

XII.

f?Li-db-sdrtsb

I^bl-kybl-banzk
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3*3

Type

3 - Pronoun as Head

Here all the three types of Pronoun can function as Head of
NP type 3$ although the Disjunctive Pronoun Head can occur only
in subject position, e.g.,
(a)

Disjunctive Pronoun as H ead:

mdu mun gamba = Cwe have finished]
sdu zda sh jde = [they are going]
(b )

Interrogative Pronoun as Head:

(i)

in subject position:
wha yd z<5b?

s=Cwho has Gome?]

whacdecbe td fitd? = Cwho (fem.) has gone out:]
(ii)

in object position:
kda gb wda? = Cyou saw whom?]
kba jl mbe

(c)

= Cyou heard what?]

Indefinite Pronoun,as Head:

(i)
(ii)

3. A ■

subj. :

wdanb yda ddawdo =Cso-and-so

obj. : . nda ga wdanh

Type

(a )

A - Specifier as Head
Demonstrative can occur as

in either subject or object positions, e.g.,

Indef. Spec, as H ead:

(i)
(ii)
" (^)

is back]

= [I sawso-and-so(masc.)]

BothIndefinite Specifier and Long
Head of this type,

(masc.)

subj. : wdn£ yda z6o
ob j. :

=

yda' diki wdni =

[sone/another one has come]
[he has sent some/another one]

Lg.Dem. as Head:

(i)
(ii)

subj♦:

wdnnhn yda fi

= [this one is better]

obj.:

yda zdabi wdnnhn = Che has chosen this one]

9b
Type

5.5
(a)

Qt. 1 as Head: e.g. ,
(i)
(ii)

(b)

subj.:

(gfrdda) hudu sdn Isd

(ii)

obj. :

yda sdyi (gfrdda) hiMd s= Che has bought four]

subj. :

kdcCdn sun ddawdo - Ca few have come back]

obj. :

yda‘s&ami kdcCaii

= Che has got a few]

Qt. 3 as Head: e.g.,
subj.:

(i)

ob j. :

(ii)

5.6

Type
(i)

=: [four are sufficient]

Qt. Z as Head: e.g.,
(i)

(c)

5 - Quantifier as Head

subj. :

biyd-biyti stin Ishde sfr =- Ctwo each are enough
suii sdainl' dku-dkh = Cthey have got
three each]

^em]

6 - Long Possessive as Head

n&awd yda kdarbe = Cmine has finished]
tdasfr tda kdrybe =: Ctheirs is broken

(ii)

:

yda cfduki tdatd = Che has taken hers]
taa dri hdakd

Type

5-7.
(i)

= Cshe has borrowed yours]

7 - Long Genitival Complex as Head

subj.: na Audfc yaa bdtd

= CAudu’s is missing]

ta jiyd tda kdarbe = Cthe one of yesterday as finished]
(ii)

:

yda dri nd mdkdrantda = Che has borrowed the schoolfs]
tda sdyi ha hdwda

Type

5 .'8
(a)

Agt.Adj. :

= Cshe has bought one for riding]

8 - Unitary Adjective as Head
mdghjii yda is6o

= Ca fast one has arrived]

mdfdefdacii yda is6o
. .

= Ca cantankerous one has
arrived]
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(b) Ptpl. Ad.j. ;

ldaldatdccde yda z6o = [a spoiled one has come]
cCdurdrrde yda gddb'

= [a prisoner has escaiDed]

fdrfi yda bath

= [a white one is missing]

kdnkanhe yda Isd

= [a small amount is enough]

5*9

Type 9 ~ Ideophone as Head
IV
TP type 9 has an Ideophone functioning as Head, but there are

the following restrictions:
(a) When in subject position, the Head is always combined with
either the Ref. or the Sh.Dem. in post-Head position, e.g:
-i-Ref. :

sak6-sako-frh yda wargdjde
[the loose one has (finally) disintegrated]
kdzdr-kdzdr cfih tda yi yawda
[the restlessness is too much]

+Sh,Dem.:

zdkdo-zdkb-n ndn sun ddamee shi
[those prominent ones are bothering him]
fdl-fdl c£in ndn tdd bdd mdtdande tsbordo
[this fluttering flame could frighten people]

(b) Only ideophones of type A.I.(a), A.I,(b), and B.I (see Append
ix A) can function as Head of an NP. e.g:
(i) In subject position: (see (a) above)
(ii) In object position:
cfiwbn ndh yaa hina Audb sdkdt
[this illness has denied Audu peace of mind]
mbe kde s d 4 ^ h f zdgum hdka?
[what makes him look so solemn?]

(1) With these verbs, the Direct Object is the second of the two
objects.

9$

5 *10

Type 10 - Adjectival Phrase as Head
Examples:

(a)

Adj.Ph.(a) :
mun ga mdhdukacfi tubdrdn =: [we saw a raving mad (person)]
yda zdab£ cikdkkee mdakfl s= [he has chosen a completely full
one ]
sdabdo f£l yaa bdtd =[a brand new one is missing]

(b)

Adj.Ph.(b)i
yaa sdy£ magdjii dindn = [he has bought a very fast one]
hoorarrde sbosai yaa batd = [a well trained one is missing]
bdbba kwdrai taa nuund =: [a very big one is ripe]

(c)

Adj.Ph.(c):
yda bdntdri
kafdtdrfaa d

Type

11 -

glnannee jlk£n-bdng6o = [hehas pulled out one
!
which is stuck to the wall^
£d6 kam yaa wucde = [a strong-looking one has
. ,
passed by]

Adjectival Complex as Head

Examples a r e :
(a) Adj.Cx. (a) :
mai maganda yaa zdo = [(he) who has complaints has arrived]
mdn gd mdi kaamaawda = [we saw who catches (it)]
(b) Adj.Cx.(b) :
mdi mdddrda yda w&cde = [a milkman has passed by]
ydd mun gd mdi kdcCli = [we saw a rich man today]
(c)

j

Adj.Cx.(c)i
mdi sh£i yda fitd = [the owner (of it) has gone out]
wda yd gd mdi wdhndn? - [who saw the owner of this one?]

;
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5*12

Type

12 - Relative Clause (a) as Head

Examples a r e ;
(i)

Subj. :

wdndd yd z6o yda kdomaa
[(the one) who'came has gone back]
wdndd kd bda nl yda bdtd
[(that) which you gave me is missing]

(ii)

Obj.:

nda gd wdndk yd rdbfrutda
[I saw who wrote (it)]'
dn kdamd wdcCanda silka sdatda
[(some one) has arrested those who stole (it)]

5*15

Type

13 - Isolator as Head

Isolator in Head position is always combined with the Refer
ential in Post-Head position, e.g.,
Subj* ? cCdyd-»h yda daawoo

(ii)

Obj * :

= [the other (rnasc*) one is back]

cCdyd^r tanda zdwaa

= [the other (fem*) one is coming]

naa hangi (faya-ih
. .

c=[I can see the other (masc. ) one
from the distance]

dn diki cCayd-^

= [the other .(fern*) one has been
sent with a message]

5.1A

*

Type

1A - Simple Adverb as Head

Both Unitary and Reduplicated Simple Adverbs can occur as Head.
Examples are shown as follows:
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(a) Loc.:
Unit*/(b) Mod
gj^p j

cdh tda f£

= Cthere is better]

yda f£ hdkh.

= CitTs more than that]

*1?) Stat. : sdn tkash£ g&und ts&yd =Cthey asked for trouble]
Redp

koc*;

bdayd-bdayd tda fl

= Cback a little is better]

(b) Stat*: yd y£ kwhnc6-kwanc6 a Che concentrated]

As is clear from the above examples, Temporal (both Unitary
and Reduplicated) and Modal Reduplicated Simple Adverb do not occur
as Head* The remaining categories which do occur can function both
as subject and as object*

5*^5

Type 15 ~ Adverbial Compound as Head
£ub.i» i

whjdn-g&rii tda jikbe shdtdf
Coutside the city has got thoroughly wet]
c£k£n-g£dda tda gy&arti rdcCdu
Cinside* the house is repaired beautifully]

Qb.1* i

ruwda yda jifcd tsdkdr-g£daa shardf
Cth'e rain has soaked

the middle of the house]

td&do yda bdatd bdak£n«-k6og£n
Cmud has spoiled the' reverside]

5*16

Type 16 * Adverbial Cluster as Head

When an Adverbial Cluster functions as Head it is usually of
T
Locativd category; Adverbial Cluster can occur as Head, but it
functions only as subject and never as object of a verb, e.g.:
(a)

Adv.Cl.11, as H e a d ;
(i)

Subj»*

cdh ydfcma-yafcmd tda buushbe
Cover there’ to' the west is dyy]
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ndh b&akin-k&ashwda tda yi mdsd ndesda
[here close to the market is too far for him]
(ii) Obj* :

wutda taa kdond cafr kdsa-kdsd
Cfire has destroyed a' little way down there]

(b)

A d v . C l , a s H ead:
gbobde bdaydfj-ld1dsdr tda yi niisda
^tomorrow in' the late afternoon is too far away]
b&ard kbrshdd~ddam£naa tda kdoyda mdsd hdnkdlii
[Last' year at‘the end' of $fee rainy season' taught him a
lesson]
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CHAPTER 6

PRE-HEAD QUALIFIERS IN THE SIMPLE NOMINAL PHRASE

The items which can function as Pre-Head Qualifiers have
been mentioned in Chapter Zf (/±. 2, 4*^,1, and

4*3)* They may be

listed briefly here, as follows:

Specifier: Int.
Indef .
Lg.Dem.
Isolator
Diminutive
Long Possessive
Unitary Adjective

While all these items can occur as Pre-Head Qualifier, there
are some restrictions on their occurrence, and this is discussed
at appropriate points below.

In discussing the Pre-Head Qualifiers, it is convenient to
one
consider HP's containing only^Pre-Head Qualifier first, and
subsequently those containing more than one. :
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6*1

Head preceded by one Qualifier

Of the various items which can occur as Head, some can be
preceded by any of the Pre-Head Qualifiers listed above, some
cannot be preceded by any of the Pre-Head Qualifiers at all, while
others can only be preceded by certain of them, as described below:

6,1.1

The following items, as Head, can be preceded by any

Pre-Head Qualifier:

Dyn.

Unit. Adj •

Non-Dyn.

Adj.Cx.: (a)

Cpd.Nn.: I.(b)

(b)

II.

(c)

III.

Adv.Cpd.

Possible combinations of this kind may be illustrated by the
following examples containing a Non-Dynamic Noun as Head:

Int. + Hd. :

w£mb llttAafli?

- [which book?]

Indef..+ H d . :

w&nl littaafli

= [a certain book]

Lg.Dem. * Hd . :

wahnah littaafli

= [this book]

Is. + H d . :

cCaya llttaafl^h^ ^

= [the other book]

Dim, -i- Hd. :

cCAh littaafli

= Ca little book]

Lg.Pos. + H d . :

nhawa littaafl^h^^

= Cmy book]

Unit.Adj. (a) + Hd. : mafecLWciaclii littaafli

= Ca beautiful book]

(b) + Hd. : .fcaw&at&ccdn llttAafli = Ca decorated book]
(c) + H d . : kylkkyAaw&n littaafli = Ca good book]

(1) For the final -n see Chapter A Ui- A* 1 » and A-A-3)
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It should be noted, however, that a
preceded by Dim* or Unit* Ad.j*

Proper Noun is never

e.g. ,

*cCd£ Bhl&a (with meaning appropriate to the Dim*')
*khfcfcarf£n Bhlaa
Combinations with items other than a Non-Dynamic Noun as
Head may be illustrated by a combination of any of the pre-Head
Qualifiers in the examples given above with any of the examples
of other types of Noun, Compound Noun, Adjectival Complex and
Adverbial Compound given in the relevant parts of Chapter 3*
A random selection of examples may be given here:
(a) Int.Spec* * Cpd.Nn*I*(B):

whcb rligar-r£wda?
Cwhich rain-coat?]

(b)

Lg.Pem* + Cpd.Nn*II*:

w&ilnhn fhacC£-kh-mdth
Cthis chinaware]

(c)

Dim* + Cpd.'Nn.TII*:

cCAA fli-dh-sdrts^
Ca little euphorbia lateriflora]

(d) Indef*Spec* * Unit* Ad j * :

wdn£ f£r£i

Ca certain white one]
(e)

L&.Pos* * Adj*Cx*(a):

nAakh mhi zhan£4h
Cyour decorated one]

(f) Unit* Ad.i* + Ad.i*0x*(b):

bhakdn mhi ddokli

Can unknown horseman]
(g)

Is* * Adv*Cpd*:

cCdya c£k£n-g£dd-*h
Cthe other courtyard]

6*1.2

The items which can occur as Head but cannot be preceded

by any Pre-Head Qualifier are:
(i) Pel*,

(ii) Simp.Adv.,

(iii) Adv*Cl*
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6.1.3
All the remaining items which can occur as Head can be preceded
only by certain of the Pre-Head Qualifiers, as shown in Table P.
They can conveniently be described in three groups as follows:
(a)

Lg.Gen., Lg.Pos. and Qt.'s can be preceded by most Pre-Head
Qualifiers, viz.,
Lg.Gen. by all except Lg.Pos.
Lg. Pos.

" n

n

Lg.Pos. and Uriyb. Ad j.

Qt. 1s

n 11

11

Is.

11

Unit. Adj.

e.g. ,
Spec.

Lg. Gen. :

wdtd td k&rdn-mlskli
[a certain velvet one]

Is. -i- Lg.Pos. :

cCdyd tdakd-m
[the other one of yours]

Pos. + Qt.1 :

nhawa gudda dkfr-wb
[my three ones]

(b)

The following are somewhat restricted in their possible
combinations, and can be preceded only by the items shown:
Head

by

Pre-Head Qualifier

Indef .'Pr. 11

Spec. 1s (Int., Indef. )

Pis j.P r .

Spec. *s (Int., Indef.), Dim.

!t

Ideo.

11 Spec.11s

(nt. , Indef.), Dim. , Lg.Pos.

Is.

n

Spec. *s

(Int., Lg.Dem.), D im., Lg.Pos.

Ad j. P h .

11

Spec. (Indef.), Is.

e.g.,
Int.Spec. + Indef.Pr. :

wan^ wdan§?
[which' so-and-so?]

Int.Spec. + Disj.Pr. :

w&rife nil
[who ain I ( ....)?]
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Indef.Spec. + Ideo* :

wdni yhu
Ca certain sensation]

Lg. Pern* Spec* + Is* :

whhn£n <faya*h
Cthat other one]

Is* + Ad.j.Ph. :

cfdya s&abdo f£l <££h
Cthe other brand hew one]

(c) Int.Pr. and Spec*

(Indef* and Lg.Dem.) in Head position can

be preceded only by Pirn, and not by any other Pre-Head
Qualifier, e.g.,
Dim. + Int.Pr. :

6.1*3.1

cC&d whnnde? = Cwhich little one?]

Dim. * Indef.Spec. : (fdn wdn£

=s Ca certaii little one]

Dim.1 + Lg. Dem. :

= [this little one]

(fan w&nnhn

TABES 2
Possible Combinations of Head and Pre-Head Qualifiers

Table 2 below shows all the possible combinations of Head
and Pre-Head Qualifiers as described in the preceding section:
CA11 the items which can occur as Head are shown in the right
hand margin, and all the items which can occur as Pre-Head
Qualifier are shown at the top of the Table. A plus at the
intersection of any vertical column and horizontal line
indicates that the two items involved can combine, while a
blank space indicates that the two items involved cannot
combine* Parentheses enclosing a plus indicate the possibility
of combination of the two items, but with some additional
restrictions which are described after the table.]

TABLE 2
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SPECIFIER
Int. Indef. Bern.

Is.
Pos. Unit.
DIM.
(-n)
(-n) Ad.i.

+
+

+
+

+
+

(+ )
(+)

+
+

(+)

+
+

+

+

(+ )
(+ )

+

(+>

•j*

+
+
+

+
+
+

(+ )
(+ )

(+ )
+
+

(+>
(+)
(+)

+

+

+

c+)

+
+

Dyn.
Non-Dyn.

3+(2)
3+(2)

+
+
+
+
+

Cpd.Nn.1(A)
Cpd.Nn.I(B)
Cpd.Kn.1(C)
Cpd.Nn*1(D)
Cpd.Nn.II
Cpd.Nn*Ill

1+ ( D
3+(2)
1
A+(2 )
3+(2)
3+ (2 )

Die 3*
Int.Pr*
Indef.Pr.

2+( 1 )
1
2

Spec. (Indef*,
and Lg.Dem.)

1

Qt.

3+(2)

(+ )
+
.

+

*
*»*

+

+

(+)

+

+

<+)

(+ )

+

'h

+

+

(+ )

+

+

+

(+ )

(+ )

+

+

+

(+ )

+

(+ )

(+ )

+
+

+
+

(+ )
(+ )

+

+

+

(+ )
(+ )

(1,2 and 3 )

Lg.Pos.

3+(2)

+

Lg.Gen.

3+(l)

+

Unit.Adj.(a),(b),(c)

A+(3)

Ideo.

3+(1)

Adj.Ph.

1+ (1 )

Adj.Cx. (a)
Adj.Cx.(b),(c)

3+(2)

Rel.

0

Is.

3 +(D

(+ )
+
+

+

(+ )

Simp.Adv.
+

18

+

17

*h

11+
U>

(*)

(13)

+

(+)

13+ (12)
(2 )

(TOTAL
COMB.1

H E A D

+

12

(Unit, and
Redp.)

/f+(2)

0

Adv.Cpd.

3+(2)

Adv.Cl.

0
TOTAL
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Some of these combinations may be illustrated by the following
random examples:
Is. + Lg.Pos. :

= [the other

one of mine]

Indef .-Spec. * Unit.Adj. : wani farii

= Ca certain

whiteone]

Pos. * Unt.Adj. :

nhawd b&fci-h

= Cthe black

one of mine]

Lg.Dem. + Is. :

wdhn&h cCdyd~n= Cthat other one]

Dim. + Ideo. :

cCdn ScLkd-sdkd - Ca slightly loose one]
thz
tsdohiSw&r td' sllikli =
silken one]

Unit. Adj. + Lg. Gen. ;
Indef.Spec. + Adj.Ph. :

cCdyd nhawd-h

wacCdnsd' shabhbbii kdw =. Ccertain brand
ne\tf ones]

Other examples may be obtained by combining examples of the items
concerned as given in Chapter 5*
The further restrictions referred to in introducing Table 2
all involve the necessary co-occurrence of some Post-Head Qualifiers
along with certain Pre-Head Qualifiers, viz.,
(i)

Di m , can precede Cpd.Hn. I. (D) , but such a combination
requires the co-occurrence of Bel.-(b) in Post-Head
position, e.g.,
cC£h far in- jini i d h t a s d o m h a sukbe Jbyhashii
Ca little popularity' which she has started to develop
that they envy]
1ydr fdrdr-kdsda dh yd sdy6o tda ji&be
^little whitewash which he’bought has got wet]

v(-ii)

Dim,can also precedes Pis j.Pr. Head only with the necessary
co-occurrence of Sh.Dem. in Post-Head position, e.g.,
cCdn nii cCln nhii (nda Isd rainha kdt]
Ccan a little creature (like) me here despise you?]

(iii)

Lg.Dem. in Pre-Head position requires the co-occurrence
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Ca)

of Ref* when Q/fc.3 is in Head position, e.g. ,
whd&nndd ulch-dku^n = [those three each]

(b)

of a Post-Head Qualifier of any kind when Lg.Pos. or Ideo.
is in Head position, provided that the co-occurring PostHead Qualifier can occur after the particular Head, e.g.,
Lg.Dem. * Lg.Pos. (Hd. )+Ref.s:

wdhn&A ndakh«*h «
Cthat one of yours]

Lg.Dem.+Ideo. (Hd. )+Simp.Unit,Adv.

M

:

wdAnhh chh h&kb. (di.*.)

[such a sizzling noise as this.•
(c)

of Simp.Unit.Adv.

M

when a Unit.Ad.j. is in Head position, e.g.,

wddnhh fdrii hdka (zdl bdta kttwd?)
[can this white (mark) this size (really disappear?)]
Inda kdkh s&aml wddnhh kdatbo hakh?
[where have you got a big (one) such as this]

(iv)

Ihe Is. and Lg.Pos. in pre-Head position require the
co-occurrence of a Ref, in post-Head position^
Is. * Hd. :

cCdyd lXttdafi-*h
But' n o t ;

Pos. + Hd. s

as [the other book]

*daya littdafli

nhawa lXttaafl**h = [my book]
But not':

6.1.^.

e*g**

*n&awa iXtt&afli

It has been shown that, of the various items functioning

as Head, some of them (viz.: Houns, most Compound Houns, Unitary Adj
ective, Adjectival Complex and Adverbial Comp&und) can be preceded by
any of the Pre-Head Qualifiers; some cannot be preceded by any
Pre-Head Qualifier at all (viz., Relative Clause, Simple Adverb and
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Adverbial Cluster);

while the remainder can be preceded only by

certain, but not by all,of the. Pre-Head Qualifiers.

6*2

Head preceded by more than one Pre-Head Qualifier
The general statement can be made that, where a Head can be

combined with a number of different Pre-Head Qualifiers, any two
or more of these Qualifiers can occur in combination:., with such
Head.

A Non-Dynamic Noun, for example, can be preceded by any of

the Pre-Head Qualifiers (see 6.1), combinations such as the following,
therefore, are also possible with such a Noun as Head:Indef.Spec. + Dim. + Hd.

wAni cC&n littaafii
Ca certain little book]

Is. +: Lg.Pos. 4- Unit. Adj. + Hd. : cCay£ ndakh kbramln llttdafl-^h
Cyour other small book]
Then it is only necessary to state the following exceptions:
(i)

The three sub-types of Specifier are mutually exclusive;
and all are also mutually exclusive with the Isolator.

(ii)

In general, only one item from any given type of Pre-Head^
Qualifier

can occur with any given Head;

case ofthe Adjective, a number of

but

in the

sole

items can occurtogether

either alone or in combination with other Pre-Head Qualifiers,
before the same Head, each Adjective being followed by the
appropriate Adjectival Link (-n/«r/-n).

There appears to be

some kind of sequential ordering of such Adjectives, for
instance a colour Adjective always occurs last in any
sequence in which it occurs, e.g. ,

(w&nl) kbosdssh£n d6 og6n f£r£n ddokli
La' tall well-fed white horse]
Not:

*fdrin kbosasshgn d6og6n ddokli

Or:

*doog6n farin kbosAsshen dbokli
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6 ,2.1
Since the Specifiers and Isolator are mutually exclusive, the
maximum number of places to be filled in Pre-Head position is four,
and since these Qualifiers are all optional elements in the structure
of the Simple Nominal Phrase, any number from one to the maximum of
four of these places may be filled.

The sequential order, however,

is fixed, so that where these four places are filled the first is
filled by the Specifier or the Isolator, the second by the Diminutive,
the third by the Long Possessive, and the fourth by the Unitary
Adjective.

This sequential order also remains the same where less

than four of these places are filled.
The structure of the Simple Nominal Phrase where the Head is
accompanied by only the Pre-Head Qualifiers can, therefore, be
summarised as follows:
f Int.
Sped. J Indef.
lLg. Dem

(+Dim. )

(+Lg.Pos.)

Adj'.i

The braces enclose the mutually exclusive elements, and the
parentheses enclose the optional elements in the structure of the
Simple NP.

The outside parentheses enclosing all the items,

except the Head, indicate that all these items are optional and
/

only the Head is an obligatory element;

so that there can be any

one of these optional elements, or any two, or any three, or all
the four preceding the same Head of a Simple Nominal Phrase.
Some examples of the possible combinations are here given with
a Non-Dynamic Noun functioning as Head.

Combinations with items

other than Non-Dynamic Noun in Head position may be illustrated
by a combination of-any examples of the Pre-Head Qualifiers as
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given in Table 2, with examples of the various other types of items
which can occur as Head, e.g.,

wani cfdn littaafii

Spec* +. Dim. + Hd. :

Ca certain' little book]
d&y£ nhaxsra f£rln llttdafl-^i

Is. -tLg.Pos* *Unjt. Adj.+Hd. :

Cthe other white book of mine]
Spec.+Dim. *Lg. Pos. ^TJntt. Ad j. +Hd. :

w£ni cCdn n&awd Mir&min littdafI-^h
[another little book' of mine]

Is. *Dim. +Lg. Pos. -t-Uiijt.Adj.*Hd. :

cCdyd cC£n n&awd fchramin littdafl-m
[the other little book ,of mine]

6.2

Conclusion
In the light of this, the following generalisations can be made:

Pre-Head Qualifiers:
Pre-Head Qualifiers can be grouped under three headings, on the
basis of the number of different types of item in Head position with
which they can combine.

The figures given below indicate the number

of types of Head with which each Qualifier can combine, the figures
given in brackets referring to cases where the Qualifier can occur
only with the co-occurrence of another Qualifier.

(a )

(b )

Qualifiers with high combinability:
Int.Spec.

18

Indef.Spec.

17

Dim.

15 +■ (2)

Qualifiers with moderate combinability:
Lg.Dem.

11 + (£|-)

Unit. Adj.

11
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(° )

Qualifiers with low combinability:
Is.

0+ (15)

Lg.Pos.

0+ (12)

Head:
Similarly, the items occurring as Head can be grouped under
four headings on the basis of the number of Pre-Head Qualifiers
with which they can combine:
^a )

Readily combinable:
Dyn.Nn.

5+(2)

Adv.Cpd.

5+(2)

Non-Dy.Nn.

5+(2)

Lg.Gen.

5+(1)

Cpd.Nn.1(b)

5+(2)

Urirt.Adj.

1h -(3)

Cpd.Nn. II.

5+(2)

Cpd.Nn.1 (d)

Cpd.Nn. III..

5+(2)

Adj.Cx.(a)

(2 )
%+(2 )

Adj.Cx.(b-c)
(b)

(c)

Relatively low combinability:
Qt.

3+(2)

Ideo.

3+0)

Lg.Pos.

3+(2)

Is.

3+0)

Low combinability:
Disj.Pr.

Cpd. Nn. 1 (c) 1

.Indef.Pr.

2

Int.Pr.

1

Cpd.Nn. 1(a)

1+ 0 )

Spec.

1

Adj. Ph.
(d)

2+0)

1+0)

Non-combinable:
Rel; Simp.. Adv. ;

Adv.Cl.

Furthermore, there is a strict sequential order which
applies whenever two or more Pre-Head Qualifiers co-occur in
qualification of the same Head.

1*12

CHAPTER

7

HEAD WITH ONE POST-HEAD QUALIFIER

The items which occur as Post-Head Qualifier in the Simple NP
have been mentioned in Chapter if (A*3i A. A* 2, if*if*3,and if*if* if)*
The great majority of them can occur after a given Head without the
necessary co-occurrence of any other Qualifier, and most can occur
in sequences of two or more in qualification of the same Head, but
a feitf can occur only with the necessary co-occurrence of another
Qualifier,
In this Chapter, only NP*s containing one Post-Head Qualifier
are considered, leaving any e.o*occurrence of two or more Qualifiers
in the same NP to be dealt with in Chapters 8 , 9» and 10*

It is

also convenient to exclude from consideration in this Chapter, N P !s
having Dynamic Nouns as Head, since they are unusual in some respects.
Such NP's are discussed in Chapter 11.

Furthermore, Non-Adverbial

and Adverbial Qualifiers are dealt with separately, since the latter
are less frequently found as Qualifiers except after a Dynamic Noun
Head.
Consideration is first given to N P fs with a non-Adverbial item
functioning as Head, beginning with those having a Noun as Head and
then those having a Compound Noun as Head, and so on;

NP's having

an Adverbial item as Head are then examined, and this account is
followed by a table summarising all the possible combinations.
The following list comprises all the various items discussed
in this Chapter:
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Non-Adverbial Items as Head
Head

Page

Non-Dynamic Noun

11A

Adjectival Phrase

131

Compound Noun

117

Adjectival Complex

133

Pronoun ---------

119

Genitival Complex

13A

Unitary Adjective

122

Quantifier --------

133

Specifier -------

126

Relative Clause

137

Long Possessive

129

Isolator ---------

137

Ideophone

130

Head

Page

Adverbial Items as Head
Simple Adverb

139

Adverbial Compound

1AO

Adverbial Cluster

1AO

The Post-Head Qualifiers relevant for discussions in this
Chapter are the following:
Non-Adverbial Post-Head Qualifiers
Qt. 1, 2 , 3

Adj. Cx.

Indet. Q.

Pel.

Lg, Pos,

Ref.

Lg.Gen

Sh.Dem.

Unvt, Adj.

(a);, (b), (c)

Gem. Adf.

Adj. Ph.

(a), (b)

Sh. Pos,
Sh,' Gen.

Ideo.
(a), (b), (c)

(a), (b), (c)
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Adverbial Post-Head Qualifiers
Simp# Adv.

(Unit. ) , (Redp. ) , (Adv. Deg. ) ,

Adv. Cpd. ,
Adv. Cx.

(a), (b), (c), (d), (e),

Adv. Cl.
Adv. Ph.

(a), (b)

Of the various items which can occur as Head-, none can be
followed by the whole range of these Post-Head Qualifiers;

on the

other hand, in contrast with what was said about the Pre-Head
Qualifiers, every item functioning as Head can be followed by at
least one type of Post-Head Qualifier.

Some combinations are

subject to certain supplementary restrictions, while others are
not so restricted.

7.1

With a Non-Dynamic Noun as Head
Where a Non-Dynamic Noun is in Head position every one of the

Non-Adverbial Post-Head Qualifiers can follow the Head, and, of
the Adverbial Qualifiers, the following can also occur:
Adv. Cx.

(a), (b), (d), (e)

*?
i -Qf *1 •

l£tt£afli (gud&a) cCayd

= Cone book]

+ .Qtjt-R.:

lzLtthtthfdi kacCdn

= Cfew books]

+ Ot.5 i

llttbtthfdi dkh dku

= Cthree books each]

+ Inde t.0..

littdafli' khzaa

= Csuch and such a book]

+ Unit. Ad j, (an)

d6okli mdlhalhacii

= Claay'horse]

+ Unit.Adj.(b)

ddokli hbor^rrde

= Cwell trained horse]

+ Unit.Adj. (c)

ddokli fdrii

= Ca white horse]

'
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+- Gem. Adj. :

dbwaakii Irli—irli

* Ideo* :

riigba sbkhtdnr

[a complete gown]

+ Adj.Ph. (a),

riigaa sdabdwda kdw

[a brand new gown]

+. Adj.Ph. (b)

rligba kyaldkyaawaa dinum

[a very good gown]

4- Adj.Ph. (c)

riiigba Jcbonanniyda h.' hannd

[gown touched by fire
on the sleeve]

+ Adj.Cx. (a):

ybarbo mbi dikli

[hard-working boy]

+ Adj.Cx.(b) :

ybarbo mbi hdnkblii

•f Adj.Cx. (c) :

ybroo mbi' fdrin-jinii

[different kinds of horses]

.'.[intelligent boy]
[popular boy]

+• Rel*. (a) :

yarbo w&hdb ka gbnfi

[a boy whom you saw]

Rel.(b) :

mbtbanbe db kd gdnfi

[people whom you saw]

* Ref* :

mbtban&^h

[the people]

+: Sh.Deai. :

mb tbanS

ndn

[those people]

mdtbani^nmb

+ Sh.Fos. :

[our people]

+ Sh.;Gen.!:

irnltban 6 -»n Ingllb

[English people]

+ Adv.’Cx.Xa):

bttbajbrii b m6otba

[a

rich man in a car]

+ Adv. Cx*(b) :

bttbajlrii dbgb Kanbo

[a

rich

+Adv. Cx.(d):

bttbajlrii db ydarbnsb

+ Adv.Cx.(e):

bttbajlrii 1 kdi

[a rich man with his
r
. ,
servant]
La rich man
like you]

man

fromKano]

There are other Adverbial Qualifiers (viz#, Adv.Cpd. , Adv.Cl. ,
an<i Adv.Ph.) which can occur after Non-Dynamic Noun Head but, since
they require the co-occurrence, of another Qualifier, discussion of
their combinations is deferred to Chapter 10 (10.2).
7.1.1
There are, however, certain supplementary restrictions in
connection with some of these combinations, perhaps determined by
semantic compatibility, viz. ,
(a)

Abstract Noun frf»-any- cub type and Proper Noun in Head position
are not followed by:
Indet. Q . , or

Adj. Ph.

(a), (b), (c)
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e. g* :
AbsP * Indet*Q*:

*g£rmAa kkzka

Prop* + Indet#Q*;

*Bklka lekzaa

Abs* * Ad.j*Ph*(a):

*g£rinaa bkbbk fankameemke

Prop* + Ad.j*Ph*(a):

*Bklka ga.jderee dd M s

Abs* + Ad.j*Pb*(b):

*g£rmli.a bkbbk kwkrki

Prop* + Adj*Fh (b)

*Bkl£a gk.j^erde fcw&rki

Abs* * Ad.i*Ph<

c):

Prop* + Adj*Ph (c)

*girmka bkbba dk shli
*Bkl&a gk.j6er§e da shii

(b) Proper Nouns in Head position cannot be followed by:
Qt* 1 t 2 , or 3

Grem. Ad j •

e*g. :

Prop* + Qt* 1 :

*Bklka gkdka cCayk

Prop* * Qt*3:

*Audk blyd-biyfl

Prop* + Qt.2:

*Kknbo dk ykwka

Prop* + Gem.Ad.j* :

*bfktkr£ £rii-frii

(c) Abstract ;Nouns are not followed by Adjectival Complex (a)*
e*^# *

*mkgkntaa mki k£ska
*g£rmka mki fitda

T17

7.2

With a Compound Noun as Head
In general, Compound Nouns behave syntactically within the

NP in much the same way as Nouns;

but the behavioural distinction

between Compound Nouns which could be classified as 'Dynamic* and
those which could be classified as 1Non-Dynamic1 (and further as
Proper, Common, Abstract, etc.) is hot as marked as in the case
of Nouns^
(i)

Thus:
while Dynamic Nouns can be followed by Adv.Cx.(c) , e.g.,
hdrbli

t£ag&a ss Cshooting through the window] ,

'Dynamic* Compound Nouns such as rhfha-£d<5 =[theft by
charm] cannot.
(ii)

while Non-Dynamic Nouns can be followed by Unt.Ad.j. (a) ,
e.g. , dookli mdghjii = Ca fast horse] ,
this is not true of *Non-Dynamic * Compound Nouns such as
bhkan-gizb = Crainbow].' apart from Compound Noun 1 (a)
which itself behave like a Proper Noun (e.g. mdalhm Audh
m&hhddhcfi = CMalam Audu the reciter]).

Again, in almost every syntactic type,of Compound Noun, there
are items which can be regarded, for reasons similar to those
described in Chapter 2 (2.1.1), as Dynamic, and some others which
can be regarded as Non-Dynamic, Compound Nouns;

but all are

followed by the same types of Post-Head Qualifiers.

e.g.

In Cpd.Nn.1(b), are items such as tharin-shiikka = whooping
cough] which can be regarded as Concrete, and zdaf£n-hdnnhu=
Cbeing quick-tempered] which can be regarded as" Abstract,
Compound Nouns;

but they are all followed by the same types

of Post-Head Qualifiers.
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(iii)

Two items from different syntactic types of Compound Noun
have different behaviour, irrespective of whether they can
both be, say, Dynamic or not.

The Compound Noun kdrln-

mhganha =: [proverb], for example, can be followed by:
Sh.Pos. :

k£rin-mhgdna»»rsa

= [his proverb]

Uhvfc.Ad.j. (c) e.g. , khrln-mhghnha sdabuwda = [new proverb]
and by several other Post-Head Qualifiers, none of which can
follow the Compound Noun ydakli-dh-jdahilcii = [adult
education], although both items can be described as Dynamic;
the main reason being that the former belongs to Cpd.Nn.1(b)
while the letter belongs to Cpd.Nn.I(c).

The details of possible combinations with the Compound Noun are
so numerous that they cannot be given here, but they are shown in
Table g below.

Only a few combinations are exemplified here.

Post-Head Qualifier in each case is Quantifier 1.
Cpd.'Nn. 1(b) :

rlig&r-ruwaa (ghdd) cCdyd
[one'raincoat]

Cpd.’Nn. 1(d) :

fdrdr-kds&a gwdngwdnli cCdya
[one tin of whitewash]

Cpd.!
Nn. II.'(a):

fha cfi-kh-mutu ghdaa -cChyh
[one piece' of china]

Cpd. Nn. II. (b) :

jha-ghbh mhtdih dkh
[three guides]

Cpd.Nn. II.(c) :

bha-kha-zdwha-kbogii turmii cfhyh
[one bundle of unwashable' material]

Cpd. Nn. III. :

fli-dh-shrtsb glndii cChyh
[one root of euphorbia' lateriflora]

The
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7*3

With, a Pronoun as Head
The three types of Pronoun have different distributional

characteristic’s, in that:
(a)

A Disjunctive Pronoun in Head position can be followed

C1 )

by:

(b)

Bef*

Adj.Cx.

(a),(b),(c)

Qt.1,2,3

Bel.

Indet.Q.

and b y : Adv.Cx.(e)

(b)

The Interrogative Pronoun can be followed by:
Ref.

Adj.Cx.

Sh.Pos.
and b y :

Bel.
M
Simp.Unit.Adv.

(a),(b),(c)

(b)

Adv.Cpd.

(c)

The Indefinite Pronoun can be followed by the same
Qualifiers as the Disjunctive Pronoun, the exceptions
being Qt*3 and Adv.Cx.(e) which cannot follow the
Indefinite Pronoun. It can also be followed by:

(1) Combinations of Disj. * Lg.Pos. (e.g. shii n&akh = [the one
belonging to youT^. or Dis j. * Lg.Gen. Te.g. shli n& Audit = Cthe
one belonging to Audu]). or Disj. * Unit. Ad j". (a) (e.g. shii
m£hhddctcii = [the one with nice cooing!)« or Disj. + Unit.Adj.~Cb)
(e.g. shii whnkahlcSe = [the one vrtiich is washedjj, or Disj. +
Unit.Adj.(c ) (e.g..shii fArii = Cthe one which is white]) could
be analysed as either. Simple Nominal Phrase or as Appositional
Nominal Phrase. They are here regarded as Appositional Nominal
Phrases, since w&at&u « Cl mean] could be inserted between the
Disj. and the following item; although, admittedly, the matter
is arguable.

;
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Sh. Pos.

Unit. Adj. (a), (b), (c)

Sh. Gen.
Lg. Pos.
Lg. Gen.
and also by:

Adv. Cx. (d)
Adv. Cl. L. \St. •;
Adv. Ph. (a), (b)

All these combinations may be illustrated by the following examples
Hd. + Ref. :

Hd. + Sh.Pos. :

Hd. + Sh.Gen. :

(a) Disj.: shii cCih

[he / him]

(b) Int. : w&hn£e cCih

= [which one]

(c) Ind§F. : w&an^ cCiil

=s [the so-and-so]

(a) Disj. :
(b) Intt; : whccd-*nsh

= [which one of them?]

(c) Indjfe• : wdan£-mka

= [your so-and-so]

(a) Disj.:
(b) Int. :
(c) Ind|[. : w£an£-m Audti = [so-and-so of Audu]

Hd. + Lg.Pos. :

(a) Dis j.*: (see Footnote p. 119

)

(b) Int. :
_S/_
(c) Ind^f.: wancb £& wdan£ = [so-and-so of so-and
„

A +• y|
Hd. + _WU*
I•
•

(a) Disj.: sdu (sdu) bly&r = [five of them]
(b) In t.
(c) IndJ. : sd wdan£ sdu

Hd. + Qt.2 :

dkfr s=

[so-and-so, three
of them]

(a) Disj.: sdu (sdu) dh ydwha = [many of them]
(b) Int. :
(c) Indsf. : sd I'lcLa.nh suu dh ydwha = [so-and-so,
many of them]
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Hd. 4" Q t.3 *

(a) Disj.
Disj.:
:

suu dku-ukd = [they, in threes]

(b) Int. :
(c) Ind|£. :
Hd. + Unit. Adj. (a):

(a) Disj.
(b) Int. :
(c) Ind^.:
reciter]

Hd. + Un\t.Adj. (b) :

(a) Disj. : (see Footnote p. 119 )
(b) Ini.:
(c) IndJL :
prisoner ]

Hd. + Unit.Adj. (c):

(a) Disj.:

19

(b) In b* •
Ind^. : wdnch bhafcdwda - [so-and-so the guest]
(c) Ind^f.
Hd. + Adj•Cx.(a):

(a) Disj.:
grievances]
(b) Int. :
grievances?]
Ind^.:
: w^nce m'hi kltsoo - Cso-and-so the
(c) IndJ.
hairdresser]

Hd. + Adj.Cx.(b):

Hd. + Adj.Cx.(c):

(a) Disj. :

sdu mhasd tikiti = [they who have
tickets]

(b) Int. :

whcChnnde mhasd tlkltx = [which ones
/who have tickets?]

(c) IndJ. :

wdanb mhi dookli = [so-and-so who
has a horse]

(a) Disj. :
o ne]
(b) Int.
Int . :

Hd. + Bel.(b):

wha mhi shii = Cwho has got it?]

IndJ.:
(c) Xnd|r.
:

sd wdanb mhasd shii = [so-and-so
who have got it]

(a) Disj. :

mdu dh kdkbe gdnli ~ [we whom you
are looking at]
who

(b) Int. :
(c) In^. :

has died]
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Hd, + Simp#Unvt.Ad v .M : (a) Disj.:

-

(b) Int.: whnn^e h£k&? = [whom like that?
who with that name?]

(c) Ind%. :
Hd* + Adv.Cpd.:

(a) Disj.:
(b) -Int. : whnnee cikfnsh = [which of them?]
(c) Ind^f. :

Hd. + Adv.Cx.(d):
*

(a) Disj.:
(b) Int. :

Hd. + Adv.Cx.(e):

(c) IndJ.: w£an& d& jhakii = [so-and-so with
1k
a donkey]
(a) Disj.: n£i 1 kdi = [if I were you]
(b) Int. :
(c) Ind^. :

Hd. + Adv.Cl. (a):

(a) Disj.:

(b) Int. :
(c) Indjf. : su wdan& can bdaya = [so-and-so
h
.there at the back]
Hd. + Adv.Cl.(b):

(a) Disj.:

(b) Int. :
(c) Ind%. : sii wAanb ndn tshyk = [so-and-so who
A
.happened to be standing there]
Hd. + Adv.Ph. (a):

(a) Disj. :

(b) Int. :
£/
(c) Ind/f: w&anh c£huk<§ dh. kdayda s= [so-and-so
.carrying luggage]

'

Hd. + Adv.Ph.(b) :

(a) Disj. :

(b) Int. :
(c) Indjf. : sd wdanh dhg& ddaraa dh mdu = [soK
.and-so who. are on our right]
7* k

With a Unitary Adjective as Head

Any of the three sub-types of Unitary Adjective functioning
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as Head can be followed by each of the following Qualifiers:
(a)

(b)

Non-Adverbial:
Ref*

Unit, Adj. (c)

Sh* Dem.

Gem. Adj.

Sh. Pos.

Adj. Ph.

(a), (b), (c)

Sh. Gen.

Adj. Cx.

(a),(b)

Qt. 1

Rel. (a),

(b)

Adverbial:
Simp.UnYt.

Adv.M

Adv. Cl^ff', .it.

Adv. Cx. (a), (b), (e)

Examples of such combinations may be produced by combining
one or other of the folloxdLng Adjectives with any of the Qualifiers
given above, subject to semantic-compatibility:
(a)

Unit.Adj. (a) :
mdgujii / mag&jiyaa / mdgudda = [speedy]
m&C&nkii / mdffinklyaa / ‘mdcCinkda = [one who sews (tailor)]
mdlaalhacii / indldaldaclyaa / malaalaatda = [lazy]

(b )

Unit.Adj. (b):
whnkAkkde / whnkdkkiyaa / w&nkhkkuu = [washed (clean)]
Zcian&nn&e / z&ananniy&a / zaanhnnilu s= [patterned]
sh£ihhrarr£e / sh&hhr£rr£y&a / shhhhr&rrdu = [famous]

(c) Un\t. Adj. (c):
g&j£er£e / gajeeriyda / ghjherdu = [short]
fdrii / farda / f&rharde

= [white]

bha&6 o / baakdwda / bhakii

= [strange(r)]

1 2L\.

e.g.,
Hd. + Bef. :

mbguji-^h

= Cthe speedy one3

wbnkakk£-*$i = [the clean one]
farx^n '

= Cthe white one]

Hd. * Adv.Cx. (a);
mbcClnkli b kbaddwba

s= Cwho sews in the market]

shaharbrree b kbasdwba

= Cfamous in the market]

bctafcdo' ci kaasuwda ‘ '

= Estrange (r) in the market]

Hd. + Unvfc.Ad j. (c ) :
mblbalbaclyba tsbohdwda = Can old lazy one]
zbanbnhlyba' tsdohilwda’

- Can old embroidered one]

gbjeerlyba tsbohdwda

- Can old short one]

Unitary Adjectives (b) and (c), but apparently not Unt.Adj.(a),
can be followed, in addition to the Qualifiers mentioned above,
also by:

Q,t. g «

e.g.,
Hd. * Qt.3:

(b) wbnkbkkuu dkfr-dkh ' - Cthree clean ones each]
(b) bafcbakee biyu-biyu = Ctwo black ones each]

and Unitary Adjective (c) can also be followed by;
Unt. Adj. (b)
Adj. Cx. (c)
e.g* »

+ Unit. Adj.

(b) :

+ Adj. Cx. (c):

far£i kiiwataccge - Ca well-fed white one]
tsoohbo mbi sh£i

= Can old one who has got it]

Unitary Adjective (a), on the other hand, can also be followed by:
Unt. Adj. (b), e.g.,
,

•

mbcfinkii shahbrarrge = Ca famous (person) who
sews]
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7.4.1
A distinction needs to be made between two different usages
of Uftjtary.;Adjootive -t- Sh. Pos* :
(a) with possessive meaning, corresponding to usages of the
Possessive in Nn. + Pos. construction, as shown at the end
of this section, e.g.,
saab;6-»Asa

Chis

new (mas. ) one]

saabdwa^rsji =

Chis new(fem,) one]

sS.ab6*>htA

=

Cher new (mas. )one]

s&abftw&^fth =

Cher new(fem.) one]

Here the gender and number of:
(i) Adjectival suffix, and
(ii)

Link element

is controlled by one antecedent, and the gender and number
of:
(iii) The pronominal element
is controlled by a different antecedent, e.g.,
A masc. sg. and B also masc. sg. :
A

it

tt

A

it

tt

tt

B

tt

tt

B

A fem.

11

s&ab6nth

tt

pi. :

s&ab5nsfr

tt

masc. sg.:

is

fem.

A

it

tt

and B als o fem.

A

tt

tl

but B

A. pi.

(b)

but B

A

tt

A

it

tt

s£ab6ns&

;s&abtiw&rsa

*' :

s&abfrw&rta

is

pi. :

s&abilw&rsu

it

B

tt

masc. sg.:

shababblnsa

tt

B

tt

fem.

:

s&ab&bbinta

pi. :

s&ababblnsft

and B also

u

describing a State or Stage:
Here the gender and number of:

(i) Adjectival Suffix
(ii) Link leement, and!
(iii)

The pronominal element

are all controlled by a single antecedent;

they are,

therefore, a.ll three always of the same gender and number,
e*g. ,

sAab~<5~n-s&

=r. [(it masc,) brand new]

s&ab-uwa-f-th =

[(it fem.) brand new]

s&ab-&hk£-n-su - [(they) brand new]
To summarise these two different usages of Unt.Adj. + Sh.Pos.
the position may be compared with the corresponding construction
with the Noun in the place of Unt.Adj.;

Noun + Sh.Gen.

Noun + Sh.Poss, Adj. + Sh.Gen. Adj. + Sh.Poss.

Possessive cikw&jktin Audu

AkwAA-tinsa

Subjective kudkaA ) *
tcifiyar) Aud*

kudkaA )
.
tafiyhr ) “s

Objective

tiArb£h)
*
tudkAA) *"S
(na. kaawoo)

harblh dhhm£s&
kdukAn Audu.
.(nA. kAawdo)

as in the following table:

sAAbon Audfr

sAAbonsa

sAAbAn IcArfe^

Descriptive AkwAatln karfb^
Stative
.

..... ..

1

............

With a Specifier as Head
Both Long Demonstrative and Indefinite Specifiers can be
followed by the following Non-Adverbial Qualifiers:
Hef.

Qt. 1

Sh. Dem.

Rel. (a), (b)

Lg.Gen.
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In addition to these, the Indefinite Specifier can also he
followed by a considerable variety of Qualifiers, Adverbial as
well as Non-Adverbial, viz.,
(a) Non-Adverbial Qualifiers:
Sh.Pos.

Gem.Adj.

Lg.Pos.

Adj.Ph.

Qt. 2

Adj.Cx. (a), (b), (c)

(a), (b), (c)

Unit. Adj, (c)
(b)

Adverbial Qualifiers:
Sfmp.Untt. Adv.M
Adv.Cx. (a), (d), (e)
A , ,rt-1 L,St.
Adv. Cl. ’
Adv.Ph. (a), (b)

All these combinations can be illustrated by the following
examples:
+ Pef. :

Indef. :

wani-n / wdni cCin = Cthe other one/someone]

Lg.Dem. : w&hhaA cfin' "
4; Sh.Dem.

Indef.:

wanl _______
cCIh ndii '

= [(I mean) that one]
= Cthat other one]

Lg.Dem. : wahnAfT cCih nan

= Cthat very one]

4- Sh.Pos.

Indef. :

w£n£-nldx

- Cone of you]

4- Lg.Pos.

Indef. :

wdni nhawd

= Canother one of mine]

+ Lg.Gen.

Indef. :

wdnl nd k&rfbe

= Canother steel one]

Lg.Dem. : w&hndh n£f bdayd

= Cthat one behind]

Indef. :

wani ghdda cCdyA

= Canother single one]

Lg.Dem.

wacChncdn' gudaa ukh = Cthree of those]

Indef.:

wdcCansu k&cC£n

s Ca few others]

4- Unvfc.Ad j. (c )Inde f.

wdni sAab6o

= pother new one]

+ Cem.A4j*

w&cC&nsti Irli-lrli = Cothers of various kinds]

4* Qt. 1 :

4- Qtt.*2:

Indef. :
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* Adj.Ph. (a) Indef. : wbcCbnsH sbabhbbii fil

Cother brand new ones]

+ Adj. Ph. (b) Indef* :

wdcfansu mbhyba Icwbr&i = Cother

+ Adj.Cx. (a) Indef* :

wbni mbi cix

very

big ones]

Canother voracious one]

(b) Indef.: wani mbi hankblfi

= Canother intelligent
one]

(c) Indef* : wbni mbi shii

= Canother one having it]

+. Pe 1 * (a )

Indef. : wbnx wbhdb ka ganxi

- C-someone you saw]

Lg* Pern. : wbimbA' wbhdb' kd~ g&nxi = Cthat one you saw]
(b)

Indef. : wacCbnsd da yd kdawdo

= Cothers that he brought]

Lg.Dem* ; wacfbnnbA db. ya ajlyde = Cthose which he kept]
+Sirap_. uriyt^

Indef.: wbnx hakb

+ Adv.Cx.(a) Indef.

+ Adv.Cl,
+ Adv. Cl.

=: Csomeone like that]

wbdansu b wbje

= Cothers outside]

•

(b)

«

wadbnsu daga hagd

= Cothersto the left]

(d)

»

wadansu db jaakunba

= Cothers with donkeys]

( e)

"

wbnl I wbnnbh -

ss Canother one like this]

w£ni can baayb

= Csomeone right at the
back there]
= Csomeone standing just
there]

L

Indef.

St.:Indef.i

* Adv. Ph. (a) ;Indef. :

wbni nbn tsbyd
wbnx dbuk£ db. kbayda

- Csomeone carrying loads],

(b) :Indef. : wbni dbgb’daama' da~ rnuu :: Csomeone to our right]
It is worth noting that the Indefinite Specifier Head followed
by the Short Possessive Post-Head (e.g., wdninkb = Cone of you]) is,
semantically, equivalent to Indefinite Specifier Head followed by the
Adverbial Complex (b) dagb cxkinku (e.g., wani dbgb cikinku - Cone
from among yoij);

i.e. not possessive in meaning, whereas the Long

Possessive in the same position (e.g., wdni ndaku - Cone of yours])
is possessive in meaning.
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7* 6

With the .Long Possessive as Head
The Long Possessive in Head Position is, like the Indefinite

Specifier, followed by a relatively wide range of Post-Head
Qualifiers, viz*,
(a )

(b)

Mon-Adverbial:
Eef.

Unit* Adj. (a), (b) , (c)

Sh. Dem.

Adj. Ph. (a), (b), (c)

Qt. 1

Adj. Cx. (a), (b), (c)

Lg. Gen.

Pel. (a), (b)

Adverbial:
Si.mp•Unvt • Ad v.M
Adv. Cx. (e)
Adv. Ph. (b)

Examples of each of these combinations may be given, as shown
below:
•
Eef. •

ndakci-).h = Cthe one of yours]

+ Sh. Dem.

n£ak£-»h n&n = [that one of yours]

+ Lg. Gen.

t£tawd t£ silikli = Cmy (fern. ) silk one]

+

tAask ghdaa Cfayd = Chis single (fem. ) one]

1:

+ :'Unit. Adj.

(a)

h&awk mahcidd&cii = Cmy nice-cooing one (masc.)]

+ Unit. Adj.

(b)

tdatci zctananniyda = Cher embroidered one (fem.)]

+ Unit. Adj.

(c)

n&amh far&arde = Cour white (pi.) ones]

+ Adj.. Ph.

(a)

t&amb. f&rda sdl - Cour very white one (fem.)]

+ Ad j. Ph.

(b)

t&amh jaa' ainhn = Cour quite red one (fem.)]

Adj. Ph.

(o)

t&amu sdabuwaa d& ltd = Cour nicely new one]

+ Adj. Cx.

(a)

n&asii m£i m&gdn&a = Ctheirs which can talk]

+. Adj. Cx. Cb)

n&ash m^asu zcian£e = Ctheir embroidered ones]

+ Adj. Cx. (c)

naash mkasd fdrfi -fcwardi = Ctheir very white ones]

1
+ Eel. (a) 1

neias& wdcOcUida' k& s&nii

Chis ones which you know]
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+ Rel.

(b) :

n££su

d& ka sanli

= Chis ones that you know]

+ Unyt.'Adv.^

n&aw&

hAkST

=:[mine Just like that]

+Adv.Cx.(e)

n&aw&

1 'wannln

= [mine like this one]

+Adv.Ph.(b)

naasft

daga daamddb. mdu = [theirs to our right]

7* 7

With Ideophone as Head
Ideophones in Head position are, in general, followed by more

than one Qualifier or no Qualifier at all.

There are, however,

three Qualifiers which can follow certain types of Ideophone as
sole Qualifier, viz.,

(a)

Non-Adverbial Qualifiers:
Sh.'Dem.

(b)

Rel.(b)

Adverbial Qualifier:
Adv.Cx.

(d)

7.7.1
Sh.Dem« occurs after the following two sub-types:
(1)

Ideo. Type. A. I* (a) ,:
(i)

Sub-type (iv) , e.g.,
fkl-fal cCln nlin (taa y£ yawha)
[this fluttering flame' (is too much)]

(ii)

Sub-type (viii), e.g. ,
s£kw&-sakw£-h nan yaa wargkj^e
[the loosely tied one has become unfastened]

(2)

Ideo. Type A.II.(a),:
(i)

Sub-type (i) , e.g.,
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yhu din n£A (taa f&arh t&ssdo mfea)
Cthat sensation has started' to overcome him]
(ii)

Sub"type (iv) , e.g.,
(dh. sdkci ji) kh.yha-khy§ia cCfn nan)
C(the' moment they heard) that rattling noise]

(iii)

Sub-type (v), e.g.,
chkwhl-chkwhl cCih nan (taataay&r mash da zuuciyaa)
Cthat noisy;-eating has made' him sick]

7.7.2
Pel. (b) , as sole Qualifier, occurs only after:
(1)

Sub-type (ix) , e.g.,
zakoo-zhkob dh ka san shi dh suu (sun faatfl)
[the prominent ones', which you'know'he has got, have fallen]

(2)

Sub-type (x) . e.g.,
hhyha-hayha da sukh ji. (ita t& khawbo sh)
[the noise of the crowds', which they heard, is what brought
them]

7.70
Adv.Cx.
e.g. ,

(e) , as sole Qualifier, occurs only after Ideo. type B.I
naa yi khcibls da Audh
[I 'bumped into* Audu]

7,8

With Adjectival Phrase as Head
When in Head position, the three types of Adjectival Phrase may

have different syntactic behavious in other respects, but as regards
the single Qualifier that can follow the Head, their behaviour is
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comparable, in that

they

can all be followed by the following

Qualifiers:
(a)

Non-Adverbial:
Ref,k

TJn\t. Adj. (b),

Sh. Rem.

Gem. Adj.

hg. Pos.

Adj. Ph.

Lg. Gen.

Rel.

Co)
(a), (b)

Qt. 1
Cb)

Adverbial;
Adv. Cx. (e)

Examples of these combinations may be produced by combining one
or other of the following Adjectival Phrases with any of the Qualifiers
given above, subject to semantic compatibility:
(a)

(b)

(c)

Adj. Ph. (a);
s&abdo fil

= [brand neitf]

zhanannle racC&u

= [well embroidered]

ghj£erle diSMs

= [very short]

Adj. Ph. (b):
fcaatuw&a Icwarai =

[very big]

hborarrde ainhn =

[very welD, trained]

hbdb.cCcfuu sbos&i ~

[well constructed]

Adj. Ph. (c):
Mmsassh£y£& h takhrdaa

[which is wrapped in a paper]

y&agaggde dbg& karbu

= [which is torn on the skirt]

shababbii dh sdu

= [which are nicely

'

new]

There are some restrictions, however, vdz* ,
(a)

Of the I.P.H.Q. (Ref., Sh.Dem., Sh.Pos., Sh.Gen.,) Sh.Pos.
and Sh.Gen. cannot occur after Adj.Ph.(c).
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(b)

The Adjectival Phrase is discontinuous when followed by the
I.P.H. Q. , e. g. ,
+. Ref* J

Adj.Ph. (a)

saabo^h fil = [the brand new one]

Adj.Ph.(b)

Xcaatuwa^K fomrai = [the very big one]

Adj.Ph.(c)

Xch.nsbsshiya.4r h takardaa = [the one
wrapped in a piece, of paper]

Of the remaining combinations, the following are some examples
+ Lg. Pos. :

Adj .Ph. (a) :

zhananniyha racCau thawa =
[a very' well patterned"one of mine]

Adj.Ph. (b) :

hoorarrde soosai naasb
[a well' trained one of his]

Ad j .Ph. (c) : shabhbbii dh suu naath
[some nicely new ones of hers]
* Adj.Cx. (e ) :Adj.Ph. (a); zhanhnniSu rbcfhu yb wacfhnnhh
[very well patterned ones like these]
Adj.Ph. (b) :

hborhrrdu sbosbi 1 naakh
[very well trained ones like yours]

Adj.Ph. (c) :

sh.abb.bbii db su yb nhath
[nicely' new ones like hers]

7-9
With Adjectival Complex as Head
Adjectival Complex Heads are never followed by any Adverbial
form, but the following Non-Adverbial Qualifiers can occur after
any Adjectival Complex Head:

In addition

Ref.

Qt*1

Sh. Rem.

Rel. (a), (b)

to this, Adjectival Complex (a) and

followed by:
Sh. Pos.
Sh. Gen.
Lg. Gen

(b) can both be

^3h

A few random examples ax'e here given to illustrate some
of these combinations:
+ Sh.Dem.:

Adj.Cx.(a):

mhi thllh-»h nan
[that street vendor]

4- Rel. (b):

Adj.Cx.(b);

mhi ddokli dh ka b£a mfo lhabaarli
[the horseman you told us about]

+ Ref.:

Adj.Cx.(c) :

mhi shii <fih
[the owner (of it)]

Adj.Cx.(a):

+ Qt. *1:

inhi koonuwda dam'll cCaya
Cwhich can be burnt, one bundle]

+ Sh.Pos. :

Adj.Cx.(b):

mhi maddr£->fkh
[your milkman]

4* Lg. Gen. :

Adj.Cx.(a):

mhi zhan^e t& sllikli
[the embroidered one made of silk]

7*10

With a Long Genitival Complex as Head
A Long Genitival Complex in Head position can be followed

by any of the following Qualifiers:
(a) Hon-Adverbial :
Ref*

(1)

Sh.Dem.

Indet.Q.
Unit.Adj. (a), (b), (c)

(1) There seem to be some restrictions on the type of Genitival Complex
which can be followed by an I.P.H. Q., those in which the final
item is
aDynamic Noun canapparently be
followed by any of the
I.P.H.Q. 1s , while thoseending
otherwise can only be followed by
Ref, and Sh.Dem. but not by the Sh.Pos. or Sh.Gen.. In such examples
as ta g6ona->f Audh or ta gdonA-frfsh =: [the one in Audu's farm, or
the one in his. farm], the Sh.Gen* and the Sh.Pos. seems to be only
a component part of $he second item in the Lg.Gen. rather than
a post-Head Qualifier followrndg the Lg. Gen. Head.

(b)

Sh.Pos.

Gem. Ad j •

Sh.Gen.

Adj.Ph.

(a)

Lg.Gen.

Adj.Cx.

(a), (b), (c)

Qt. 1

Rel.

(b) , (c)

(a), (b)

Adverbial:
Adv.Qx.
Adv.Ph.

(d), (e)
(a), (b)

The following are some random exampl.es of such combinations:
nd sukhwda kdzda (sun bdtd)
[racing ones such and such a number are missing]
* Ad.j.Cx. _(a) :

t£ t&ats£a m&l cil (taa shiga goonar)
[a voracious milch one has entered the farm]

+. Rel. (b) :

ta

dcigci b d a y a d h. k a g a n i i

[th e

+ Adv.Cx.(d) :

la s t

( t d a kdoihha)

com er w h ich /w h o m you saw has gone b a c k ]

(k h Sctyf nd a lk a m d a da cfhmrCi
[d o buy' th e h o t w h e a te n o n e ]

-With Quantifier as Head

7.11

The three Quantifiers have different pattern of behaviour,
in that:
(a)

Quantifier 3 can only be followed by:
Ref.
and not by any Qualifiers, e.g. ,
dkh-ukti*>h

s= [the three each]

hdc£u-hdcCu-»h = [the four each]
(b)

Quantifier 2 can be followed only by:
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Ref,
Spl. Adv. Deg.
e, g.
+• Ref.

k&cMn c£fh

= [the few]

del yAwcia cCih = [the great number]
:

kkefan kw£r£i

=. [very few]

dli y&w&a' kwar£i - [very much]

(°)

Quantifier 1 can be followed by:
(i ) Ron-Adverbial:
Ref.

(ii)

Lg. Gen.

Sh, Dem.

Un\t.Adj.

(a),

(b), (c)

Sh*' Pos.

Ideo.

Lg, Pos.

Adj.

Ph.

(a), (b), (c)

Rel;;. (a), (b)

Adj.

Cx.

(a), (b)

Adverbial:
Adv. Cx. (a), (b), (d), (e)
Adv. Ph.

(a)

A few random examples of these combinations are given here:
+ Sh.Pos. :

fam cCarl-Aka

= [your £100]

* Unit.Adj.’(a) : gb.ddat<f£y& m£klim£ncii = [one
+ Ideo. :

gftd&a cC&yA tak

* Adv.Cx. (b) :

ghd&a biyd dligk kudh

= [two

to the south]

+ Adv.Cx. (e):

ghd&a cCayd 1 wannAn

= [one

like this one]

+ RellXa) :

'

sizable one]

' = [only a single one]

shbekaa dku w&tCkndb. k£ barli = [three nest-^ which
you have left]
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7.12

With Relative Clauses as Head
Relative Clauses in Head position are not followed by any

Adverbial forms*

The Non~Adverbial Qualifiers which can follow

them are the following:
Ref.

Unt* Adj.(a), (b), (c)

Sh.

Dem.

Gem. Adj.

Lg.

Pos.

Adj.

Ph.

(a),(b), (c)

Lg.

Gen.

Adj.

Cx.

(a), (b)

Qt. 1
To exemplify these combinations, a number if examples are
given of Relative Clauses which may be combined with any of these
Qualifiers depending on semantic compatibility:

Wcind£i kd gdnii

= [whom/which-., you,; h&ye seen]

wdcCandh sukh' fitd

=Cwho have ;gone:out]

wahdh akh.' yank&a'

=Cwhich have been killed]

whdda ta hdihh

s=[who has given birth

wdhdh yd zdo

=Cwho has come]

to a child]

e.g.,
Sh.Dem. :

gdnii
wdndh kd/cCih ndn
Cthat which you have seen]

+ TJnnt.Adj. (b) :

wdddd dkh ydnkda r&amammiydh ndn
[that lean one which has' been killed]

-t- Adj.Cx.(b):

wdhdh yd z6o mhi jdakii

Che who' has come who has a donkey]

7.13

With Isolator as Head

Isolator in Head position can be followed only by:
Ref.
Sh. Dem.

138
e.g.

1

* Ref* ;

-i- Sh.Dem* :

7# I!*

cCdya-*h)
. , )
ctdya*r)

= [the other one]

cfdyd^h ndn = Cthat other one]

Adverbial

Heads

The possibilities of combination with Adverbial Headsare
much more limited than those described so far;
as exist are given as follows:

such possibilities
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With Simple Adverb as Head
Unitary

St*

‘and Reduplicated

St*

‘when in Head
ad position, are never
l’,M
followed by a Post-Head Qualifier of any kind.
Reduplicated
too are never followed by any Post-Head Qualifier.
All the other sub-types of Simple Adverb, when functioning
as Head, can be followed by:
Ref.
e.g. ,

-' '
Unitary:

1
(b)

Loc.:

ghbd^h = [the front]

Tem. :

b M i ^ n =? [the next year]

Mod. :

hdkh4?i=.[this method/way]

Reduplicated:

Loc* :

.

kasa~kasa*n, ~ [a little way underneath]

. . In addition to this, the Unitary^’^ and Reduplicated^ can be
followed b y :

-■

;

Sh.Dem.

Unitary:

Cb)

Reduplicated:
T

m

m

Loc:

cdd cCih ndn = [that place]

Mod:

]idkk«*h ndn = [that way]

Loc. : gdef e-»ggefb-h ndn = [that“side way]

of

and .Unitary ’ ’ ’

/ -

’ can also Be followed by!
Eel.(b)

e.g.,
(a.)

Loc.

cdn dh yd kdomha (bka; zda ta fissh^e shl ba)
[there where he returned would not’save hik]

(b)

Tem.

bada dk ya kmbatka (zda ta z6o nke)
[next year which he mentions ,is coming]

[what he has'done is bad]
Stat»

tsayd da ya taashi (ita ta jaawoo masa)
[the'standing up which’he'has done is what
brought it on him]

7* 6

With Adverbial Compound as Head
An Adverbial Compound Head can be followed by the following:
Kef*

Sh.’Pos.

Sh.Dem.

Sh.Gen.

e.gi
4* Ref. :

A:6ofS.r-gida^h

4* Sh.Dem

fcdof&r-glda-frh nhn

=: [this space in frontof this house]

4* Sh. Pos,

£c6ofar-gida4n^h

= [our front area]

4* Sh.’Gen.

k 6ofar~gida-»n Audu

= [Audu's front area]

7.17

=

[space in front of the house]

With Adverbial Cluster as Head
An Adverbial Cluster in Head position can be followed by the

followings

Ref.
Eel.(b)
e.g.',
-h Ref. :*

cah haka**h (taa f£ bdushli)
[that (spot) there, is drier]
(dhubh) c&£ kask-feasa-vh
[look(for’it)’there a little way down]
kdsa dk kuu dk ya koomka tka'fii mksk
[there,near you, where he has moved to, is better for him]
can baaykn gkrii dk ya fltk baa zaa tk yi ....
there, oh the outskirts o f the city, where he has gone,
will not]

1V1
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Supplementary Section on Immediate Post-Head Qualifier
There are special rules applying to the Immediate Post-Head

Qualifiers (I.P.H.Q. *s) , in that they are preceded by an epenthetic
element

(fi

( cfii in the case of 1st person Sh,

whenever they

occur after any of the following items:
(a)

Any item ending in diphthong - a ^ ^ such. as tduthu or tsliddu
e.g. :

(b)

+Sh.Pem. it&ut&u cCln nhn

= [this spider]

+Ref♦ :

= [the tsidau plant]

tsliddu CCln

Any item ending in -r

which is preceded by a Low-toned

(3)
-hi,

such as t£ebhr « [table], f6nshr = [pencil], etc. e.g.:
+Sh. Pos. : t£ebhr cfinkh

= [your table]

+Sh.Gen. : f^nshr cfin Audh := [Audu's pencil]

The

alternative to this is to have an anaptyctic vowel

-i-

,

instead of the epenthetic element, e.g. tgebhrin = [the table],
fgnshrin s Cthe pencil] instead of t£ebhr cCin or fgnshr cfin,
with no semantic difference whatever.
(c)

Any item ending in any other consonant, or in -r if not
preceded by
* +Sh.Dem.

such taai^l » Ctowel] or bhabdr = [motorcycle],
: tdawhl (fin

bhabdr cfin
(d)

nhn = [this towel]

nhn ~ [this motorcycle]

Any item ending with a Proper Noun (or a Proper Noun itself)
which ends in in a diphthong -au or -ai such as Jhatdu or
Wafab&i; or in a consonant of any kind (e.g. Lawhn, VJhdil,etc. )■

+Ref.

WdSibdi cfih

(1) e.g. g h n t h m a u W i n d = Cmy over-grown

= Cthe V/ambai]
potatoes (or other vegetables)!!

(2) Except the words kyah = Cbeauty] and y£h a [permission], £/£/
which behave like the words ending in ai (see next page), e.g.:
ky&nsh = Cits beauty]; dh y£ifi sdrkii = Twith the emir's permission]
(3) Or its alternant ^ as in kyAndlr = [candle], e.g. ky&ndlr cfin,
or kydndlrlh as [the candle].

1Z*2
nd J&atau cfin

= Cthe one belonging to Jatau]

Lawan cfin

r=Cthe Lawan]

ta Whdfl din

= Cthe one made in Wudil]

(the Proper Nouns ending in pure vowels, or any item with a
Proper Noun ending in a pure vowel as its final element, e.g.,
Audu, Laadi, or Gwamnaa, Hedimastaa, have free variation, in
that they can combine with I.P.H.Q. ?s with or without cCi.

(e)

Disjunctive Pronoun, Interrogative Pronoun, and Relative
Clause, e.g.,

±Jtef. :

Disj. : shli

= ■ Cl mean him]

Intro. : wha cCih

= Cwhom?]

Rel. :

wahd& yd z6o cClh = Cthe one who has come]

It is worth noting that any item ending in a diphthong -ai,
not mentioned in (a) (e) above, has a different rule, in that the
final*

is always dropped before the I.P.H. Q. , and no apenthetic

element occurs, e.g.,
+ Ref. :

dllldala-^h = Cthebrokers]

* Sh.Dem. : 11 tthttciflUn c&n

= Cthose books]

+ Sh.Pos. : faifa^£th

=sCher covering mat]

+ Sh.Gen. : &lh£za,-»n bana

‘

= Cthis yearfs pilgrims]

Generalisations

7.19

As a basis for making generalisations about the possible com
binations of various types of Head with various types of Qualifier,
it is convenient to tabulate all the possible combinations, as
shown in fable 3 .

The combinations of Dynamic Noun are included in

the fable for completeness, although the details are not discussed
until Chapter 11.

TABLE
3

++
HEAD

+ +

+ +

WITH

+ +

4+

ONE

44
++
++
4+ +

-I-+

-t-

+4

+4

44

+4

+ + +

44 4 4 + 4 + t
44

++ 4

+ +

44
4+

++

44
+ 4+4 + 4
+4 4

+4

+4
4 +

o> *•

oo
fj

Ip

4f O'

(TO*

(11

pt

QUALIFIER

44 +

•f+

POST-HEAD

+

1#
TABLE

5
In the Table, all the items which can occur as Head are shown

in the top margin, Non-Adverbial items on the left and Adverbial
items on the right hand sides.

All the items which can occur as

Post-Head Qualifier are listed in the left-hand margin of the
Table in two groups, the upper containing the Non-Adverbial and
the lower the Adverbial Qualifiers.

+■ at, the Intersection of any

vertical column and horizontal line indicates that the two items
involved can, combine, while absence of + indicates that the two
items involved cannot combine.

The figures given on the right hand

side and at the bottom of each section of the Table indicate,

the

total number of possible combinations, the outside figure in each
case representing the total number of combinations involving both
Non-Adverbial and Adverbial items.
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Qualifiers
In the light of this Table, Non-Adverbial Qualifiers can be

grouped under four headings, on the basis of the number of different
types of item in Head position with which they can combine, although
the boundaries between the groups are admittedly somewhat arbitrary.
Where two figures are given, the first refers to the Non-Adverbial,
the second to Adverbial Heads:
(a)

(b)

Readily combinable:
Ref.

29 + '&

Sh.Dem.

25 + b

Relatively high combinability:
Rel.(a)
(b)
Qt. 1

(c)

22
21+2
22

Moderate combinability: (see next page)

(c)

Moderate combinability:
Sh.Pos.

18 + 1

Unit.Ad.i. (b)

Sh* Gen.

13 + 1

^
(c)I

Adj.Cx.(b)

19

(a)

19

(c)

13

Adj.Ph.

1?

(a)
16
(b)
13

(c)
Gem.Adj•
(d)

Low combinability:
Lg* Gen.

10

Indet.Q.

5

Qt. 2

9

Lg.Pos.

9

3

9

Ideo.

9

Un\t. Ad j. (a)

8

Adverbial Qualifiers can similarly be grouped under three
headings, as shown below;

in this case only one set of figures

is given, since, as is evident from the Table, Adverbial Qualifiers
combine exclusively with Ron-Adverbial Heads.
(a)

(b)

Relatively low combinability:
Simp. Uni.

13

Adv.Ph.(a)

12

Adv.Cx.(d)

1A

(b)

11

(e)

13

(b)

12

(a)

11

Low combinability:
Adv.Cpd.
Adv.Cl.

(o )

6
6

Very low combinability:
Simp. Adv.Peg.

A

Simp. Re dp.

1

Adv.Cx.(c)

1

1.A6:
From this it will be seen that the highest group of Adverbial
Qualifiers barely,overlaps with the third group of Non-Adverbial
Qualifiers, while the lowest frequency in the case of Adverbial
Qualifiers is extremely low.
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Heads
Non-Adverbial Heads are difficult to group, since there is a

gradual ,%-cline in the frequency of their combinations with
Qualifiers.

It is probably simplest to make a three way distinction

as follows (where' two figures are given, the first refers to the
Non-Adverbial, the second to Adverbial Qualifiers).:
(a)

ly
High and Relative/High Combinability:
Non-Dyn. 21

Nouns:

Dyn.

11

17

Cpd.Nn.(various) 11

(b)

k
-

18

Indef.Pr.

15

5

Unit. Adj • (c)

17

7

(a)
)
(b)

15

+

7

Indef.Spec.

17

+

8

Lg.Pos.

15

3

Ijg. Gen.

19

A

Qtl1

16

Rel.

n

+

5

Relatively low combinability:
Adj.Ph.

11 * 1

Cpd.NnZ(IA)

Int.

8

9 + 5

(IC)
Pr.Pisj.

Adj.Cx. (a(

.

9 + 5
9 + 1
6 + 2

(c)
Lg.Dem*

5
6

1/f?
(c) low combinability:

Ideo#:

2 + 1

Is. :

2

Qt.2: 1 + 1
3:1

As indicated earlier in this chapter, possible combinations
with Adverbial Heads are extremely limited (see 7«1A)« In fact,
no such Plead combines with more than four Non-Adverbial Qualifiers;
and the combination of Adverbial Qualifiers with an Adverbial Head
is quite impossible.

H8

CHAPTER 8

CO-OCCURRENCE OF TWO POST-HEAD QUALIFIERS

Mien considering the co-occurrence of two post-Head
Qualifiers, it is convenient to discuss, first, the co-occurrence
of two Non-Adverbial Qualifiers, then the co-occurrence of an
Adverbial with a Non-Adverbial Qualifier, and finally, the
co-occurrence of two Adverbial Qualifiers.

8.1

Co-occurrence of two Non-Adverbial Qualifiers

It can be stated, as a general rule, that where a given
Head can be combined with a number--of different qualifiers,
any two of these qualifiers can co-occur in combination with
such a Head. For instance, where a given Head (e.g. a Non-Dynamic
Noun) can be followed by a Short Possessive, and the same Head can
also be followed by a Unitary Adjective, combination of these
two post-Head Qualifiers with the same Head is also possible,
e.g. ,

thttabaru-dsh

mahaddataa =

Chis nice-cooing pigeons]

th.tt&bhrd-nsa

cChurhrrtiu

=

[his wing-tied pigeons]

=

Chis white pigeons]

tb.tt&bhrd~ns|i faraarde
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The following exemplify other combinations:Hd. + Sh.Gen. + Adj.Cx. :

riigdn^.4h Audh mhasu~ ghhned
CAudu's embroidered gowns]'

Hd. + Gem.Adj. + Rel. :

dldwayyb tflrmii turmli da kukb. ganll

Cthe' white* calico' in bales which you saw]
Hd. + Qt.1 * Lg.Gen, :

riigdnha gfrdda u k h -na sll£k:li
Cthree silk gowns]

Hd. 4 Sh.Dem. 4 Ideo. : bhhu»>h nhn shkfrtum

Cthis entire sack]
Hd. 4 Qt.2 + Lg.Pos. :

(wdd&nsd ’yan) shaanuu khcCan ndamfr,
Ca' few cattle of ours]

(1)shaand-#•£§&

Hd. *Sh.Pos. H-Lg.Gen.:

nd ndomda

Chis ploughing oxen]
But there are certain restrictions, viz.,
(i) With the exception of Tint.Adj. and Lg. Gen. no two qualifiers
of the

same type can co-occur in qualification of the same

Head.Thus, for
(a)

twoAdjectival Complexes or two Relative Clauses of
the same

(1)

instance:-

or of different sub-types do not co^occur,

Where a Possessive and a Genitival Complex, or two Genitival
Complexes, co-occur in qualification of the same Head, their
relative order seems to be determined by considerations of
emphasis, the item further from the Head being more emphatic.
This is shown in the following examples, where the underlined
word in the gloss is emphasised:(a)Hd.+Sh.jPos.+-Lg.Gen.!:
(b)Hd.+Sh. Gen. *Dg. Gen. :
(c)Hd.+Sh.Gen. +Lg.Gen. :
(d)Hd.+;Sh.Gen.+Lg.Gen. :

shdand**nsh nd ndomda = Chis ploughing oxen]
shdantUA ndomda,ndasb = Chis ploughing 11
shaand-ni ndomaa nd Audfr ^ CAudu*s gloujhing
shdand-fd Audfr.nd ndomda = CAudu's
. . .
ploughing oxen]
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e.g. :
Same type and sub-type
1.

Rel. * Rel.:
*baaic£i wacChndci sukb. z6o wdcC&ndh sukh fltd
* b i a M i db sukh 260 db sukb fit£

2* Adj.Cx. * Ad,j ♦Qx» :

*bhaTcii mhasu jdaktinaa mbastl d&wdakii
*bbak£i mbasd aikli maasti mag&nha
■
’

Same type but different sub-types

3. Rel. + Rel. i
*bhakli wacfhndh stikh z6q dh stika fit A
if. Adj.Cx. + Adj.Cx.:
*khaki i inhasfl jAakdnha niaasu mhganha

(b) The same rule applies to the combination of two Possessives
of any kind and of two Quantifiers of the same or of different
sub-types, since these are semantically incompatible.

In the case of Unit.Adj. and Lg.Gen., however, the position
is as follows:
(a) Several Adjectives of the same or of different sub-types
can co-occur after the same Head, e.g.:
Cl)

Same sub-types;
Hd* +Agt. Adj.+Agt. Adj. ;

l6ebdr&erii malhalaat&a marainhtAa
Clasy discontented labourers]
Hd. +?tpl. Adj.-fPtpl. Adj. :
rlig&a hhcCacfcCiyAa wank&kkiyaa
Ca well-made, clean gown]
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(2 )

Different sub-types;
Hd, *Ptpl. Ad.j.*Agt. Ad.j. ; ddwdakfi hborarruu managhrbaa
[well-trained reliable horses]
Hd, +Simp. Ad.j .-hPtpl. Ad.j ; rawhnii tsdohdo wankakk6e
[an old, clean turban]
Hd, +Agt. Ad.j,+Simp. Ad.j, : thttabhrdu mahhddhtaa faraarde
[nice;~cooing, white pigeons]

(b) Two Long Genitival Complexes, or a Short and Long Genitival
Complex, can co-occur in qualification of the same Head, e.g.,
)

fwo Long Genitival Complexes;
(wdta) rligda ta silikii ta Au&h
[a silk gown of 'Audu* s]
(wdcCansd) shaandu nd n6omda nd sdrkli
[some ploughing oxen of the emirfs]

(2)

Sh.Gen. with Lg.Gen.;
rliga-»f Audh td silikii
[Audu's silk gown]
sdanlya-»f taatsda ta sdrkii
[the einir*s milch cow]

(ii) (a) Short Demonstrative,

Short Possessive and Short Genitival

Complex, all being Immediate Post-Head Qualifiers, are
mutually exclusive, since each of them occurs only immediately
after the Head.
(b) They are mutually exclusive with the Referential

(1)

(1) The Referential is often assimilated to the following consonant,
e.g., rligdjb taaka - [your gown]. This applies also to the Link
Element in. the. remaining I.P.H.Q. 1s e.g. , Sh,Dem. : rligd-»6 cah «
[that gown]; Sh.Pos. : rligd-»dsh = ['his gown]";" and Sh.Gen. :
rligd^L B h l a a = [Bala*s gown].
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(iii)

All reduplicated forms are mutually exclusive.

The

Geminate Adjective, for example, does not co-occur
with Quantifier 5 •> both being reduplicated forms.
e.g.,

*llttaafii irli-frii uku-uku
*sahw&atii tiirmii- turmii g6oma-g6oma

(iv)
(v)

Quantifier 5 does not co-occur with the Referential.
Ideophone does not co-occur with:(a) any of the Quantifiers
(b) Indeterminate Qualifier
(c)

any of the sub-types of Unitai'y Adjectives

(d) Adjectival Phrase (a), which contains
Ideophone.

.

8 1.1
The co-occurrence of two Non-Adverbial Qualifiers can be
tabulated as shown in the following Table, where * indicates
co-occurrence and a blank space indicates non co-occurrence.
The sequential order

of co-occurrence

in this Table, which

is concerned only with the co-occurrence of

the Qualifiers shoxra

on* the left hand

shown at the top of the

is not taken into account

margin with the Qualifiers

Table.

From this, it can be seen that the possibilities of co-occurrence
of two Non-Adverbial Qualifiers are considerable, the relatively few
blank spaces corresponding to the restrictions just described.
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8.2.

Co-occurrence of an Adverbial with a Non-Adverbial.

Qualifier
Adverbial Qualifiers, in general, co-occur more freely with
each other than they do with the Non-Adverbial Qualifiers.

The

relatively few cases where an Adverbial form can co-occur with a
Non-Adverbial Qualifier are all shown in Table 5» where +

indicates

co-occurrence, and a blank space indicates non co-occurrence.

The

possible co-occurrences can be summarised under the following three
headings:-

A.

Simple Adverb co-occurs only rarely with Non-Adverbial Qualifiers,
TT . ,
T and St. ,
^ nL, T and St. ,
Unitary--------ana Reduplicated— 3---- —
not at all.
The possible co-occurrences can be listed briefly as follows:(i)
(ii)
(iii)

UnitaryL(b) with Sh.Gen.
Unitary
Reduplicated

with Ref.
M

with Ref.
Sh.&en.

Adj.Ph.
Rel.

Unit. Ad j •

Examples:
(i)

^

\
Kooqm

(mh bi ta n&h) gbefe-gedfe-^ haka ta£ cika sanyii
[(let'us'go'this'way) beside the river is too cold]

(ii)

cCany£~Ji hakh zaa kh £ya cii?

[are you going' to eat it raw like?]
(iii)

koor6-n hak&-haka duk sun buushbe
[the calabashes about this size (gesture) are all dry]

taa shyi fbyba-faye-A nifcha haka-hAkh
[she has bought grinding mats' about this size (gesture)]
(wacC^nsil) gwa'ndc/ojii haka-hkkk da s^kb. faacCoo jiya
[some pawpaws about this size (gesture) which dropped down
yesterday]
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As can be seen, the only possible generalisation seems to be
that Modal Category of both sub-types of Simple Adverb can occur
with the Referential, otherwise one must be content with specific
statements.
B.

Adverbial Compound:

only the Locative Category form can co^oecur

with the following
Indet. Q.. :

mddtdd khzAd cikinsh b&b. su dd fhsfob
[such' and such' a' number of women among them
have no passport]

Ideo. :

sdurii
ddwh&tsud ratata k£h h any hi suu suka hanaa shl
[the mass of stones on the road prevented his
going faster]

Rel. :

dhttlljdi ciklnsh dh kd gdnll ,jlya sdn k 66m 6o
Cthe elders among them whom you saw yesterday
have returned]

Adverbial Compounds of other categories do not co-occur with
Non-Adverbial Qualifiers.

C.

Adverbial Complex, Phrase and Cluster, can conveniently be
considered togather;

but only the following categories need

to be considered, since forms of the remaining categories do
not co-occur with Non-Adverbial Qualifiers.
.'Complex (a)^;

(b)"^;

Phrases 1 and (a)
T
Cluster and St.

(d)^°C* ;
*

and (e)^*

and (b)L

Only the first five of these co-occur with any appreciable
number of Qualifiers.

The position may be summarised as follows:-
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(i)

All of these five, with the exceptions shown, can co-occur
with each of the following:
Sh.Pos and

Lg.Pos.

(not

Cx.(a))

Sh.Gen and

Lg.Gen.

(not

Cx.(a))

(not

Cx,(a),and:

Qt.1 and 2

Cx.(e) not with Qt.2 )

(ii)

Furthermore, Complex and Phrase (a) can co-occur with:Sh.Pem.

£not Cx*(a))

Ideo.

(not Cx.. (b)).

. Unit. Adj. )
J
Adj.Ph. )

(not Cx.(e))

Pel.
(iii)

(not Cx.(a) or (d)

In addition, the following individual co-occurrences are
possible
Cx.‘(b)
)
Cx.(d)
T )
.

with Indet.Q.

Ci.

Cx(a) )

)
Cx.(b))

with Gam.Adj.

)

c x .(a ))
Cx.’Ca)

with Adj.Cx.

Ehr.

with

(a)

Qt.3 «

The following are some random examples:(i)

Hd. +Sh.Pos. +Cx. (b) :

b&akl->hmu dhgd lkk6 sun shda w&halaa
Hour' guests from Lagos have had a hard
time]
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Contd.
Hd. +ilg.Pos. +Cx. (e ) :

wata ldimdd tddwa ya wannah taa Bald
Can umbrella of mine, just like this
one, has got lost]

Hd.+:Sh. Gen.+Ph. (a)

st,

:alabe*h Audu cake da kucfii yaa faaeCaa
r££jiyaa
[Audu1s wallel full of money has fallen
into the well]

Hd. +Lg. Gen. -t-Cl :

yad sayi wata goonda ta Audu ndn kbofar
garli.
[He has bought a farm of Audu's just out
side the city]

Hd. -hQt. 1+Cx. (d) :

fatdaked muturn biyar da jdakundnsu sdn z6o
[five itinerant trader's with (their) donleys

t

have come]

(ii). Hd.+Ideo*+Cx. (a)

duwdatsdd ratdtd a kah hanvar suu suka .•.
[the mass of stones on the road]'

Hd.*Adj.*Ph.

:

gbbndkil mdhydd nedsa da gdrii whyar sha'dn££ gareesu
!

[large farms far from the town are hard to

j

deal with]

j
t

Hd,H-Ad.j.Ph.+Pli.s t :

yddrda kdnaanad cCauke da sandunad sun wdcbe |
[small children carrying sticks have c^-a,ian j
just gone'By]

Hd. -i-Cx?-(e )+Sel. :

fdr|a.df<§£ i wdcCdnndd wacCdnda zah aikob mad
sun ishee kd'
[white ones like these which I am sending
to you are sufficient for you]

( iii)

Hd.+Indet.+Cls

Wddnb kdzdd ndh kusd dd mtiu yda iydd
[Whatfs his name here near us is good at
making it]
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EcU'*Gem,Ad.j.-frCx, (d) ; f&t&ak£e dakli-dakli da kltaydn gdorfro sun zoo
[itinerant traders in groups with loads of
kolas have come]

Hd.^Cx, (e )+Ad.1,Cx, ;

w£nl kwaanbo i wannbn mhi lambba yaa batb.
[a bowl" like this one (but) chipped
has got lost]

Hd# -fQ.t, 3*3?h,

St

:

r

buhiinha ukh-uku cikd dh shinkdafba sdn. • * • * .
[three sacks- each, full of rice are,.*.,.]
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TABLE 5
CO-OCCURRENCE OF AN ADVERBIAL WITH A NON-ADVERBIAL
qualifier
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8 •3

Co-occurrence of two Adverbial Qualifiers

In general, any Adverbial Qualifier can co-occur with any
other type of Adverbial Qualifier. There are, however , certain
general restrictions, and a fex/ specific restrictions, as
described beloxtf:

General Restrictions:

(a)

No two Adverbial Qualifiers of the same category

(1 )

can co-occur in qualificatin of the same Head.
Nor instance, the co-occurrence of two Locative or
two Temporal Qualifiers is not possible.

(b)

In the case of most Adverbial Qualifiers, no two
Qualifiers of the same type can co-occur (whether
of the same or of different categories), much
less of the same sub-type.

(1) Except that it seems possible
Stative Adverbial qualifiers,
extended (they may even be of
In this respect they resemble

However,

to have co-occurrence of two
at least one of which is
the same extended type).
Adjectives rather than Adverbs.

6*^*(i) wata m&cb ghun& a ku.jberaa Ihllfr&g dh kal
Ca certain woman sitting on a chair with her face covered]
(ii)

wacCAnsd mah&rbaa raatbyd da warkii cCauk6 dh sAnddnha
[certain hunters dressed in skins and carrying clubs]
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co-occurrence of two Adverbial Complexes is possible, as
shown in the following examples, but Adverbial Complexes
of the same sub-type cannot co-occur.:
(i)

Adv. Cx. ( e ) ^ with Adv.Cx.(d)^0C*

mhtuih I k&i da fchrhuciyarsh
[a man of' your age full' of youth]
(ii)

Adv.Cx. (b)^°Cwith Adv.Cx. (d)Soc.

mut&anee dagh LI egos dh kaayan go orb
[some people from Lagos with a load of kolas]
(iii)

Adv.Cx. ( e ) ^ with Adv.Cx. (a)^:

kaatbo ya wannbh h gfdan Andu
[a big (person) like this one^in Audu*s house]
Specific Restrictions:
(a )

Sjoli.Adv.Peg, and Adv.Cx. (c) do not co-occur with any other,
Adverbial Qualifier

(k)

Adv.Cl. does not co-occur with Adv.Cpd.

(There are some cases of apparent co-occurrence which have already
been treated as Adverbial Clusters (see Chapter 3,

3*^)*

They

I

are indicated by a C in Table 6 , following, but they are ignored
in the generalised statement here).
Apart from the restrictions mentioned above, there are cases
of obligatory co-occurrence, viz.:
Adv.Cpd. , Adv.Cl. , and Adv.Ph. do not combine with non-Dynamic
Noun Head except with the co-occurrence

ot

a Specifier in Bre-Head

position (see Chapters 7- 7*1* and 10 10.2).

This rule also

applies to the co-occurrence of these Qualifiers with aether Adverbial
Qualifiers, e.g.,
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1.

Adv. Cl, with Samp. Unit. :
wd.nl mhtilrh z&unb ndh kus£ da muu
[a man sitting just here'near us]

But not:

2.

*mhtum z&une nan kusd da muu

Adv.Cpd. with Simp.Unit. :
wani mhtilih ca£ k£h~d6okli
[a man yonder' on' a horse]

But not:.
3•

*mtitiljh cdn kdh-ddokii

Adv. Cl. with Adv.Ph.4:
wdni mhtdlh kilsa dh muu s’
hayd da rligdr silikli
Ca man near us wearing a silk gown]

But n o t :

*mhtilm kilsd dh mdu sdayd dik rligdr sillkii

Within the limits described above, the possibilities of
co-occurrence are so numerous that it is unnecessary to set them
out in detail*

It is sufficient to give a few examples first,

and then to tabulate all the possibilities as shown in Table 6,
following:
Simp.Adv.^ with Adv.Cpd^:

e.g. ,

\\jctnnde hakot clki-hsii
[which of them with that name]
(b) Slmp.Adv.M with Adv.Cx.(a)^:

e.g.,

wdcCansd gwdnddojii hakh-haka- h. r&afin Audu
[some pawpaws this sort of size, in Audufs garden]
(c )

AdvyCx.(a)^ with Adv.Ph.(a)^^ :

e.g.,

wdcCdnsd fdthakee k cikfn ddajli kbore dh jdakunaa
[some itinerant traders (travelling)* in the bush
driving their donkeys]
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(d)

Adv.Cl.

C*4*

with Ady.Fh. (a)

;

e*g«,

w&ni saurAyii nad kusd da kdu saayd dh. riigar sllikli
Ca young man just there near you wearing-a silken'gown]
(e)

Adv.Cx. (e)^*^ with Adv. Cl.

e*g.,

w&nl gidda yh. wdhnhh cdA baakin kkasilwaa
Ca house' like this one', there,' close' to the market]
(f)

Adv.Cx.(e)Eq with Adv.tPh. (b)L :

e.g.,

wdta bishiyaa A wa&nhh A ddama dh. g£danmfr
Ca tree like this'one, to the'right'of our house]

TABLE

6

Co-occurrence of two Adverbial Qualifiers
!1 1,1
SIMPLE Adv.

Adv.

Untt.Redp.Deg.

Cpd.

ADVERBIAL CX.
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c
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+
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C
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C
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+
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+

+
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+
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+

+

+
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+
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+
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+

-1
1

J

I6z{.
8. Zf

Summary
It has been shown that Non-Adverbial Qualifiers readily

co-occur with other Non-Adverbial Qualifiers;

and Adverbial

Qualifiers co-occur with'other Adverbial Qualifiers though with
some important qualifications;

but the co-occurrence of an

Adverbial with a Nop-Adverbial is relatively rare.
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CHAPTER

9

CO-OCCURRENCE OF MORE THAN TWO POST-HEAD QUALIFIERS
AND THEIR RELATIVE ORDER

In general, where a given Head can be combined with a number
of different Post-Head Qualifiers, accumulation of more than two
such Qualifiers is also possible, subject to the restrictions
described in Chapter 8 (8.1, 8.2, 8.3)*

It is, however, unusual

to find as many as five such Qualifiers co-occurring in qualifica
tions of a single Head;

so, the maximum number of Post-Head

Qualifiers in any one NP is normally four.
The most common Simple NP's contain only one or two Qualifiers ,
but it is also possible to find an NP containing the maximum of four
Post-Head Qualifiers, which can be:
either (i) all Non-Adverbial or all Adverbial Qualifiers,
or (ii) a combination of Adverbial and Non-Adverbial
Qualifiers.
As in the case of the co-occilrrence of two Post-Head Qualifiers, it
is convenient to discuss, first, the cases where all the qualifier©
are Non-Adverbial, then the cases where all the Qualifiers are
Adverbial, and finally the co-occurrence of some Adverbial with
some Non-Adverbial Qualifiers.

At the end of each section, consid

eration is given to the sequential order of the various types of
Qualifier involved.

9.1.Co-ocou^rence of More than Two Non-Adverbial Qualifiers
The Non-Adverbial Qualifiers can conveniently be arranged in
seven groups, which are significant from the point of view both of
co-occurrence and of sequential order, viz.,
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Group A comprises:

Group B comprises:

Ref*

Sh.Pos.

Sh.Dem.

Sh.Gen.

Qt. 1 , 2 , 3
Indet.Q.

Group C comprises:

Lg.Pos.
Lg. Gen.

Group D comprises:

Gem.Adj.
Unit* Ad j.
Ideo.

Group E comprises:

Adj.Ph.

(a), (b), (c)

Group F comprises:

Adj*‘
Cx.

(a), (b), (c)

Group G comprises:

Pel.

(a), (b)

The members of each group are mutually exclusive, except:
(i)
(ii)

Lg.Pos. in Group C can co-occur with Lg.Gen.
Unit. Ad j. in Group B can co-occur xtfith Gem. Adj.

Subject to this restriction and to the. restrictions mentioned at
the beginning of this chapter, any Qualifier from any one of these
groups can co-occur with any one, any t\*o, or any three Qualifiers
to the maximum of four in all in a single PP.
with, the exceptions (i)

This means that,

and (ii) mentioned above, the Qualifiers

will all belong to different groups, although there may also be
some further restrictions due to semantic incompatibility, e.g.,
(a)

Hd.' + Sh.Dem. + Qt.1 -f Lg.Gen. :
r£igdnh^h__n£A gddaa biyu na sllikii
Cthose two silkne gowns]
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(B )

Hd. * Sh.Gen. + Lg.Gen. * Adj.Ph.

4-:

Pel. :

shdand^A Audu n£ t&atsda kboshssdu ainhn da suka 5£ta
CAudu*s'very well-fed iiiilch cows'which are missing]
(c )

Hd. -h Ref. + Lg.Pos. + Unit. Adj. + Adj.Cx. :
lltthtthf d->h nltakh shababbii mhasii hmfhanii
[the useful new books of yours]

9-1.1.'
The sequential order of co-occurrence of these Qualifiers
depends on the group to which the particular Qualifiers belong,
(1)
the relative order being A + B +- C
D +.■ E + F + G
Any Qualifier
from group A, for instance, precedes Qualifier of any other group
in any sequence of two, three or more Qualifiers, (in the case of
Sh.Dem. , Sh.Pos. , and Sh, Gen, this is self-evident, since they are
all I.P.H. Q. inseparably linked to the Head by the link element
-n/-r/-n):

again, any Qualifier from group B precedes any from

groups C-G, but follow those of group A;

and so-on.

As regards the items in group C and group D which can c-occur,
in C Lg. Pos. can either precede or follow Lg. Gen. , but in D Unit. Ad j.
can only follow any Gem. A&.i. with which it co-occurs.

The sequential

order can be represented as follows:

(1)

The order given here seems to be an adequate-generalisation
C
'
covering the vast majority of possible combinations, though
it may be found that occasional less-favourite variations
from this pattern could be found.
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c
Ref,

Lg.Pos, + (Lgj*Gen)1

Sh.Dem

Lg.Gen. + (Lgj.Pos)

J

Sh.Pos.
Sh.Gen.

U

E

F

G

Ideo.
'H-

^Gem.’Adj.

+

(UnVt.Adj.) ( +: Adj.Ph.

+■

Adj.Cx.

h=
- Pel.

Unit. Ad j.

The following examples illustrate the way in which these rules
operate:
(1 )

Hd.' + Ref. + Lg.Pos * Lg.Gen. :
litdafl^h ndakd nd saydrwda
[the books of yours for sale]
But not:

(2 )

*littdafli ndakd-»h na sayarwaa

Hd. + Sh.Dem. -f Indet.Q. -t- Lg.Pos. -f Rel. :
llttdttdfa^h naS kazaa naaka da zaa ka say dr (nakee soh
[(I want to see-) those hooks of yours - how many
it that you are selling?]
But not:

O)

*llttdttdfa-*h ndd dd zda k& saydr kazda naakd

Hd. + Sh.Pos. + Lg.Gen. + Unit.Adj.

Adj.Cx. :

r^iglUfsd ta k&ran-mlskli saabdwda mdi askaa
[his new embroidered gown of velvet]
But not:
(A)

*rli gd-»fad mdi askda sdabuwaa ta kardn-miskii

Hd. + Sh.Gen. + Ideo. + Adj.Ph. + Adj.C x . :
cinyd-»fr sda sukdtum kdatdwda fcwdrai mai mailed o
[a whole enormous fat leg of beef]
But not: *cinvd.«»h sdd mdi mailed o sukutum
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Hd* + Qt.2 + Gem.Adj. + Unit.Adj. + Rel. :

atamf6 of£i d& yawha irli-frii kyaawaaw^a d.b. ya 260 da suu
Cmany' beautiful lengths of dress material with different
designs which he brought back with him]
But not: *atamfoof£i irli-irli da yawaa dh ya zoo da suu kyaawaawaa
Hd. + Unit.Ad,j. + Adj.Ph. + Adj.Cx. + E e l . ;

rligaa f£raa kyhkkyaawar ghskd mhi aikii da zai aikaa gidaa
Ca very good embroidered white gown which he is sending home]
But not: *rligaa mai aikii dh zal dikha

g£daa kyhkkyaawar gaske faraa

Hd. + Sh.Dem. + Qt.3 + Lg.Gen. + Rel.:

shaand-^h nan biyu-blyu na noomaa dh suka shssayaa bhara
Cthose pairs of ploughing oxen which they each bought last year]
But not: *shaanu*h nail da sukh sassay&a

bhard. na noomaa biyu-b£yti

Hd. + Sh.Gen. + Lg.Gen. + Lg.Pos. + Ad].Ph. :
wan£ d 6 okl-»h sukuwaa n£ sdy£bwaa nctash manhgarcfi ainun
Ca very good race-horse of his (which is) for sale]
But not: *wan£ d6oki-»h sukhwda manhghrcii ainun naash na sayarwaa
Hd.

4-

Sh.Gen. + Unit.Adj. + Unit. Adj. 4- Unit.Ad,j. :

wanf makber£->n azfrrfaa gajeeree kakk&uraa farii
Ca short, stocky, light-complexioned silversmith]
But not: *wan£ makberii gbjderee kakkauraa f4r£i -n(&) azhrfaa
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9*2

Co-occurrence of more than two Adverbial Qualifiers
In discussing the co-occurrence of more than two Adverbial

Qualifiers, only the following six Heads need to be considered,
since with all other types of Head there are only one or two
Adverbial Qualifiers capable of qualifying the Head.

(See Table 3

in Chapter 7*)
Hon-Dyn.

Indef.Spec.

Cpd.Hn.

Lg.Pos.

Indef*Pr.

Un!t. Ad j.

The co-occurrence of more than two Adverbial Qualifiers after any
of these Heads is possible, subject to the restrictions described
in Chapter 8 (8*3)* All the examples of Simple Adverb given in this
section are of Modal category, since with almost all the relevant
types of Head considered here it is the only Syn'p.Adv. that can occur.
Examples of N P fs containing more than two Adverbial Qualifiers
are the following:
(a ) Hd. + Simp.Adv.

M

+ Adv.Cx. * Adv.Cl. + Adv.Ph. :

(i) Non-Dyn. H e a d ;
wdt£ rnhcb halch dhgh Kanbo ndh kusct d£ muu
efhuk£ dh l&imtia
C-a woman of that description from Kano just here
near us carrying an umbrella]
(ii) The same Adverbial Qualifiers can follow such Heads
as Umb.Adj. , e.g. : w£nl g&jber<§e ~ [a certain short one]
or Indef.Spec. , e.g.; wdni

= Ca certain (person)]
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(b) Hd. + Simp. Adv. + Adv.Cpd. * Adv.Cx, -t- Adv. Ph. :
(i)

Non-Dyn. H ead:
wani gidAa h&ka kah-hanyaa daga gabas yaafcd da slmintli
[a house of that description on the eastern side of the
road plastered with cement]

(ii)

Cpd.Nn. Head:
wdni tftm&a-fi&sh. haka kdh-shlnficfha daga wajdn fcafa
clkd dh audhgdr-riimii
Ca cushion answering that description at the foot
end of the bedding filled with ICapok]

The Indef.Pr. and the Lg. Pos. can be followed only
by three Adverbial Qualifiers each, as follows:
Indef. Fr. -i- Adv.Cx.

+ Adv.Cl. -i- Adv.Ph.

; e.g.

whnnde daga cikinsu cah fc&kci raatayg a M u s a a *....?
..J.Ejwhich of them over there hanging on the wall....?]

LgPos. + Simp. Adv.

* Adv.Cx. (e) * Adv. Ph. (b) : e.g.:

nhawA haka 1 wannah daga daama da nii
[mine just like this one, to my right]

9.2.1

Like the Non-Adverbial, Adverbial Qualifiers can

be assigned letters by which their sequential order can
conveniently be described,

via:

V :

Simp. Adv.

Y : Adv. Cl.

W :

Adv. Cpd.

Z : Adv.Ph.

X :

Adv. Cx.
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(?)
The relative order of their co-occurrence is :
V

+

W

+

X

+

Y

+

Z

Thus, whereever any two, three, or four Adverbial Qualifiers
co-occur, V precedes all others, X precedes Y and Z but
follows either of the other two, and so on.

This sequential order may be illustrated by the
following further examples of sequences of Adverbial Qualifiers.:

Hd. -i- Simp*Adv. + Adv.Cx. + Adv.Cl. + Adv.Ph. :
1.

watfansu dkwaatunaa hdka-haka a cCaakin Audu cAn khrkAshin gdd6o
M 1II6 f&m da kwaacCdnaa
[some suit-cases of this sort of size (gesture) in Audu's room
right under the bed, securely padlocked]

But not:

*wdcfdnsu akwdatunha kulle fam da kwaacCunaa h&ka-hakh
can Ic&rlcashin gadod a cC&akln Audfr.

2.

wdcCansu nuuannuu h£ka-haka a raafin Baida cdh cfkxn rurnbuu
kunshd cikin algaraaraa
[some ripe ones, this sort of sise, in Bala’s garden deep
in the granary wrapped in hessian]

But n o t :

*wacCdnsu nuunannuu can cikin rinnbuu a raafin Balaa
fchnshd cikin £lgkr£ar£ta h&kci-hdk&

3*

wdtd bhaktiwda h£k& dhgh Kuura tafd dh fy£n rdkiyhrta
[a stranger lady of that description from Kura travelling
with an escort]

But n o t :

(2)

w&td bb.aTcuw£a thfd da Ty£n rakiy£irta dhgh Kdurd hdkh

Subject to the same qualification as in Chp.9 (9*1.1) F11. (1 )
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Since the Adverbial Compound is mutually exclusive
with Adverbial Cluster, as mentioned in 8.3, the sequential
order of co-occurrence is:

Simp, Adv.

where

X

Adv.Cpd?

Adv.Cx.

Adv.'Cl?

Adv. Ph.

indicates that the two items so marked are mutually

exclusive.
9•3

Co-occurrence of Adverbial with Non-Adverbial qualifiers
In this section, it is convenient to consider, first,

the co-occurrence of one Adverbial qualifier Xtfith more than
one Non-Adverbial, then the co-occ\irrence of more than one
Adverbial with one or two Non-Adverbial qualifiers, and finally,
to consider the sequential order of their co-occurrence.

Each

Adverbial qualifier is considered separately.

9-3*1

Simple Adverb
In considering the co-occurrence of a Simple Adverb with

Non-Adverbial qualifiers, only the following Categories need
to be considered, since all the remaining categories co-occur
only with one or two mutually exclusive Non-Adverbials.

:-

Unitary Stative
Reduplicated Modal
(A)

A Unitary Stative Adverb can co-occur with any one,

any two, or all the three of the following Non-Adverbials:(a)

Unitary Adjective

(b)

Adjectival Phrase

(c)

Relative Clause

Examples;Hd. + (Unit. Adj.) * (Adj.Ph.) + Unit.Stat. + (Ref.):

(i)

riigdnhb. fdrhhre£ kyaawaawan ghslce rhhtayd a fsuusaa wac£anda
*
1 .£

/

^•

*'•

\

{ !

ka ganii n^ya .....
Cthe very beautiful white gowns hanging on the wall which
you saw y e s t e r d a y

]

(ii) dhwaakai hoorarruu inagudaa ainun cCaure a tirkensa
w£(fhndh zaa mu hau gbobd
Cvery fast, well-trained horses in his stable which we
are going to ride tomorrow]
(iii)

warfdnsd mhalhmai mahaddataa datiijdi JbwArAi zbunb a kwdfr-gidad
wdcCbndb zda su yi mash hddu*ha
L'a number of reciter-malams, very respectable gentlemen,
sitting by the gate, who are going to pray for him]

(B)

The Reduplicated Modal Adverb co-occurs with:

and

(a)

Referential

(b)

Short Genitival Complex

(c)

Relative Clause.

Since the Referential and the Short Genitival Complex are
mutually exclusive (see 9 *1 ), only a sequence of not more
than three qualifiers including the Reduplicated Model is
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(i)

Ref. : gwdnddo jl*»h hdkh-hdkh da k& gayaa mini (ndkhe s6h gdnii)
[X want to see the pawpavrs this sort of siae which you
told me about}

(ii)

Sh.Gen. :

gwdnddojji^n ddajli h&kd-hdkh dh kd gdyha mini..

[the wild pawpaws as big as this which you told me aboutC

9*3*2

Adverbial Compound

An Adverbial Compound can co-occur with any of the
following Non-Adverbials:(a) Indeterminate Qualifier
(b) Xdeophone
(c) Relative Clause
The Indeterminate Qualifier is mutually exclusive with the
Ideox^hone (see i. 1 (v)), thus, only a sequence of not more
than three qualifiers including the Adv.Gpd. is possible,

e.g.:

(Indet.
Hd. + (l
)) + Adv.Cpd. + (Rel.):
(ideo.

(i)

Indet.:md&t&d khzdd ciklnsft

lid ebb baa sti dh fasf6b ••

Csuch and such a number of women whom you §.aM had
no passport .....]

(ii)

Ideo.: dditf&Atsuu rdtatd k&h hanyha dh k&kh ganli

.....

Cever so many stones on the road that you saw ...]

9*3*3*

Adverbial Complex, Phrase and Cluster
These can be conveniently considered together, since

each of them can co—occur with most of the Non-Adverbial
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qualifiers, the details of which have already been given
in Chapter 8 (8.2 C);

and, to avoid repetition, these are

not listed here.
The following general statement can be made:
Where an Adverbial Complex, Phrase, or Cluster can co-occur
with a number of different Non-Adverbial qualifiers, a
sequence of any three or four of these qualifiers (including
the Adverbial Qualifiers) is also possible, subject to the
restrictions described in Chapter 8 (8.1, 8.2, and 8.3)? and,
of course, subject to semantic compatibility.
Examples are the following:

Adverbial Complex:
1*

Hd. 4- Indet.Q. -4 Adv.Cx. (b) + Unit.Adj. 4- Adj.Ph. :
b&afdCi k&ada dhgh K&nbo maalamai m&shn&n ghskb (sun....)
[such and such a number of strangers from Kano, very
learned indeed, have *...]

2.

Hd. + Sh.Pos. -t- Qt. 1 -4 Adv.Cx. (d) :
f&t&akd^hmh mutflm bly£r da jdakunaa (sdn kw&ana a rhmfdrku)
[bur five customers with their donkeys slept in your
(market)Istall]

3*

H d . 4* Sh.Gren. -t* Qft.1 4* Adv.Cx. (e) -4 Pel. :
w dcCdnsd d&wdaki-frh sukfrw£a gfrdda dkh yh xv&cCcinnkn dh sflkh say&a
[three race-horses like these which they bought]
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Adverbial Phrase:
1* Hd.

Sh.Gen* *t* Xjg.Gren.

Adj.Ph. ~t~ Adv.Ph. (a)

•

dldbb^h Audu na fdat&a sdab60 kaw cik<§ da kudii (yda... )
[Audu1s brand new leather wallet full of money is ....3
2.

Hd. * Sh.Pos. + Q,t. 1 + Unt.Adj. + Adv.Ph.(a) :
jaakdnd^hsh gudda uku kdrfdafda (fdukd dd kaaydn itdacde (sun.
[their three strong donkeys carrying loads of firewood
have.... 3

3 . Hd. + Kef. + Q.t.l * Lg.Gen. + Adv.Ph. (b) :
gbondki-^h ghdda biyd nd Audu ddgd ddama da muu (sdn.... )
[the two farms of Audu's to our right a r e

3

Adverbial Cluster:
,T

Hd. + Sh.Gen. + Qt.l + Lg.Gen. + Adv. Cl.

:

gbondki-frd Audh. ghdda biyu na dlkdmaa nah kdofdr gdrii (sdn.•
[Audu's two wheat farms just outside the town there are ...3

2.

Hd. + Qt.2 + Lg.Pos. + Lg.Gen. + Adv. Cl.

St

:

wdcCdnsd fydn littdttafai kdcfan ndawd nd haraa.jii
nah cikin-dkwdatu (sdn *...)
*

[a few tax-books of mine there in the feox, are ....]

9 .3 .A

fhe co-occurrence of two and of more than two

Adverbial qualifiers has been dealt with in chapter 8 and in
9.2 above respectively.

In considering the co-occurrence of

more than one Adverbial Qualifier with one or more NonAdverbial Qualifiers, therefore, it is sufficient to make
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the following general statement:
Where an Adverbial Qualifier can co-occur with another
Adverbial Qualifier, and the same Qualifier can also co-occur
with one or more Non-Adverbial Qualifiers, combinations of
such Adverbial Qualifiers with the Non-Adverbial Qualifiers,
normally to the maximum of four qualifiers in all, are also
possible*

A Simple Adverb, for instance, can co-occur both

with Adverbial Complex and with Adverbial Cluster, and can
also co-occur with a Relative Clause;

combination of all

four in qualification to the same Head, therefore, is also
possible*
Within these limits, the possibility of co-occurrence
are so numerous that it is unnecessary to set them out in
detail*

A few examples will suffice to illustrate the

possibilities- :1.

Hd* + Qt.l + Uriit.Adj* * Adv.Cx. (a)^ + Adv.Cl*^ :
wani hkwhatu ghdda cCdyd fcdatbo a cCaakin Audu cad cikin sda&bo
[one large suitcase in Audu’s room right in the far corner]
Of

2.

Hd. + Sh.Gen* + Adv.Cl*

Of
+ Adv.Ph*

+ Rel*(a)

:

fc&i'mh^r Audu ndn zaund lullubd da fuskha da na gayaa m&ka * * •
[Audu's sister sitting there veiling her face, whom I told
you about]
3*

Hd. -i-Slinp.* Adv.

M

+ Adj.Ph* + Adv.Cx. (a)

T

* Rel* (a) :

gwdnddojii haka-haka nhunanndu fcwarai h raafin Audu
wdcCanda suka f aacfdo jiya
[very ripe paitfpavfs, this sort of size, in Audu's garden
which fell yesterday]
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9*3*5

Sequential order of co-occurrence

Where the Adverbial and Non-Adverbial qualifiers
co-occur in a sequence of two or more, they follow the
following sequential order:
(a)

Any Adverbial Qualifier follows any Non-Adverbial
Qualifier of groups A, B, or C with which it co-occurs;
but precedes a Eel* if any.

(b)

The Simp*Adv.' precedes both Unit. Ad.j. and Ad.j.Ph. or Ad.j.Cx.;
it is mutually exclusive with both Ideo. and Gem.Ad.j.
i

(c)

All other Adverbial Qualifiers follow Ad.j*Ph. ; they are
also mutually exclusive with Ad j.Cx.

(d)

The restrictions between the Adverbial Qualifiers themselves,
and between the Non-Adverbial Qualifiers themselves, which
were discussed in 9*1 and 9*2 above, also apply in
accumulations of Adverbial and Non-Adverbial Qualifiers.

The sequential order of co-occurrence of Adverbial and
Non-Adverbial Qualifiers, therefore, may be represented as follows:
B

C

D
Ideo.

Q t . 1 , 2 , 3 7 f L & .Pos.+(Lg.Gen. T)

Dem.

\fGem.Adj.7

I n d e t . Q 3 +^Xig.Gen* + (Lg.Pos. )j

^

C 4*(Unit. Adj. )

( (Simp.Adv^

E

W

X

Y

a

G

(Adv.Cpd.) + Adv.Cx. + (Adv. Cl.) + Adv.Ph.T + Eel.

i

F
Adj •Cx.!

\

J
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The following examples illustrate the way in which
these rules operate:
1.

Ed, + Sh.Fos. + Gem.Ad.j. + Adj.Ph. + Adv.Cpd. :
zdnntiwkaAhtk irli-irii shababbii fil cxkin-akwhatu
Cher various brand new wraps in a suit-case]
But n o t : *zhnnuwha-hta c£kxn akwhatu saababbxi fil irli-irii

2.

Hd. ^iijip.. Adv. * Adj. Ph. + Adv. Cl. + Pel. :
wdcCdnsu gwdndoojii hakh-hdkh nuunannuu ldgdb M m s h d cikin
kwanddo dk muka ganxi
Csome dead ripe pawpaws, this sort of size, wrapped up in
a basket that we saw]
But n o t : *wacCdnsd gwandoojix kunshd cikin kwkndoo hdka-h&kk
dk mtikk ganii nuuknnuu lugub

3•

lid. * Ideo* + Adv.Cpd.

+ Adv.Ph. * Pel. :

mdtkande jinglm kdh-dawdakxi rirrike dk mdasdu dk sdkk wucfee
Ccrowds of people on horseback carrying spears who went by]
But not: *mutkande k&h*ddwaakii jingiift rirrlke da mdasuu dk
sdk|u_. • •]

if.

Hd. 4- Sh.Gen. * Qt.l + Adv. Cl. + Adv. Ph.
gidkajdAn Bklaa ghdda gdoma ndA jbjjkere kdrktisd da Irnu
[ten houses belonging to Bala all in a row, just there near
you]
But n o t : *g£dkajee ndh jkjjeeree - h (a ) Bklka gudda gdomk
kusd dk kuu
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5*

Hd. -t- Adv.Ox. * Adv.Cl* + Adv. Ph. + Rel.' :
wkcCansu Auzunaawka dk raafckmka nkh kdofar gkrii tkfk dk kkaykn
kknwka dk sukee son shigdowaa
[some Asben people with camels here at the gate of the town
bringing loads of potash wanting to enter]

6•

Hd. + Indet. -j-Biing. Adv. + Adv.Cpd. + Adv.Cx.
bkakii kkzka haka cikin-indotha da carbknknkk

:
a hknnu

[strangers such and such a number answering that description
in a car with their rosaries in their hands]
But n o t :

7*

*bkafdii cikin mdotka hkka dk ckrbunka ahknnk

kkzka

Hd. + Qt.2 +£>img,Adv. 4- Adj.Cx. + Rel. :
gidkajde dk. ykwaa can maasu kyku ainun da zka k skykr
[many very good houses there for sale]
But n o t ; *gidkajke mkasu kykh dinun ckh dk. ykwka dk

8.

Hd. * Sh.^€h«

zka a skykr

+ Adv.Cx. -t- Adv.Cx. + Bel. :

gdonk^f Audk x wknnkn a ICknbo da yd sayaa bkark
[Audu's farm like this one in Kano which he bought last year]
But n o t : *g6onaa 1 wannan -»r(ta) Audu a Kanoo da ya skyka baark

9.

Hd. + Ref, * Lg.Gen. * Unit. Adj. * Adv. P h . :
rumfa-^r ta Audu saabuwaa kurkusa da taarnh
[the new shed of Audu's vei'y close to ours]
But not: *rkmfk-*r kurkusk dk tkamu saabuwka ta Audu
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10.'

Hd. * hg. Pos. + Lg.Gen. * Ad.j. Ph. + Adv. Cl. :
wdni ddokli naasa na sdktlwaa kyakkyaawaa ainun

cCaurd

& tirkbe
Ca magnificent race horse of his there, tethered to a post]
But not:

nan cCaure a tirkee naasA na sukuwaa kyakkyaawaa
_ ainhn

9. A

Nummary
As a general conclusion of this Chapter, it may he

said that:

(i)

Where there is an accumulation of post-Ilead Qualifiers,
the maximum number of these qualifiers in any given
Simple Nominal Phrase is four, and they can be all
Adverbial, or all Non-Adverbial, or a mixture of the
two.

(ii) In spite of the grear variety of potential co-occLirrences
of post-Head qualifiers, it is possible to observe a
consistent pattern of sequential order in which they
normally co-occur, and this applies whether there are two,
three or four qualifiers in succession.

(iii) There is a specific position for each qualifier, whether
Adverbial or Non-Adverbial, when they co-occur, but
in general the Non-Adverbial precede the Adverbial
Qualifiers.
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CHAPTER

10

CO-OCCURRENCE OF PRE- AND POST- HEAD QUALIFIERS

In this chapter, consideration is given to the possible
co-occurrence of pre-Head Qualifiers with post-Head Qualifiers
in combination with a single Head.

Firstly, the possible

co-occurrence of .one pre-Head and one post-Head qualifiers is
considered, and this is followed by considering the possibility
of |iccumulation of pre-Head and post-Head qualifiei's in combination.

10.1

Co-occurrence of one pre-Head and one post-Head Qualifier

Where a given Head can be combined with a number of
different pre-Head qualifiers, and the same Head can also be
combined with a number of different post-Head qualifiers, any one
of these pre-Head qualifiers can, subject to the restrictions
mentioned in (ii) below, co-occur with any one of these post-Head
qualifiers in qualification of the same Head.

For example,

Cpd.Nn.1(a) can be preceded by:

Int.Spec
and the same Cpd.Nn. can also be followed by any of the following
post-Head qualifiers:
Ref.

Adj.Cx.(a),(b),(cj

Sh.Dem.

Rel.(a),(b)

Lg.Pos.

Adv.Cx.(b),(d)

Lg.Gen.

Adv.Cl.

Unit. Ad j

Adv.Ph.(a),(b)

Accordingly, where Cpd.Nn.1(a) is in Head position, the Int.Spec.
in pre-Head position can co-occur with almost any of these

1Sk

post-Head qualifiers in qualification of the same Cpd.Hn. Head,
as shown in the following examples;

the sole exception being

the Sh.Dem. as explained in (ii) below.

Int.Spec* * Hd.

:

+Kef. :

wane maalam Audu*n?

a [which M. Audu?]

+Lg. Pos. :

wane maalam

Audu naaka?

= [which H.

Audu of yours?]

*Lg* Gen.:

wane maalam

Audu na can?

= [which M.

Audu from there?]

■fUnit.Ajd. : wanb maalam

Audu doogoo?

= [which tall M.

Audu?]

*Ajd.Cx.i

wane maalam Audu mai dookii? =[which M. Audu the horseman?]

+Re l . ;

wan& maalam

Audu da ya zoo? = [which M.

Audu who came?]

+Adv.Cx.:

wan& maalam

Audu da kaayaa? = [which M.

Audu with loads?]

*Adv.Cl*:

wane maalam

Audu can baaya? =[which M.

Audu back there?]

+Adv.Ph.:
wane maalam
Audu rifce da saa?-[which M. Audu holding an
ox?]
.. .........
n
^
As regards restrictions, the following points need to be
made:
(i)

b/here the pre-Head qualifier is an Adjective, there are
no

restrictions on its co-occurrence with any of the

possible post-Head qualifiers, including Tint.Adj.. Subject
to semantic compatibility, therefore, any sub-type of
Adjective in pre-Head position can co-occur not only with
any post-Head qualifier, but also:(a) with a TJint.Adj. of the same sub-type; e.g.:
(1)

Agt.Adj. + Hd* -t- Agt.Adj. :
(yaa sayi) malaalaacin dookii mafatfaacii
[he has bought a lazyf-swfcd vicious horse]

(2)

Ptpq.Adj. + Hd. + Ptpq-*Ad,j. :
(yaa sayi) hoorarren dookii kiiwataccee
[he has bought a well-trainedf^a&d well fed horse]
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(3)

Simp, Ad.j. + Hd. + Simp* Ad.j. :
(y&a shyi) fdrlii ddokli kaatfro
Che has bought a big, white horse]

or (b) with a Unit*Ad.j. of different sub-type, e.g.:
(1) Agt.Adj. + Hd. + Ptpl.Ad.j. :
mafheChacin ddokli rhamdmmde
Ca lean, vicious horse]
(2)

Ptpl.Ad.j. + Hd. + Simp.Ad.j. :
hbordrrdn ddokli JMatbo
Ca big, we3l-trained horse]

(3)

Simp.Ad.j. * Hd. + Agt.Adj. :
farin ddokli mdlhalhacii
Ca lazy, white' horse]

(ii) Pre-Head qualifiers other than Adjective do not co-occur
with a qualifier of the same general type in post-Head
position. Thus:
(a)

A Spec, in pre-Head position cannot co-occur with
a Sh.Dem. in post-Head position; nor with Indet.Q., e.g
Sh.Dem. :

*wdni lltt£afli-»ii ndn

Indet.Q.: *w&nl littdafli khzaa
(b)

The Lg.Pos. in pre-Head position does not co-occur with
Lg.Pos. or with Sh.Pos. in post-Head position.

10.2

Necessary Co-occurrence of Pre-Head and Post-Head Qualifiers
Apart from the potential co-occurrence of pre-Head and

post-Head qualifiers described above, there are certain cases of
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necessary co»occurrence;

that is to say, where either a given

qualifier cannot occur in pre-Head position without the co
occurrence of some specific qualifier in post-Head position,
or, conversely, a given qualifier cannot occur in post-Head
position without the co-occurrence of some specific qualifier
in pre-Head position*

Qualifiers with this special feature

are the following:
(i)

Pre-Head Qualifiers:

Is.
Dim.
Lg.Dem.

(ii) Post-Head Qualifiers:
Pef.

Adv.Cpd.^

Unit. Adj. Ca)

Adv. Cl.

^

SimJ.Adv.L ’ M) St Adv.Ph. (a) L ’ St

0>)

L

(iii) Pre-Head or Post-Head Qualifier:
Lg.Pos.

Isolator:
The Isolator cannot occur in pre-Head position without
the co-occurrence of Hef. in post-Head position.

Using the same

combination of Cpd.Nn.1(a) and post-Head qualifiers as in 10.2
above, therefore, the following can be produced by substituting
Is. for Int.Spec.
+ Umt.Adj. :

:

<faya maalam Audu**n doogoo

Cthe other tall M. Audu]
But not:
+ Adj. Cx. :

*cCaya maalam Audu doogoo
<£aya maalam Audu-m mai dookii

Cthe other M. Audu the horseman]
But not:

*<£aya maalam lAudu mai dookii
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Diminutive:
The Diminutive can normally occur in pre-Head position
without the necessary co-occurrence of any other qualifier,
but in the sole case of Dim* + Dis.j. (Hd. ) the co-occurrence
of a Sh.Dem. in post-Head position is necessary, e.g.:
Jan nii (fin nan - [a little creature such as I am]
But not: *Jan nii ......
Long Demonstrative:
The Long Demonstrative in pre-Head position requires
the co-occurrence of Hef. in post-Head position when any of
the following is in Head position:
Qt. ,

Lg.Pos.,

Unit. Ad ,

Ideo.

e.g. :
Lg.Dem. * Qt.l (Hd) + Ref:

waJannan gudaa gooma-»n (sun 6ata)

Cthose ten are missing]
Hot: *waJannan gudaa gooma
Lg.Dem.-t-Lg. Po s. (Hd) + R e f :

wa Jarman naaka^n (sun isa)
Cthose of yours are sufficient]
Hot: *waJannan naaka

Lg.Dem. *Unit. Adj. (Hd)* H e f :

waJannan faraare-^h (sun daawoo)
Cthose white ones have come back]
Not: *waJAnnan faraaree

Lg.Dem. *Ideo. (Hd.) * Hef. :

wannan tsuruu-tsuruu»n~-da ya yi

Cthat embarrassment he felt]
Not: *wannan tsuruu-tsuruu da ya yi
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Referential:
Ref. can normally occur after a Head xdLthout the co-occurrence
of another qualifier, but in the sole case of

Ideo.(Hd.) + Ref.

the co-occurrence of Rel.(b) is also necessary,

e.g.:

lakS-wa^ da ka ga yaa yl = Cthe brown study you saw him in]
Not: *l8ko*xi
tsuruu-tsuru*n da ya yi= Cthe embarrassment that he felt]
N o t : * tsuruu-tsuru»n

Unitary Adjective (a)
Unit.Ad,j. (a) as post-Head qualifier can occur after any of
the three sub-types of Unt.Ad.j, in Head position only when the
Head is also preceded by an Indef. Spec.

• e.g. :

Unvt.Adj. (a) Hd. : wani maharbii mafceetacii = Ca cruel hunter]
Unit. Adj. (b) Hd. : wani shaararree m^yhlwacxi= Ca well swept
roomy one]
Unit.Ad.j. (c) Hd. : wani farii malaalaacii

=

Ca lazy white one]

Certain Adverbial Qualifiers:
The remaining four qualifiers are all Adverbial, and all
can occur after a Non-Dyn. only with the necessary co-occurrence
of an Indef. Spec, in pre-Head position.

e.g.:

Simple Adverb:
Unit. , eg: (aiki) wani yaaroo nan = Cone of the young men
there]
Unit.^ ,

f1

wani yaaroo haka

= Ca young man of that
description]

Unit. ^ , 11

wata tukunyaa girke

= Ca pot a-cooking]

Redp.^, n

wacfansu gwandoojii haka-haka= Csome pawpaws this
sort of size]
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Adverbial Compound:
wanx muturn kan-dookii

- [a man on a horse]

wata goonaa fcee taren-koogii

= Ca farm across the river]

Adverbial Cluster;

Ca man there at the door]

Loc. :

wani mutiim nan £oofa

Mod. :

wata rxxgaa h&ka ditid4i= Ca gown exactly like this]

Stat.: wani muturn n£n zaune

= Ca man there sitting]

Adverbial Phrase;
Type (a) : Loc.: wani gidaa kusa del kaasuwaa

Ca house near the market]
Stat. ; wani maaganxi fcunshe a takardaa

Csome medicine wrapped in a piece of paper]
Type (b) : Loc. ; wani gidaa a d^tama da kaasm/aa

Ca house to the right of the market]
wanx gidaa daga neesa da kuu
Ca house quite far from you]
Long Possessive:
(i) The Lg.Pos. in pre-Head position requires the
co-occurrence of Ref, in post-Head position.

e.g.:

naawa littaafx*»n = Cmy book], Not: *naawa littaafii;
taaka tawada»r

- Cyour ink], Not: *taaka tawadaa

(ii) The Lg.Pos. in immediate post-Head position, with a
Noun Head other than Proper Noun, requires the
co-occurrence of Spec, in pre-Head position.

e.g.:
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wdnl lltt&afli nhawd
Not:

*littdafli nhawd

wani ddokii naask
Not:

= Ca book of mine]

- Ca horse of his]

*&6okli nkask

Note that this applies to Lg.Pos. in immediate post-Head
position only; when there is another qualifier between the
Head and the Lg.Pos., the Spec, in pre-Head position is not
necessary; e.g. lltt&afl+h ndfi nkawk

= Cthat book of mine],

where Sh.Dem. occurs.

10*3

The possible combinations of pre-Head and post-Head

qualifiers with various types of Head are conflated in Table 7 %
where the existence of restrictions on the combinations are
indicated by (+). Possible combinations are indicated by +
and non-possibilities are shown by a blank space.
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10

Accumulation: Pre-Head and Post-Head Qualifiers

It is also possible for a combination of several
pre-Head qualifiers to co-occur with some post-Head qualifiers,
and for a combination of several post-Head qualifiers to co-occur
with some pre-Head qualifiers* Combinations such as these can be
covered by the following'general statements:-

(i)

Where a given pre-Head qualifier can co-occur with a

given post-Head qualifier, and the same pre-Head qualifier can
also co-occur with other pre-Head qualifiers, combinations of
all these pre-Head qualifiers with that post-Head qualifier are
also possible. The following are two examples:

(a) The Indefinite Specifier in pre-Head position, for instance,
can co-occur with the Adjectival Complex (b) in post-Head
position in qualification of Hon-Dynamic Noun Head; e.g:

wani littaafli m&i hmfaanli = Ca useful book]

and since the Indefinite Specifier can also co-occur with
the Diminutive and Adjective in pre-Head position
(see Chapter 6, 6.2.1), combinations of all these with the
Adjectival Complex (b) in post-Head position are also
possible,

e.g:

w&ni ((fan) (fcaramln) litt&afli mhi amfaanii =
Ca useful little book]
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(b) The Diminutive in pre-Head position, on the other hand,
can co-occur with the Referential in post-Head position
in qualification of the Demonstrative Specifier Head,
but no other pre-Head qualifier can co-occtir with the
Diminutive when Demonstrative Specifier is in Head position,
there can be, therefore, only one pre-Head qualifier
(the Diminutive) with this particular Head, e.g:

(fan w&hnan cCin (yaa Isa) - Cthis little bit is
quite enough],
but never:
*<f£n (&&r£unin,. •. •etc. ) wahnah ctih (y&a Isa),

(ii)

Where a given post-Head qualifier can co-occur with

a given pre-Head qualifier, and the same post-Head qualifier
can also co-occur with other post-Head qualifiers, combinations
of all these post-Head qualifiers with that pre-Head qualifier
are also possible# The Lg.Pos. in post-Head position, for
example, co-occurs with the Spec, in pre-Head position in
qualification of Non-Dyn. Head, e.gi

wata riig&a taash

=

Ca gown of his],

but the Lg.Pos. can also co-occur with Lg. Gen. , tint. Adj. and
Ad.j.Cx. in post-Head position. Combinations of all these,
therefore, can also co-occur with the Spec, in pre-Head position,
e.g:
wata riigaa tAash ta karan-miskii saabuwaa mai Aikii «
Ca new, embroidered, velvet gown of his]
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(iii)

Where a given pre-Head qualifier can co-occur

with a number of other pre-Head qualifiers and the same
qualifier can also co-occur with a given post-Head qualifier
which itself can co-occur with other post-Head qualifiers,
combinations of all these qualifiers in qualification of the
same Head are also possible to a maximum of four in pre-Head
position and four in post-Head position*

Isolator in pre-Head position, for example,
can co-occur with three other pre-Head qualifiers and it
can also co-occur with the Beferential in post-Head position,
but the latter can itself co-occur with many other post-Head
qualifiers* So, although short Nominal Phrases are more common
in the language, long phrases such as the following are quite
possible.:

(1)

Spec* 4*X)im*+Pos*

*+ Hd. +Eef.+Lg. Gen* + Q t. 1 Adj. Ph. :

$£c£ansd 1yan ndamh b h a M n shaanu-m n& ndomda
ghdaa biyu hfror&rruu da suu (sun kaas&a)
Ca poor couple of recently acquired well-trained
xoloughing oxen of ours (have 'had it')]
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Is.+Dim. +Fos.+Adj.+ J|cU_ 4-Ref.+Unlb. Adj.+Adj .Cx, *Rel. :

(2)

&*ya- *yar taawa saabuwar riigsUr faraa mai aikii da na sayaa
Cthe other little new, white embroidered gown I bought....]
(3)

Speo.+Dim.+Fos.+Ad3.+ Hd. HORef.+Lg.Gen.+Adj.Cx.+Rel. :
wani (fan naata far In kwaanb^jn na shaa mai lambaa da_____

ta saa a kaasuwaa
Ca little white, chipped drinking-bowl of hers she put
for sale]

(iv)

Where a choice has to be made between the two forms of

Genitival Complex (Long and Short) since both can occur as postHead qualifier, the choice is determined by the presence or
absence of a Specifier in pre-Head position.

Where the Specifier

is present, only the Lg.Gen. can occur, but where the Specifier
is absent only the Sh.Gen. occurs.
1.

wani littafii na Audu
But not:

2.

(v)

Ca book of Audufs]

*wanl littaafi^n judu

littaafi^n Audu
But not:

=

e*g*t

= CAudufs book]

*littaafii na &udu

Similarly, the choice between the pre-Head Possessive

or either a Long or Short Possessive in the post-Head position,
is determined by the presence or absence of a Specifier in preHead position, or of a Referential in Post-Head position,
(a)

Where the Spec, is present, only the Lg.Pos. in the
post-Head position occurs, but where the Spec, is
absent only the pre-Head Possessive occurs, e.g.:

viz:. :
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1.

wani littaafii naaka =

[a book of yours]
f yf V y
*wani naaka littaafi4n
j

^

But not:
2#

y

naaka littaafi^n
= Cyour book]
' f v
/ \
But not:
^littaafii naaka

(b) Where the Ref* is absent, only the Sh.Pos* in post-Head
position can occur#
littaafi*nka
But not:
or

e*g*:

=

(i)
(ii)

[your book]
♦littaafii naaka,
*naaka littaafii

(c) Where the Ref* is present, either the pre-Head Possessive,
or a Lg.Pos* in post-Head position can occur, and the
choice between the two alternatives seems to be semantically
determined,

e.g.:

1. Pos.+Hd.+Ref.:

naaka littaafi»n
Cyour book (as distinct from others1)]

2. Hd# *Ref.+Lg. Pos. :

littaafi«wa naaka
Cyour book (which we know about)]

(vi)

As indicated in Chapters 6 (6.1) and 8 (8*1), Adjectives
can occur in pre-Head position and can also occur in postHead position.

The choice of position seems to be a

matter of emphasis, post-Head Adjectives being apparently
more emphatic than those in pre-Head.
riigaa faraa kyakkyaawaa,
kyakkyaawar farar riigaa
Ca beautiful gown]

c.f.:
with:
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It has been shown that pre-Head and post-Head Qualifiers
can readily co-occur in qualification of the same Head, though
with some important restrictions in the case of some of them,
e.g. the long Possessive, the Long Demonstrative, the Isolator,
and certain Adverbial Qualifiers.

Some Qualifiers have two

forms, Long and Short or Pre-Head and Post-Head, in complementary
distribution, and the choice is determined (a) by the presence
or absence of Spec, or Hef., or (b) by semantic factors,
especially the question of emphasis.
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CHAPTER

11

SIMPLE NOMINAL PHRASE WITH DYNAMIC NOUN AS HEAD

There are certain special characteristics peculiar
to Dynamic Noun Heads, in that:(i)

some Post-Head qualifiers occur very much more
freely after a Dynamic Noun than any other Nominal
Head;

(ii)

and

a clause other than a Relative Clause can occur
in an NP in which Dynamic Naun functions as Head*

These two cases are considered In this Chapter*

10.. 1

Dynamic Noun with Non-Adverbial Qualifiers

In general, all types
can combine with a Non-Dynamic

of Non-Adverbial qualifiers
Noun Head, both in

pre-

that

and in

post-Head positions, can also combine with a Dynamic Noun Head;
and, the same co-occurrences are also possible.

The only

exceptions are the following
(A)

A Dynamic Noun Head, unlike a Non-Dynamic Noun, is not
followed by these three Non-Adverbial qualifiers:Unitary Adjective

(c)

Adjectival Phrase (c)
Adjectival Complex (c)
For example, the Dynamic Noun: saataa = Ctheft], or

maganaa = Cease]
can be followed by:-.
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(i) Unit.Adj.

(a), e.g.; m&tsananciyaa = [serious]
(b)

e.g.: Jbaasaitacciyaa= [enormous]

but not by

(c)

e. g.!: kaatuwaa

(ii) Ad.j* Phr.

(a)

e.g.: shiryayyiyaa tsaf = [well planned]

or

or
but not by

= [big]

(b)

11

; matsananciyaa ainun = [very serious]

(c)

t!

: kyAkkyaawaa da ita = [very beautiful]

e.g.: mai taa da hdnk&lii

[disturbing]

( H i ) Adj. Cx.

(a)

or

(b)

n

: mai saafii

[hot, painful]

(c)

f!

: mai karfin-halii

[brave]

but not by

(B)

A Weak Verbal Dynamic Noun is not followed by:Unitary Adjective (a)
'.Thus, while a Non-Verbal Dynamic Noun such as magan&a
and a Strong Verbal Dynamic Noun such as saataa can both
be followed by a Unitary Adjective (a) such as
m&tsdnaneiyaa, no such Unitary Adjective can follow a
Weak Verbal Dynamic Noun such as:-

11**2

koomaawaa

=

[returning]

wankeewaa

=

[washing]

gyaaraawaa

=

[repairing]

Dynamic Noun with Adverbial Qualifiers

As regards Adverbial qualifiers, they occur very much
more freely after a Dynamic Noun Head than after a Non-Dynamic
Noun Head.

In the case of Verbal Dynamic Nouns, this is no

doubt associated with their relationship to Verbs, and the
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Adverbial forms may, perhaps, be regarded as basically
dependent on the Verbal root.

This aspect of the behaviour

of Verbal Dynamic Nouns could, therefore, be regarded as
outside the scope of this thesis;

but it is worth making

some generalisations here, particularly with regard to the
combination of Adverbial qualifiers with Non-Verbal Dynamic
Noun.

11*2.1

Dynamic Noun with one Adverbial Qualifier
In contrast with the limited possibilities after a

Non-Dynamic Noun Head, virtually any Adverbial qualifier can
occur after a Dynamic Noun Head;
that

the only exception being

:(A) Adverbial Cluster

St

does not occur after a Dynamic Noun

(B) Non-Verbal Dynamic Noun is not followed by:(i)
Cii)

Simple Adverb^’ anc*
L
nor a fortiori by Adverbial Cluster ,
I
which has a Simple Adverb in its
initial position.

Thus, while 1 - 6 of the following examples are all possible,
7 - 9 do not seem to be possible.

:-

L
(1) Weak Verbal Dyn.Nn. + Spl. , e.g* :koomaawaa can
*

» [returning there]

koomaawda baay£i-baay4 =s [returning a little way back]
(2) Weak Verbal Dyn.Nn. * Spl*

St

, e.g.

(&n taashee shi). koomaawaa kwance (ya yi)
[he has been woken up, but he just went back to bed]
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(3)

Weak Verbal Dyn.Nn. * Adv.Cl.**,

e.g. :«

tsayaawaa nan fcoofa (ya yx)
[he just stood there at the door]
(4)

Strong Verbal Dyn.Nn. + Spl.^, e.g.
fitaa war-waj e (suka yi)
[they simply walked out]

(3)

Strong Verbal Dyn.Nn. * Spl.^ ,

e. g.

taashii tsaye (s&ka yx)
[they just stood up]
(6)

Strong Verbal Dyn.Nn. * Adv.Cl.

L

, e.g.

fitaa can Itoofa (aaa ka yx)
[you (should) just step outside there]
But not:
(7)

Non-Verbal Dyn.Nn. -t- Spl.^, e.g.:*daarxyaa can;

or

*baccxi gaba-gaba,
q+

(8)

Non-Verbal Dyn.Nn. + Spl*
*daarxyaa tsaye

or

, e.g. :*baccxi kwan-kwance
r

(9)

Non-Verbal Dyn.Nn. + Adv.Cl.

t"

—

*daariyaa nan koofa

11.2.2

or

,

e.g.:-

*maganaa can cxkxn gxdaa

Dynamic Noun with two Adverbial Qualifiers
In considering the co-occurrence of two Adverbial

qualifiers in combination with a Dynamic Noun Head, it is
simpler to summarise all the possible co-occurrences first,
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as in the following table, and then to mention certain
specific cases and the generalisations that can be made:

TABLE

8

xxxxxxxx

TABLE

B

CO-OCCURRENCE

C
F TWO

ADVERBIAL

QUALIFIERS

AFTER

A DYNAMIC

NOUN

HEAD

111Ul

d N n O d iA IO D

lVIHd3AaV "
VI

CL Bl

ol

w Ul

ZOk

On the basis of this table, the following general
observations may be made:1.

Adverb of Degree, Reduplicated Modal Adverb, and
Adverbial Phrase (a) , do not co-occur with any other
Adverbial Form#

2.

Adverbial Cluster is mutually exclusive with both
Adverbial Compound and Adverbial Phrase*
(a)

Two different categories of Simple Adverb can
co-occur in qualification of the same Head, via:TT .. T ... „ *. L, St, or M
tirut. with Unit* T
1
, e.g.:(i)

Hd. -I- lin'd:.1' + Unit.

,

:

fitaa waje warhAka (taa yi whyAa)
[going out this time of day/night (can be
difficult)]

(ii)

Hd. + bnvt.

St

• T
+ Unit. , :

taashii tsaye yanzu (hatsarii nde)
is decorous

(iii)

Hd. 4- brut.

M

to S'tawoi up

* bn*t.

fitaa haka goobfe

T
,

:

(sai cCan-garii)

[going out in this condition tomorrow is
• only for the local person]

(b)

Two sub-types of the same Adverbial qualifier
co-occur in the following cases, provided they
belong to different categories:-
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(i)

Unit. ^ with Redup.^* anc^

(both being

sub-types of Simple Adverb);

e.g.

Hd. 4- Hedup.L * Un‘t.T , :
saukaa fcasa-feasa yanzu

(taa yi wuyaa)

[getting downwards at this time can be
difficult]
Hd. + Eedup.St + Umt.T , :
taashxi tsay-tsaye g&obe

(taa yi wuyaa)

[getting up tomorrow dan be difficult (for them)]
fa*
n
(
CAdv.Cx.(a)

(ii)

and’______

,

Adv.Cx.(c)V i a , with ;<Adv. Cx. (b)3"1* and
/aj

n

t* \&oc

(Adv.Cx.(d)

, and T '

»_______,

Examples are the following
dv.Cx*(a)
J
(Adv.Cx.(c)V^a + Adv,
"
'

(1)
Hd. +

Adv.Cx.(a)^ + Adv .Cx.(c)Viaj
(i)
or

(ii)

zuwaa
zuwaa

ta n4n

a mootaa

a mootaa

ta nan

(zai yi wuyaa)

(zai yi wuy&a)

[coming by car through this way will
be difficult]
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(2)
Hd. 4-

^Adv.Cx. ( a ) ^ + Adv. Cx. (c)V:i*a>
<
v.
q
(Adv.Cx*(c) Xa + Adv.Cx.(a)

(i) fitaa
or (ii) fitaa

a tsaye

ta fcoofan nan (hatsarii nee/cee)

ta Jfcoofan nan

a tsaye (hatsarii nee/cee)

[getting out unbent through this door is
dangerous]

(3)

Hd. + Adv.Cx. (b)^1 + Adv.Cx. ( c ) ^ a ,
zuwaa (Gwambe)

daga Kanoo

ta Misau (taa fi
saukii)

[travelling (to Gombe) from Kano, via Misau is
easier]
(A )

(Adv.Cx.(b)St + Adv.Cx. (c)Vla<
+
(i)

_ , .Via
.St<
(Adv.Cx. (c)____ + Adv.Cx. (b)
shaa

daga kwance

ta baakin kwaryaa

(baa zai

yi daacfii ba)
or (ii)

shaa

fra baakin kwaryaa

daga kwance

(baa zai

yi daacfii ba)
[drinking direct from a gourd while lying
down will be awkward]

fAav.ux.yc;
^Adv.Cx.(c)

(5)

v*i »

T
Aav.ux.
+ Adv.Cx.(d)

Hd. +
^ Adv.Cx. (d)^ + Adv.Cx. (c)ViaJ
(i)

shigaa

or (ii) shigaa

ta nan

da almuuruu

da almuuruu

ta nan

(hatsarii nee/cee)
(hdtsarii nee/cee)

[entering (it) by this (door) at sunset is
dangerous]
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,Via
*
/ _sSoc
*)
rAdv.Cx. (c)____ + Adv.Cx. (d)
(6)

Hd. +
Adv.Cx. (d)^QC * Adv.Cx. (c)^~a J
(i)

shigaa

ta koofan nan

da dookii

(baa zaa ta
yiwu ba)

or

(i i )

shigaa

da dookii

ta fcoofan nan

(baa zaa ta
yiwu ba)

[entering with a horse through this door is
impossible]
, J , and St
.. - /.nT, and Ins
Adv.Cx, .(a) ’ ________wxth Adv.Cx. (d) ?________ ; e.g. :■

(iii)

'Adv.Cx. (a)
(1)

Hd. +
Adv.Cx.(d)
(i)

tafiyaa

M
f?

* Adv. Cx. (d)
+ Adv.Cx.(a)

a dookii

rP
M

da almuuruu

(taa fi karfin
ragoo)

or (ii)

tafiyaa

da almuuruu

a dookii

(taa fx karfin
ragoo)

[travelling on horse-back at sunset is not ,
for a weakling]
'Adv. Cx. ( a ) ^ * Adv. Cx. (d)^nS
(2)

Hd. *
Adv.Cx.(d)^nS * Adv.Cx.(a)St
(i)

cii (-n abxncx)

a tsaye

da cookalxi

or (ii)

cxi (-n abinci)

dd cookalxi

d tsdye

(baa ky4u)
(bda kyau)

[eating (food) with a spoon while standing
up is considered bad manners]
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3*

Apart from these cases, no two Adverbial Qualifiers
of the same category co-occur; nor do Adverbial
Qualifiers of the same type or sub-tye, whether of
the same or of different category, except as
specified below:

The above general statements are more comprehensive
than, and in fact comprehend, the statements made about the
co-occurrence of Adverbial Qualifiers after a Non-Dynamic Noun
Head, since the occurrence of individual Adverbial Qualifiers
after the latter is much more restricted#

11.2.3

Accumulation of Adverbial Qualifiers of
different types after a Dynamic Noun H e a d ,
and their Relative Order

In general, subject to the restrictions described in
11.2.1

(A) and (B), and to those described in 11.2.2 (a) - (e),

any three or four Adverbial Qualifiers can co-occur after a
Dynamic Noun Head. But when these restrictions are taken into
account, there are in fact only four possible patterns of
accumulation of different types of Adverbial Qualifiers, via.:
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(a)

Simple Adverb

wi th

Adverbial Compound.
Adverbial Complex,

and
(b)

(c)

Simple Adverb

Simple Adverb

Adverbial Phrase:

with

Adverbial Complex,

and

Adverbial Cluster;

with

Adverbial Phrase.

and
(d)

Adverbial Complex;

Adverbial Compound

with
and

Adverbial Complex,
Adverbial Phrase.

Examples of such combinations, with only one of each
type of qualifier, are the following
(a)

Hd. 4- Adv»Cpd.k +

shigaa

Unit* ^ +Adv.Cx. la)^ + Adv.Ph.

ciicLn gkrxi

yau a moo taa

(b)^~a :

ta yAmma dakaasuwaa

(taa fi karfin ragoo)
Centering the city today by car by the west of the market
is beyond a weak person*s ability]
T

(b)

Hd. + Adv.Cx.(d)

fitaa

+ Adv. Cl,

da dawaakii

m

+Simp. Un*t.

cdn bltayan garii

:

goobe

(taa

)

Cgoing out with horses up to the outskirts of the town
tomorrow ... i s ......]

(c ) Hd. -t-Sipp.Unit.^

shigaa

nan

4-

Adv.Cx. ( c ) ^ a + Adv. Ph. ( a ) ^

ta wannan Itoofaa

cCauke da kaayaa

(zaa ta. • .)

Centering here by this door carrying luggage will .....)
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(a)

Hd, * Adv.Cpd.
zuwaa

T

+ Adv.Cx.

cikin jgarii

(a)

T

Vi a

4- Adv,Ph. (b) ^

da almuuruu

ba kusa da duutsen nan (taa..

[entering the city at sunset through the side of this
mountain is...]

In the case of (b), (c) and (d), the maximum number
of Adverbial qualifiers of different types is naturally three,
although the co-occurrence of four qualifiers is possible
where there is a combination of two Adverbial Complexes.

(b)

e.g.:-

Hd. + Adv.Cx. (d)SoC + Adv.Cl.L + Adv.Cx. (c)Via 4Simp..Unit.^ :
fitaa

d& dbokii

c^n b4ayan g&rii

ta w&nnah fedof 4a

goobe...

[going out with a horse up to the outskirts of the city
through this gate tomorrow is....]

(c)

Hd. -jSiinp..Unit.L + Adv.Cx. (d)Soc + Adv.Cx. (c)Yla + Adv.Ph. (a)S t :
shigaa

clkli

da dookii

tk wannlui koofaa

rifce da takoobii..

[entering inside with a horse through this gate (and)
holding a sword ... is .... ]
(d)

Hd. + Adv.Cpd.1, + Adv. Cx. (d)T + Adv.Cx. (c)V:La + Adv.Ph. (a)St :
shigaa

cikin rumbuu

da almuuruu

ta ts&anii cCauke dd damii

(kam sananniy^r a l ’aadar Audu cSe)
[entering the corn-bin in the evening by the ladder and
carrying a bundle of corn is a well known habit of Audu's]

The sequential order in which Adverbial qualifiers
normally co-occur after a Dynamic Noun Head is, more or less,
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the same as after the Non-Dynamic Noun, and can be expressed
by the followingformula, where_x_and

indicate that the two

items so marked are mutually exclusive

Simp.

Cpd?

Cx.

x
Cl?

Ph?

The following variations, however, have to be allowed for:-

(i)

It seems that Simple Unitary

T

can occur in any

position after a Dynamic Noun Head (i.e. initially,
midially, or finally), as shown in examples (a) and
(b) above.
(ii)

Where an Adverbial Cluster occurs in a sequence in
which two Adverbial Complexes also co-occur, the
Adverbial Cluster can occur between the two Complexes.
An example of this is also to be found in (b) above*

(iii)

Adverbial Complex ( c ) ^ a occurs either first or
second in any combination of tivo Adverbial Complexes
in which it occurs, whether the sequence consists of
other qualifiers or not.

A number of examples of

this have been given in 11.2.2 (b) (ii)*

More examples of such combinations are the following:
(1)

Hd* + Adv.Cpd.^ + Adv.Cx. (a)^ * Simp. Unit * ^ + Adv.Cx. (c)V ~*"a
zuwaa cikin-gldaa a mootda yau td wdhnhh hdnyha (tda .....)
Cvisiting the (emir's) house by car today through this road...]
(

(2)

Hd. + gimp. Unit.

cf

m

+ Adv.Cpd. + Adv.Cx. (d)

q j-

+ Adv.Ph. (a)

(bhbb^n aikin doog&i’ah n&n shlinee):taashii tsaye

kdh-d^wdakli

da Saliva rirrifce da takubbaa a

hannu
Cthe main job of these guards is standing up on horses during
Id (Salla) celebration holding swords in their hands]
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(3)

Hd. + Adv. Cx. (c)Vla + Adv. Cl.L + Adv. Cx. (d)Soc + Slmrr.UnitT
wuceew^a

ta mahauraa nan kusa dd muu- da dawaakansu jiya

(muka ga sunaa yii)
Cpassing by the gap In the city-^all just near us with
their horses yesterday that we saw them doing]

11.2.3*1

It should be added that, there may be some

variations in the standard sequential order described above,
after a Verbal Dynamic Noun Head:
(a)

certain Adverbial forms (which may be regarded as
closely dependent on the verbal root within the
Dynamic Noun) taking priority in the sequence, or

(b)

the relative order of categories, in some cases,
being of more importance than the relative order of
types of qualifier.
But these are primarily features of the Verb and

cannot be dealt with in detail here.

11«3

The Occurrence of a Clause within an NP
There are certain circumstances i?he£e a clause other

than a Relative clause may occur within an NP in which the
Head is a Dynamic Noun.

The main verb in the clause can be

in the Subjunctive or in any of the General Indicative tenses
except the Second Future and perhaps the Iterative (Habitual)

(1)

(a)

Rarely a Relative Indicative in an emphatic type
clause such as gardamar shaanuu shaanuu suka sayoo
(sukee yii)

(b)

The term General Indicative is here used, as it has

(1 )
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which never seem to occur in a clause dependent on a Dynamic
Noun.
The clause can occur
(i)

immediately after a Short Genitive Link to
form a Genitival Complex in dependence on
the Dynamic Noun,

or

(ii)

immediately after the Dynamic Noun without
any Link, depending on the type of Dynamic
Noun involved.

(a)

After a Non-Verbal Dynamic Noun, the clause
normally occurs as part of a Genitival Complex,
as in (i) above, though pattern (ii) without
a Link, is not uncommon.

e.g.:

5^(2 )
-i-GP. : gardamar (or ^ardamaa) sun daawoo (yakee yii
Che is disputing that they are back]
*NP«: fargabar (fargabda) ba su daawoo ba (yakee yii)
Che is apprehensive that they have not (yet)
come back]

(1)

(b)

(Continued)
been used by Mr 3PCW1 Parsons, to refer to the
following tenses
General Past;
First Future;
General Continuous;
Iterative; Negative Past; Negative Future;
Negative Continuous.

(2)

These and subsequent examples contain a Dynamic Noun
etc. in emphatic positions, depending on yii/yi at the
end of the sentence, though the construction of
English gloss does not correspond to this.

2H

; kuukan (or kuukda)z&a sh d£aw6o
Che is complaining that they are

(ydkbe yii)
coming hack]

+HF. : faatan (or faat&a) b&a z£a sh ddaw6o b£

(ydkeb yii)

Che is hoping that they will notcome back]
+ Sub.j. ;

hddd'M* (or hddu'ha) sh dAawdo (ydkbe yll)

Che is praying that they should come baKk]
+GC,.:

daariydf (or d&ariy&a) sunba d&awdbw&a (y&kbe yii)
Che is laughing that they are coming back]

+NG. :

fushiA (or fdshli) bda s&a d&awdbwaa (yakbeyii)
[ h a Is

(b)

Ifieij are m i

coming loack~2

After a Verbal Dynamic Noun, pattern (ii), without a
Link, is by far the more common.

After* a Strong Verbal

Dynamic Noun, the pattern (i), with the Link, does occur
as a variant;

but this does not apply to the Weak

Verbal Dynamic Noun, after which pattern (ii) is the
only possibility.
(i)

e.g.

Strong Verbal Dynamic Noun + Clause

+GP. : k&r&da (or k&r&df) yda kaawoo (mdka yi)

Cwe accept his word that he has brought it]
+NP. : khr&da (or kar&dtf) hh± zbagde shi bd (mtikh. yi)

Cwe accept his word that he did not abuse him]
+FF. :

hkkdrba (or hMcdrM*) z£i rtibuutAa mdna (mdkh yi)

Cwe made do with his (promise of) writing to/for us]
+NF. :

hbkuraa (or hhfturar) b&a

rflbtmtaa bd (mukh yi)

Cwe surrendered (to his insistence) that he will
not write]
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-fSub.j. : hhk&rha (or h l M r ^ r ) sb jhe (mhkh yl)
Cwe reluctantly' let them go]
+GC. :

khrbha (or khrbhf) sdnha zdwha (zha mb jfi)
Cwe (will) take their word for it that they are
coining]

•fNC, :

hhihlrha (or hMcdrhh) bha sha rdbbuthhwha (zha mb. rifch

yi)

Cwe (should) bear with their failure to write as
often as]

(ii)

Weak Verbal Dynamic Noun + Clause;

+GP. : tbnhaw&a

(but not tdnhawhf) yha mhkctrh jlyh (mhka yi)

Cwe have (just) remembered that he was late yesterday]
+I1P. : txtnhawha (but not thnaawhf) bhi z6o bh

(mhkh yi)

Cwe have (just) remembered that he was absent]
-k ET. :

tbnhawha (not thnhawhf) zha sb z6o mhkhrhntha (mukh yi)
Cwe have (just) remembered that they are coming to
school]

+NJV :

thnhawha (not thnhawhr) bha zaa su zdo bh (mdkh yi)
Cwe have (just) remembered that they wonft come]

*Subj> : mhhthhwaa (not mhhthhwhr) ya Jfc&Ilfe kdofha (ya yi)
Che had forgotten to lock the door, (so the thief
entered)]
HrGC. : mhhtahwha (not mhhthhwhr) yhnha bhccii (mbkh yi)
Cwe had forgotten that he was asleep, (so we started
banging]
+MC.: mhhthhwha (not mhftthhwhf) bha yaa rdbbuthhwha (mbka
Cwe had forgotten that he was not writing (it)]

yi)
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11. A

It is worth noting that, NP*s with Dynamic Noun

as Head and combined xtfith Adverbial or Non-Adverbial qualifiers,
as described above, can folloitf an Indeterminate Verb siich as
lyk or the Continuous Morpheme nha as well as occurring in
other constructions, as shown in the following examples.

:

In examples (a) the Dyn.Nn. is preceded by the Indeterminate
Verb;

while in

(b) it is preceded by the Continuous Morpheme

Dyn.Nn. + Non-Adverbial Qualifier;
+ Hnvfc.Ad.j. :

Audti yda £yk mkgknaa shifykyyiyda
[Audu can make a well-prepared speech]

(b) * Ad.j.Cx.

Audh nka mkgdnka mki taada hAnkklli
CAudu is making a disturbing speech]
Dyn.Nn. * Adverbial Qualifiers

:

(a) +Sots.Unfc«1 + Adv.Cx. (c)Via + Adv.Ph. (a)St
Audk zai iyk shlgda ndn tk wkhnah Icdofak (fkukd dh kkayka
CAudu can enter here by this door carrying luggage]
(b) -i- Adv.Cpd.

T

* Adv.Cx. (d)

T

+ Adv.Ph. (b)

Via

Audu naa zuwaa cikxn garli da almuuruu ta kusa da duutsen nan
[Audu goes to the city at sunset by the side of this mountain]

Dyn.Nn. * Clause;
(a)

Audh nka iyk kkr&ka yk kaawdo mini
[Audu could get it and bring it to me]

(b)

Audk nka kkr&kr yk &&aw6o mini kuwa dai?
CCan Audu agree to bring (it) to me?]
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(a)

Audh y£a iya ttinaawAa yaa makara .jiy&
[Audu can remember he was late yesterday]

(b)

Audft nka. m&htiiaw&a b&a taa rubuutaawaa
[Audu forgets that she is not writing it]

13-* 5

Conclusion

In this chapter, two distinctive features of
Dynamic Nouns Head have been observed.
(a)

:

Although in some respects Dynamic Nouns as Head
behave like Non-Dynamic Nouns in that most of the
Non-Adverbial Qualifiers can occur after them just
as they do after Non-Dynamic Nouns, they are
distinctive in that Adverbial Qualifiers can occur
and co-occur much more freely after them than they
do after any other types of Head.

(b)

Dynamic Nouns as Head can be followed also by a
Clause other than the Relative Clause, whereas this is
not true of any other types of Head.

SECTION III
QTHEB ASPECTS OF THE SIMPLE NOMINAL PHRASE
CHAPTER

12

THE OPERATION OF GENDER WITHIN THE SIMPLE NOMINAL PHRASE

Gender Is a system of agreement between various items*
It is such an obvious feature in Hausa that it has been dealt
with as a matter of course in \tforks on the language, and it
has been covered in particular detail by Mr* F..W# Parsons.

(1 )

Here, attention is given only to the operation of gender
within the Nominal Phrase, although some reference to its
operation outside the NP is occasionally necessary.
In general, items occurring in the Nominal Phrase
may be divided into those which enter into a 'Masculine1
pattern of agreement, and those which enter into a 'Feminine1
pattern of agreement;

and they will here, as is normal, be

referred to as being masculine or feminine as the case may be.

Some of the items themselves contain overt max'kers
of their gender, while others do not.

A further distinction

can be made between items which control agreement within the
NP and items whose gender is controlled by some other items;
and again, between items which always control the gender of
other items and those which only do so in certain circumstances.

(l)

See F.W. Parsons' articles:
'An introduction to gender
in Hausa', African Language Studies 1, I960;
'The
operation of Gender in.Hause', African Language Studies
2 and A, 1961 and 1963.
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Within the Nominal Phrase, the agreement is always
controlled by the Head, the gender of such qualifiers as are
marked for gender being controlled by the gender of the Head.
The ensuing discussion of gender can therefore conveniently
be arranged on the basis of whether the various types of item
can occur only as Head or as Qualifier, or can occur as either,
as shown in Table 9*
TABLE 9

Function of
the item

Only
as
Head

Only
as
Qualifier

Items with Overt
Markers of Gender

Items without Overt
MArkers of Gender

Some Nouns (a)

The majority of Nouns (b)

Indefinite Pronoun

Compound Noun

Interrogative,,, Pronoun
Disjunctive Pronoun (a)
fSfacLfic)
Disjunctive Pronoun (b) Interrogative Pronou
(General)
Diminutive

Indeterminate Qualifier

Interrogative Specifier Geminate Adjective
The I. P. H. Q. *s
(other than Sh.Dem.
Near)

Adverbial Complex
Adverbial Phrase
Relative Clause (b)
Sh.Demonstrative (Near)

Indefinite Specifier
Either
as
Head
or
as Qualifier

Isolator

Long Demonstrative(Far) Quantifier
Long Genitival Complex

Long Demonstrative (Near)

Long Possessive

Some Exceptional Unt.Adj.

The majority of Unt.Adj. Ideophone
Adjectival Phrase

Adjectival Complex

Relative Clause (a)

Simple Adverb
Adverbial Compound
Adverbial Cluster
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i2,i
As far as gender within the NP is concerned, items
which function as Head control agreement rather than are
controlled.

There are cases, however, where the gender of

such items may be said to be controlled externally by some
factors outside the NP, and specific reference is made to
this where appropriate.

12.1.1

Nouns

Nouns fall into two groups, one consisting of nouns
marked for gender, the other consisting of nouns not so
marked:
(a)

Nouns marked for gender are those which have two
distinct singular forms, one masculine and the
other feminine.

e.g.:

Masculine

Feminine

Gloss

zdakli

zdakdnyha

Clion]

kd<fbe

kacCdhyha

[shea-trea]

mcLalhmii

mdalhmda

Clearned

person]

In this case, the contrast between the two sets of
suffixes -li, -be, -li, and -ha, -dnyha, -aa,
corresponding to the masculine and feminine forms
respectively, establishes these suffixes as the
markers of gender.
(b')

The great majority of nouns, however, are unmarked
for gender, having only one singular form, e.g.:
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thakalmii =

[shoe(s)]

murhhu

= Ccooking place]

kuj&erda

=

Cchair]

laabulee

= [curtain(s)]

gdddo

=

[bed]

fdrt&nyha = [hoe]

Although these nouns are unmarked for gender in the
sense that there is nothing in the shape of the nouns
which is a clear indication of their gender, nevertheless
they control either masculine or feminine agreement,
as indicated by (m.) or (f. ) in the following examples:
(i; Noun^m * ^ * Unit. Adj.
Wctnd<5o zhan&nnde (yda.. )= Can embroidered pair of
trousers (is...) ]

r&wknii sdabdo (yda... ) =Ca new turban (is...) ]

(ii) Noun

(f )

•
* Unvb.Adj.

rligda zhanannlyda (t&a..). = Can embroidered gown

(is) ]
hhulda s&abuwaa (taa...)

= Ca new hat (is) ]

While the Nouns in group (a) have markers, and those
in group (b) have no specific markers of gender, some general
isations can be made about the gender of Nouns (more exactly,
the gender itfhich Nouns normally control) covering both these
groups, partly on the basis of their termination, and partly
on the basis of the type to which they belong.

These are given

i*1 Appendix C , since the details are not relevant here, though
some reference will occasionally be made to some of the sub
groupings.
As shown in the Appendix, the gender of Nouns in the
majority of cases is fixed, but there are certain cases where
the gender differs in different contexts, and may be said to

be externally controlled.

These are the nouns which have

been described as having Common Gender ((B) in Appendix C).
(1 ) is male, the nouns have masculine
Where the referent
agreement, and where the referent is female the nouns have
feminine agreement.
The operation of gender with a Noun Head may be
illustrated by the following examples, some with a Masculine
Noun, others with a Feminine Noun.

Where a masculine noun

is in Head position, all Qualifiers (both pre-Head and postHead) that are marked for gender will also be masculine,
and where a feminine noun is in Head position, they will be
feminine.
1.

e.g.
Hd.+Sh.Gen.:

Masc. :

mdalami^h m£karantaa

Fern. :

maalama^f mal-idrdntda
[school-teacher]

2.

Hd.+Sh.Pos.;

Masc. :

mdalami^hsh

Fem. :

maalhmd-frsu
[their teacher]

3.

Hd.+Sh.Dem. :

Masc. :

mdalhmi^A c&n

Fem. :

maalhma^f chn
[that teacher]

A*

Hd. +Fef. :

Masc.

mdalami^h

Fem. :

mdalkmd-»b
[the teacher]

3.

Hd.Unit. Adj. :

Masc.

(wdni) mdalhmii tsdohdo

Fem. :

(wata) maalhmaa tsdohdwaa
[a certain teacher who is old]

(1) The word 'referent1 is used to mean the person or thing
referred to.
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In the case of the nouns described at (B) in
Appendix C as having Common gender, the gender-marked
Qualifiers will be masculine where the referent is male,
and feminine where it is female.

1.

Hd. * Bh.Gen. :

Masc. :

e.g.

kotak£#a Audu
CAudu's grandfather]

Fem. :

k&akd-frr Audu
CAudu's grandmother]

Hd. * Sh.Pos. :

Masc. :

maasin.jafrnku

Fem. :

maasin ja^rku
[your messenger]

3«.

Hd. *un\t. Ad,j. :

Masc. :

aku waayayyee

F e m.:

aku waayayylyaa
[a clever parrot]

.

12 1.2
Pronoun
There is only one form for:
(i)

Disjtinctive Pronoun (a) (1st Person singular), nii = C I ],

(ii) and the General Interrogative Pronoun, wha s= [ who? ].
These can be said to have Common Gender, since they control
masculine agreement where the referent is male, or feminine
agreement where the referent is female.

In a sung praise-

epithet, for instance, boasting about himself or herself:-

ZZh
(a )

a man may s a y :
Hd;-. + Lg.Gen. :

(s^i) n£i

(kbe iya. *..*),

[only I, Audu*s h e r % ‘am able to*..*]
(b)

a woman

using thesame praise-epithet may say:

Hd. + Lg. Gen. :

(sai)'nii t& Audh (kbe iya.*...)

.
^

^

• . -

[only I , Audu1s heroA, am able to ... ] ;

Further examples,, with the- General Interrogative

Pronoun in

Head position instead of the Disjunctive Pronoun (a), are the
following
Hd* * Hel. :
(i)
(ii)

Masc. : waa w&hdlt

ya fitd (kdkbe mag&naa); ?

Fem. :

ta/flta (kAkee mag&nha)

wha wA&dh

?

[about whom who has gone out are you talking?]

‘All the remaining pronouns have two distinct singular
forms, one masculine and the otherfeminine and, in this case,
the whole of the form may be treated as, the marker of gender.
(it might be possible to analyse the Indefinite and the

r

Specific

Interrogative Pronouns in term of a stem ^wa(a)-

followed

by a Link and

then by

~ne(e) /

^ce(e) (cf* 12.3* 1*5)*

but such an analysis does not seem to be particularly helpful for
the

present purpose. )

fhe forms are as follows:
Masc.'
=
Form

(a) Indefinite Pronoun:
(b)

Disjunctive Pronoun(b): 2nd Person
3rd Person

(c) ■Specific Interrogative Pronoun:

Fem.
.
Form

w£dnb; xtfdhcb
k&i
shii
whhnde

k£e
ltd
whbc£e

Gloss
--so and so
you
h e , she
w h ich one
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The following are some examples of the operation of gender
concord:-

(i )

Indef.(Hd.) * Ref* + Rel. :
(a) Hasc. :

wdanb-m

wanda kdkee facCda (yaa 200)

(h) Fem. ^ 1 wdncb*»h

whddh k&kbe fhcCda (t&a z6o)

[such and such (a person) you have
been talking about has arrived]

(i i )

Disj.(Hd*) * Lg.Gen* :
(a) Hasc. :

sh£i nd

Audh (yda tsdufd)

(b) Fem. :

ita ta Audu (tda tsdufd)
[that one of Audu's has grown old]

The gender of all Pronouns is itself controlled
externally by the gender of the anaphor.

12.1*3

Compound Noun
As regards the gender which they control in other

items, the Compound Nouns have the following features:
Compound Noun I.
Compound Noun I (having a Noun, or an Adjective, as
core) have the same gender as the Noun or Adjective which
comprises the core.

Thus, in the following examples the

Compound Noun functioning as Head i m the first of each pair
controls masculine agreement like the nouns mdaldm(fi),
kdr d e , jinii, gdrgdrli, and the masculine Adjective M a t b o ;

(A)

For the form of Referential here, see 12.2.1.2 below
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while the second of each pair controls feminine agreement
like the nouns mdalamaa, fitllaa, kborda, gnuclyaa, and
kdsda.
(It is to be noted that this core noun controls
the gender of other items (Gen.Cx., Unt.Adj., etc.) within
the compound in the same way as in the comparable Hominal
Phrase, e.g. : Masc. : »»il moot h a , far i n , jdn;

Fem. : -»f Tedsd a ,

bdftdr, fdrdr.)

(a)

Cpd.Nn.

I (a) + Lg. Gen. :

Masc.:
Fem.
(b)

mdaldm-Audh nd Whdil = [the M. Audu of Wudil]

: mdal&maa-Ldadl ta Fdgd = [Malama Ladi of Fage]

Cpd.Hn.

1(b) -h Unit. Adj. :

Masc. :

(wdni) kdrdn-mdot&a sdurdyii = [a young
driver*s mate]

Fem. :

(wata) fltlldfr-kdsda tsdohuwda - Can old mud
lamp]

(c)

Cpd.Hn. 1(c) * Unit*Adj. ;
Masc. :

kdatbo-db-ldgde cCdnyde (suka ci)
Cthey have eaten under-cooked beans]

Fem. :

kborda-dd-hdlii muuguwaa (akd yi mdsu)
Cthey were tiven such a very cool reception]

(d)

Cpd.Hn.

I.(d) + Sh.Gen. :

Masc. :

farin-jini-»n Audh (yda isd laabdarli)
CAudu's popularity is worth talking about]

Fem. :

bakdr-zuuclyd'^r Audh (tda yi yawaa)
CAudu*s' bad temper is too much]
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Cpd.Nn.

I. (&) * Ref. + Lg.Fos.:

Masc. : ,jdn-gdrgarish naaka (yaa jlka)
[your red clay soil is soaked]
Fem. :

farar-fcas a-yr tdaka (taa jlka)
[your whitewash is soaked]

For the I.P.H. Q. fs see 12.2.1.2 below.

Compound Noun II.
On the basis of the gender which they control in
other items, Compound Nouns II can be divided into three
categories:
(a)

The first category consists of Compound Nouns which
can refer to either a male or a female, and which
have Common gender, such a s :
duubd-g&ri

= [sanitary inspector]

t&ttbBk-kdnne

=

[great grandchild]

Where the reference is to a male they control
masculine agreement, and where the reference is to
a female they control feminine agreement*
(i)

Masculine

t

Hd. * Unit.Adj. :(wdni) dhuba-gbri ydarbo (yda shlgoo)
[a young sanitary inspector has come in]
I-Id. + Lg. Gen* :(wdni) tb.tta&b.-kunnd na Audu (yaa rasu)
La great-grandson of Audufs has died]
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(ii)

Feminine:
Hd,

* Unit*Adj. :(watd) dhubh-g&ri ydarinyda (tda shigoo)
Ca young sanitary inspector has come in]

Hd.

+ Lg.> Gen.

:(wata) tattabd-kunnd ta Audu (taa rasu)
Ca great-granddaughter of Audufs died]

(b)

In some cases where the Compound Noun corresponds in
meaning to some simple noun, the gender which it controls
seems to be determined by analogy with the gender of
the corresponding simple noun.
(i)

The Compound Noun

e.g.

hhnh-sdllh

controls feminine

agreement perhaps by analogy with
cap).

hhulda

= Chat,

e.g.

Hd. + Unit.Adj. : hdnh-sdlld sdabuwda (taa bdtd)
Ca new hat is missing]
(ii) The compound Noun

ghidh-yhayd , perhaps by analogy

with tdas&a = Cbrass bowl], controls feminine
agreement.

e.g.

Hd. + Unit. Adj. : (tda shyi) ghida-ykayd saabuwaa
Cshe has bought a new medium-sized
brass bowl]
(iii) The Compound Noun

kda-fi-cCaa-wuyaa , perhaps by

analogy with the masculine noun

ddutshe, is

masculine, and controls masculine agreement.

e.g.

Hd.. * Unit.Adj. : kda-fi-cCda-whyda kyhkkydawda (dka bdath)
Cit was a good K.F.D.W* necklace that
she was given]
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(c)

All the remaining Compound Nouns II control only
masculine agreement,

Hd.

h-

e.g.

Unit. Ad.j. : wdni bhb-nl~dh-mdugh fcdatbo (y&a fitdo mash)
Che has got a big carbuncle on his face]

Hd, + Lg.Gen.

: (wdni) fhacCi-kh-mdtu n& L£ar£i (y&a fdshbe)
Ca china of Larai has broken to pieces]

Hd. + Sh.Pem.-i-Rel. : rlgha-khfl«»>h n&& dh yd shda (shii kbe
wdhal da shii
Cthe medicine he has taken as a
precaution is what bothers him]

Compound Noun XII.
Compound Nouns III control only masculine agreement,
irrespective of the gender of its component elements and of
its reference.

e.g.:

Hd.*Adj.?hr. : fli~dh-sdrtse cC&nyde sh&tdf (yda f&acCha riijlyab)
Ca quite green euphorbia-branch has fallen down
the itfell]
Hd. +Ref.

Poss. : f^hl-kyhl~bdnzd-»h naath (zaa th cfauraa)
[she will wear her tinselly dress]

Hd. * Ref. * Bel* : rhb-dh-ciki*n_ da yakbe yil (b&h shi dh hmfhanii)
[this prostrate attitude which he adopts is
pointless]

12.2

12.’2.1

ITEMS OCCURRING ONLY AS QUALIFIER

H E M S MARKED FOR GENDER

.
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12.2.1.1

Diminutive, and Interrogative Specifier
The Diminutive has two singular forms (masculine

■-..cC&A

and feminine 1yaf ) where the whole form is the

marker of gender.

In the case of the Interrogative Specifier, which
again has two singular forms (masculine

whnh

and feminine

), it is probably simplest to treat the whole form

whcb

as marking the gender.

It would be possible, as in the

case of other Specifiers, to analyse them in terms of a
s ^em

» with no assignable meaning, and a suffix '

(masculine

-ne , feminine

-cb ) which would be the marker

of gender;

but there seems to be no particular advantage

in this, especially as the low-toned
with

wa

wh-

is not identical

element in some other Specifiers.

(cf. 12.1.2)

Although these qualifiers occur in pre-Head position,
their gender is controlled by the gender of the Head, the
masculine form occuri'ing before a masculine Head, the feminine
form before a feminine Head.
(a)

e.g.

Dim. + Hd. + Ref. :
Masc. : d&A lltt&afi^h = [the little book]
Fern. :

(b)

1ydr kha.sdwd-^ = [the little market]

Intr.Spec.^

+ Hd.

Masc. : whne lltt&afii = [which book]
Fem. :

(l)

wb.cb

khastiwdh = [which market]

The first item In the Compound Specifier (See Ch.A* A*2)
behaves in exactly the same way as the Interrogative
Specifier.

2^1
12*2.1*2

Immediate Post-Head Qualifiers

The majority of the Immediate Post-Head Qualifiers
(I.P.H.Q.) can he analysed as containing an ^n or -r element,
which in most cases is the marker of gender*

The incidence

of these elements may he illustrated by the examples below,
in which they are shown first after a masculine and then
after a feminine noun as Head*5

MASCULINE
QUALIFIER

Element

FEMININE

Example

Element

Example

Gloss

(i)

rumfd-^h

(ii)-fh

dahti^b

- the 1-Jd

Sh.Dem* (Far) : -m shirhay£**n cMi (i) -*r

r h m f c h h

= that hut

(ii)-*n

dahu^h cdh

ss

-4h

Ref. :

shlrhayl^h

Sh.Dem. (Near ) :-m shlrkayi^H nhh (i)
Sh.Gen.

Sh.Pos,

•

-m

*

*
♦

that 1-Jd
this hut

rttmf&4d nhh
rumfd^f Ali

—

A l i fs hut

(ii)-m

dahti^h All

”

Ali's 1-Jd

(i) 4r

rtimfa^fsh

=

his hut

(ii)-m

dahu^hsh

shir&ayi-m All (i) -*r

shlrhayi-*hsA

the hut

» 1st P. : 4nda shirdayii-wid (a ) (i )+tda rhmfda4ta(a)

his 1-g-d
=

my hut

On the basis of these and similar examples, it may
be said that:
(i)

In the Sh.Dem*

(Near), there is no distinction of

gender, the same form ->n nan occurring after both a masculine
and a feminine Head.

It is in fact not marked for gender

and is listed as such in Table 9 above*1
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(ii)

In the case of the Ref* and all the remaining
I.P.H. Q,. *s, eaa^ept the 1st person Possessive, -»n
is the e x p o n e n t o f masculine gender, and >»r/-»n
the exponent of feminine gender, the

and -m

alternants being in complementary distribution.

(iii)

In the 1st Possessive, »md(a) is the exponent of
masculine gender, -»t£(a)/»»nd(a) (in complementary
distribution) the exponent of feminine gender.*

The masculine forms in the case of (ii) and (iii)
occur after a masculine Head, the feminine forms, whether
or jjn., occur after a feminine Head, their distribution being
as described in 12* 2.1.2.1 below, where it is convenient to
refer to forms containing the

element as -»r forms and

those containing the -*n_ element as -m forms.

12* 2*1.2.1

Forms of Feminine I.P.H.Q.1s after various
types of Head

While all feminine nouns ending in

-a/-aa

are

followed by the ^r form (the -»ta(a) form of the 1st person
Possessive), feminine nouns ending otherwise than in -a/-aa
(all being in categories (iii) and (iv) as given in Appendix
C) are followed by the ^n form (the -»na(a) form of the 1st
person Possessive),

(1)

e.g.:

'Exponentf is used here, because it is not a marker
of gender in the sense that it distinguishes ,
masculine or feminine form from the opposite.'
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(a) + Ref. :
K&ndd**h (taa z6o)

=

C the Kande has arrived ]

Kamard^h (tda fii masa)- Che will be better off In the
Cameroun]
Bduci-^n (taa fi) = CBauci is better]
Sakkwdt6*^n (t&a kaawdo) = Cthe river of Sokoto h a ^ i g h tides]
Lahadl^n (t&a wucde) =

Cthe Sunday (he promises)

shdh biyd-»h (taa yl) =

Cthe twelve o ’clock hascome]

dahu*}h (tda isa) = the

Tg-d is sufficient]

mhagd^n (taa daawoo) =

the cat has come back]

Note that nouns in these categories ending in
followed, regularly, by the -kt form.

has passed]

-a/-aa are

e.g. -

(k) +Sh.Gen. • Lharhbd«»f Audu (taa) - CAudu’s Laraba has ...]
Ghana^r Aflrka ta y amnia = Cthe Ghana of West Africa]
Anach^fr Jlhar gdbas = COnitsha of Eastern Nigeria]
Ndena^h Naajderiyha

~ Cthe river Niger of Nigeria]

Thldata-»b sdatin .jiyd. ~ CTuesday of last week]
saaf£ya-»r .jiya

12.2.1.2.1.1

= Cthe morning of yesterday]

After ahbindefinite or Interrogative Pronoun

The feminine forms of both the Indefinite and the
Interrogative Pronouns are followed only by the ^n form.

e.g.:

Indefinite Pronoun:

* Kef. :

wadc&-»h (t&a &6o) = Cthe such and such has arrived]

+Sh.Gen. : (yd eAe) wdncd^h Audit (tda ado)

Che said, such and such of A udu’s has arrived]
-t-Sh. Pos. : (ya cbe) wdnce^hba (tda 360)

Che said, his such and such has come]

23k
* Sh.Dem.: (ya cee) wanc^4|i__nad dcii (taa z6o)
Che said, that such and such has come]

Interrogative Pronoun
+ Ref. :

whcc<§*»h (k& gdnll)

=

Cwhich one did you see]

4- Sh.Pos. :

wh.ccd*>£sh (kci. gdnil) = Cwhich of them did you see]

12*2.1.2*1#2

After a Compound Noun or Genitival Complex

In the case of Compound Noun I or II and the Long
Genitival Complex, the form of the I.P.H.Q. Is independent
of the gender of the C-pd. Nn. or the Gen. Cx. itself, and
seems to be correlated with the final component.

A masculine

final component is followed by a masculine I.P.H.Q. ;

a

feminine final component is followed by a feminine I.P.Ii. Q.
normally the nr form, but the

form if the final component

is one normally followed by an Hn form as already described,
e.g. :
Compound Noun I.(a):
4- Ref. :

hdjlyda-Ldadi^-h (t&a ...)

-t- Sh.Gen. :

= Cthe hajiya-Ladi (has ...)

hajly&a-haadi^n Audu (taa..) = CAudu1s hajiya-Ladi.... ]

4- Sh.Pos.

;hajlyda-Ldadl^hkh (tda..)

= Cyour hajiya-Ladi....]

•f Sh.Dem.

:hdjlyda-Laadl»h nan (tda.. ) = Cthat

hajiya-Ladi. ,. ]

Compound Noun I.(b):
4' Sh.Pos. : rligdf-ruwd^hka (taa..)
‘
dwdr- gidd4hkb. (tda..)

= Cyour

rain-coat is...]

= Cyour

wife is/has....]

where the Compound Noun is followed by the -^n form;

but in

the following the Compound Noun can be followed only by the
nr form
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Cyour driver*s mate is,.*]

+Sh. Pos. : karen-moot&<»rka (yaa...)
ithacdn-wdtA^rka (yaa.. )

Cyour fire-wood is.*..]

Compound Noun II:

+Sh.Pos. :

dhuba-ghrl^Asih

Ctheir sanitax*y inspector]

-t-Sh.Gen. :

hana-sAlla*r Audh

[Audu’s bowler hat]

Long Genitival Complex:

[the one belonging to Audu]

+ Ref.:

tA Audu-^n

+ Sh.Dem. :

ta Bauci-^h nan

[that one made in Bauci]

* Sh.Pos. :

ta sAafcA^Psh

Cthe one he uses for weaving]

+ Sh. Gen. :

ta saafea^r AudA

[the one Audu uses for weaving]

—

—

12.2.1.2.1.3

After a Long Possessive or Relative Clause (a)

The feminine form of the Long Possessive and of the
Relative Clause (a) is always followed by the *n form of
Ref. and Sh.Dem., the only two Immediate Post-Head Qualifiers
occurring after them.

e.g. :

Long Possessive
* Ref. :

tAak&-»|i

=

[yours]

+ Sh.Dem. :

thawA^ A e A h

=

[that one belonging to me]

Relative Clause (a)
* Ref. :

wAddb. kA sAnI*»n

=: [the one you know]

-(* Sh.Dem. :

whddh ka

= [that one which you know]

(1)

sAni^h nan

The Sh.Pos. and Sh.Gen. can only follow a complex ending
in a Dynamic Noun.
cf. Ch.7 (7*10).
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12.2.2.

ITEMS NOT MARKED FOR GSNDFR

The remaining items which occur only as Qualifier,
are not marked for gender, viz:
Indeterminate Qualifier
Geminate Adjective
Adverbial Complex
Adverbial Phrase
Relative Clause (b)
These have the same shape whether they follow a masculine
or a feminine Head.
(a)

e.g.:

Hd. + Indt.Q. : Masc. : waank kkzaa (yaa z6o ndemankk)
Fem. :

(b)

wanck kazaa (tka z6o neemankk)
Csuch and such came looking for you]
Hd. -f Indt.Q. : Masc. :
(mun gk) gSerdo dkmli damli (a wajk)
Fem. :

(mdn

gk) mkiwaa dkmli damli (a waje)

Cwe saw millet in' bundles outside]
(c)

Hd. -5- Adv. Cx.

Masc. : (wknl) mtitilM dk jkakli (yka z6o
i

ndemknkk)
Fem. :

(watk) mkck dk jhakii (taa zoo ndemanka)
[some man/woman with a donkey came
looking for you]

\d)

Hd. + Adv.Ph.

Masc. : (wani) mhtdM cfkukk da kaayaa
Fem. :

(wktk) mkck dkukk dk kkayka
[some man/woman carrying a load]

(e)

Hd. + ReL(b):

Masc. :

(wkni) mutkM dk ta gknii

Fem.:

(wktk) mkck dk tk gknii
[some man/woman that she saw]
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In these circumstances there are no grounds for treating
them as masculine or feminine, and it is best to describe
them as not entering into the system of gender agreement.

12,3

ITEMS OCCURRING BOTH AS QUALIFIER AND AS HEAD

12.3.1

ITEMS ^MARKED FOE GENDER

12.3*1*1.

(A)
(a)

Unitary Adjective

In the Unitary Adjective, the markers of gender are:
the Suffixes:

-aa,- e e ,

-ii,

-oo,

and -uu being

masculine suffixes when in contrast with the feminine
suffixes:

-iyaa, -niyaa, -aa, and -uwaa in pairs

as follows;
SUFFIXES

E X A M P L E S

Masc. Fem.
Agential Adjective:

-ii

-iy&a

mdtsdorhcli/mdtsdordclyda
[coward]

Participial Adjective:

(l)

-6e -iyaa

dhf&fde/dafAffiyda [cooked]

I am indebted ultimately to Mr F.W. Parsons for the
analysis given below.
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SUFFIXES

E X A M P L E S

Masc. Fem.
Simple Adjective:

-iy£a

Ingdrmaa/ingarmiyda

[burly]

-niyaa

maraayaa/mhrainiy&a

[orphan]

-ii

—da

farii / faraa

[white]

-li

-iyaa

shdudli / shuudiy&a

[blue]

Ibe-

-iyaa

gajeeree/ghjeeriyaa

[short]

—aa

ghjberde/ghjberda

[short]

-iyaa

sh£egee / sheegiyda

-ci

a

-be

[illegitimate]

(B)

-hw&a

fthn&Ane e/fcankdnuwda

[small ]

•60

-dwd a

d6og6o / ddogdw&a

[tall]

■00

-hw&a

jMatbo / k&atuw&a

[big]

*du

-dw&a

guntdu / guntuwda

[piece]

•hu

-uwda

gdrguu / gdrghw&a

[lame]

There are, however, a number of Adjectives which are

themselves unmarked for gender, the same form being used in
both masculine and feminine agreements.

They are of two

sub-types:Sub-type B(i) includes:
bh thiii

= [ungrateful]

fingi

= [dishevelled fowl]

Sub-type B(ii) includes:
bhbbd

= [big, elder, etc]

sdakarai

= [feckless]

kMdfc&rf&a

=

[strong], and all the other derivative
adjectives of this type, (kyakkyaawaa,
tattauraa, etc.).
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As Qualifier
The gender of Unitary Adjective occurring as
Qualifier is determined by the gender of the Head, as in
the following examples, where the Unitary Adjective is in
post-Head position;

1*

with a Noun as Head:

Unitary Adjectives with Markers of Gender;
(a) Noun (Hd.) + Agt.Adj. :
Masc. ;

(wbni) khrbe mdtsboracii (yaa wdcbe)

Fem. :

(wbtb) khryba mdtsborbclyba (taa wucee)
[a nervous dog has passed by]

(b) Noun (Hd. ) + P-tpI.Adj. ;
Masc. :

(mbn gb wdni) muturn thbabbbe

Fem. :

(miin gb wbtb) macb thbbbblyda
[we saw a certain lunatic person]

(c) Noun (Hd. ) ^ i mp.Adj. :
Masc. :(tba shy! wbni) kwaanbo saaboo
Fem. : (tba sbyi wbtb) gidbuniyba sbabuwba
[she has bought a new tin bowl]

2.

Unitary Adjectives with no markers of gender
As Qualifier:

occurring after a Head such as a

N o u n , e.g.:
Mas c. : (wbni)

ybarbo sbakarbi (yb yi

tb khcfb-khtfb )

Fem. :

ybarinyha sbakbrdi (tb

yi tbkhcCb-khdb)

(wbtb)

[a feckless boy/girl continued drumming
uninterruptedly]

2*f0
Masc. :

(taa shy:Q masakii babbd

Fem. :

(tda shyi) kwdryaa babbd
[she has bought a big working-gourd]

Where the Adjective occurs in pre-Head position,
the Adjectival Link (Masculine *n, Feminine *r ) as well
as the Adjective has the same gender as the Head.

(a) Masc. :

m&ghji^n ddokii

Fem. :

e.g.:

x

mdgdjlyd-^f gdoctlyda)

sPee<*y horse/mare]

(b) Masc. :
r-,
Fem. :

kliwhtdccd**ii ddolcli
x
., . v
^
, «v y. \ Ea well-fed horse/mare]
kiiLwatacclya-^r goooiyaa ;
/

(c) Masc. :
•n
Fem. :

fdri-*n ddokli

x
a
\
fara-^r gdoaiyda )

Ca white horse/mare]
'

In the case of Unitary Adjective type (B) (which are
unmarked for gender) occurring in pre-Head position, while
the Adjective itself does not vary,

(a) the Adjectival Link has the same gender as the Head,
in the case of type B(ii), e.g.
Masc. :

bhbbd-^A zhkarha }

Fem. :

bhbb&^f khazda

)

^“a ^**-8 cock/hen]

Masc. : sdakdrd^A ydarbo

x

Fem. :

) ^~a ^ec^ ess boy/girl]

sdakdrd*»f ydarinyha

Masc. : fcbfekdrfd^il mutuM x
Fem.":

S M & t e t U * mdcb

)

Ca Str°ngW w o m a n ]

2^1
(b) the Adjectival Link is
as

-n

with a feminine as well

with a masculine Head, in the case of type

B(i),

e. g.
Masc, :

bhthld-^A Zctkdrcta )

Fem. :

W H A M *

Masc. :

fIngf-^d zhkArha

)

Fem.:

fingi*

j Ca dishevelled cook/hen]

khazda

]

Can ungrateful

cockA e n ]

In view of this, it is convenient to set up an *r/-»n
alternation in the feminine Adjectiveal Link, as in the case
of the Genitive Link, and refer the two alternants as the
->r form and -m form respectively#

As Head
Where the Unitary Adjective is in Head position,
the form of the Adjective itself and the gender which it
controls in other items in the NP is determined by the
gender of the anaphor.

Examples of Unitary Adjective which

have markers of gender in Head position are the following,
where the qualifier is underlined.:
(a)

Agt. Adj. (Hd. ) -t-Simp.Adj. :
Masc. : (wani) mdtsborhcli kd.zd.amii (yda wdcbe)
Fem. :

(wdtd) mdtsdordclyda kdzdamaa (tda wucbe)
[a dirty coward has passed by]

(h)

fitpl;,Adj. (Hd. ) 4-Simp. Ad j. :
Masc. : (wd.nl) td&dbbde tsdohdo (yaa z6 o ndemdnkb.)
Fem. :

(watd) tkbabblyda tsdohflwaa (td.a z6 o ndemdnka)
Can old lunatic has come looking for you]

2k2

(c)

Simp»Adj.

(Hd. ) + Simp. Adj. :

Masc* :

(wdni) bkalhSo d6og6o (yaa skukd k giddn Bklda)

Fem. :

(watd) bkakuwda ddoguwda (tda skuka a giddn Balaa)
La tall stranger has arrived in Bala's home]

Some examples of unmarked Unitary Adjectives in Head
position, are the following:
(a )

Hd. 4- Sh.Dem* :

Masc. : tkttdurd4n ckn (yda jiku)
Fem. :

tkttdurd*>6 can (tda jilcd)
[that hard one is well soaked]

(b)

Hd. + R e f . :

Masc. : babbd*»n (yda fita)
Fem.:

bkbba^r (taa fita)
Cthe elder one has gone out]

(c)

Hd. +Unit.Ad.j. :

Masc. : (yda sdwdo v/dni) fingi Xcdatbo
Fem* ;

(yda sdwoo wdtd) fingi fcdatuwaa
[he h a s “bought a: lagge-dishevelled
one]

12.3*1*2

Adjectival Phrase
The gender of an Adjectival Phrase is the same as

that of its initial Unitary Adjective;

and its gender is

marked by the suffix of that Adjective, as described in
12*3*1*1 (A) above.

Adjectival Phrases having in initial

position one of the unmarked Adjectives discussed in
12.3 *1*1 (B) have common gender.

The gender of an Adjectival Phrase in Qualifier
position, is controlled by that of the Head, e.g.

2b3
Noun (Hd. ) * Adj.Phr. :

Masc. :

haddrii

bafcii sic&k

(yda gangamdo)

[a very black looking storm has started to move]
(ii)

Fem. :

ghuguwaa

gkagdarumda ainkn

(tda tdasdo)

[a very violent hurricane is appi’oaching]
(iii)

Masc. : (yda skyi) littaafli saabdo kdw
[he has bought a brand new book]

(iv)

Fem. :

(dn baa shi) riigda .fcaathwda da gaskd
[he has been given a very big gown]

(v)

Masc. : (yda kri) wdni gidda ykababbde rdcCau
[he has borrowed a well-plastered house]

(vi)

Fem.:

(yda kri) wdtd g6onda kaatuwaa kwdrai
Che has borrowed a very big farm]

The gender of an Adjectival Phrase in Head position
is controlled by that of the anaphor.

Hd. + Unit .Adj. :
(i)

Masc. : (wdni) mdtsborkcii kwdrdi kazdamii (yaa wucee)
Fem. :

(wdtd) matsoordciyaa kwdrai kkzdamda (tda wdcee)
Ca dirty very cowardly man/woman has passed by]

(ii)

Masc. :

(wdni) tabdbbde tdbtirkn tsdohoo (yda zoo ndemankk)

Fem. :

(wdtd) tkbdbbiyda tdbdrkn tsdohdwda (taa z6 o ndemdnka)
Can old highly insane man/woman has come looking
for you]

(iii)

Masc. :

(wdni) gkjderde dilfols bkakdo (yda shigdo)

Fem. :

(wdtd) gkjderda ddlcds bkalhlwda (taa shigoo)
Ca very short unfamiliar one (animal) has come in]

2.hh

Adjectival Phrases with common gender can be
illustrated by the following examples:As Qualifier, occurring after a Head such as a
Noun;

e.g. :-

Masc. :

(wdni) yaarbo sdakdrai dd gaskd (yd yi td kacCd-khc£6 )

Pam. :

(wdtd) ydarinyda sdakdrdi dd gdskd (td yi td

)

Ca very feckless boy/girl continued drumming
uninterruptedly]

(b)

As H e a d :
+ Lg.Gen. :

Masc. : (yda c£inkd) bdbbd kwdrdi

nd slllkii

Pern. :

td silikii

(yda (finkd) bdbbd kwdrai

Ca very big silken one made

to

measure nas been made for him]
+ Rel. :

Masc. : kdkfcdrfda dinun wanda kd sdnii (yda bd td)
Pern. :

12. 3*1*5

kdkfedrfaa dindn wddda kd sdnii (tda bdtd)

Long Genitival Complex and Long Possessive
The marker of gender in the Long Genitival Complex

is the Link element ndmarking masculine gender, td marking
feminine gender, as in the following:
Masc . :

(Hd.

+ na..•): wdni gidda nd Audd
Ca house of Audu's]

Pern. :

(Hd.

+ td...): wdtd gdonda td Audd
Ca farm of Audu's]

Similarly the marker

of gender in the Long Possessive is

the

initial Link element

naa-/nda- marking masculine gender (e.g.:

2k5

naasd = [his3 , naawd

= [mine! ), taa"/tda- marking

feminine gender (e.g.: taasa = [his), tdawd = [mine] ), as in:
Mas c . : (Hd.

+ naa..):

wdni littdafii naawa
[a book of mine]

Fem. :

(Hd*

+ taa. . ) :

wata gafdkda tdawd
[a book-case of mine]

H e r e , as always where the Long Genitival Complex and Long
Possessive are in Qualifier position, the gender is
controlled by the gender of the Head.

Where they are in Head position, their gender is
controlled by the gender of the anaphor.

e.g.:

Hd.! + Ad.j.Ph. :
(a) Lg.Gen* :
(i)

Masc. : (yaa cCduki)

nd hdyaa amintdccde kwdrdi

Fem. :

ta hayda amlntdcciyaa kwdrdi

(yda (fdukf)

[he took a very reliable one that was
for hire]
(ii)

Masc. : (naa gd) nd
Fem. :

sdydrwda kydkkyaawda dinim

(nda gd) td sdydrwda kydkkyaawaa ainun
[I have seen a very good one that is
for sale]

(b) Lg*Pos. :
(i)

Masc. : ndawd sdabdo fll (yda bata)
Fem. :

tdawa saabuwda fil (tda bdta)
[mine a brand new one (is missing)]
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(ii)

Masc. :

(mdn gd) ndatd rindnnde shdr

Fem. :

(man gd) tdatd rinanniyda shdr
Cwe saw her's which is well dyed]

For the form of I.P.H.Q. fs after Long Genitival Complex
and Long Possessive see

12*3*1*4

1 2 . 2 . 1 . 2 . 1 . 2 and 3*

Relative Clause
The gender of Relative Clause (a) is marked by

the introductory word, Wanda and wadda marking masculine
and feminine gender respectively.

e.g.:

Masc. :

wdhda yd sdnli (yda koomaa garinsu)

Fem.:

wa&dh ya sanii (taa koomaa garinsu)
Cthe man/woman he knows (has gone back to his/her
country]

Where Relative Clause (a) is in Qualifier position,
its gender is controlled by the gender of the Head, e.g.:
(i) Masc. :
Fem. :

ghardu

wdhda Audu ya glnha baard (yda

fdadi)

kdtdngda wd&dh Audu yd glnha baara (taa faacCi)
[the wall which Audu built last year (has
fallen down)]

(ii) Masc. :
Fem. :

kwdanbo wahdd kd gdnii jiya (nd Ldadl nde)
gl&duniyda wadda kd gdnii .jiya (ta Ldadi cee)
Cthe bowl which you saw yesterday belongs to Ladi]

Where Relative Clause (a) is in Head position, the
form of the introductory word and the gender it controls in
other items is controlled by the gender of the anaphor.

e.g.h

2if7
Hd.~ * IJhlt.Ad.j. :

(1)

Masc. : wahda

kd gdnii tsdohdo (mdalamin Audh n 6 e)

Pem. :

ka gdnii tsdohdwda (madlhmar Audu cde)

wd&dh

[the man/woman you saw wke is old is Audu's
teacher]
(ii)

Masc. : wdhdh

td sdyda zhandnnde (yda h&ujbe)

Fem. :

ta shyda z&andnniyaa (taa huujbe)

wd&dd

Cthe decorated one which she bought has got
a hole in it]
For the form of the I.P.H.Q. *s after Eel, (a) see 12.2.1.2.1*3*

12.3*1*5
The Near Demonstrative is the onl$ Specifier
unmarked for gender;

discussion on it, therefore, is

deferred till 12.3*2.1.
In the case of the Indefinite Specifier (masc. w dni,
fem. wdtd) and the Long Demonstrative (Far) (masc. wddchti/
wdhcdd^ S

fem. wddc&h / wdccdh / wdbcad^

) , it is simplest

to treat the \*hole item as the marker of gender.
be possible to abstract a stem

(It would

wd-/wd~ , with no readily

assignable meaning, and a suffix:, with a further locative
element can in the case of the Far Demonstrative;

but there

does not seem to be any advantage In this, particularly in
view of the variation in the tone of wa-« )
When thene items occur as Qualifier, they normally
precede the Head;

nevertheless their gender is always

controlled by the gender of the Head.

(l)

e.g.:

For the tonal variation see Appendix B.

2If8
(i)

Lg.Dem. + Nn. (Hd* ) : Masc* : wddcan gidda (nd wdayee?)
[whose house is that?]
Fem*;

wddcah goonda (ta wdayee?)
[whose farm is that?]

Masc. ; (jdekd hdu) wdncMi dookxi
[go and ride that horse]
Fem. :

(jdekd hdu) wddcdh mdotda
[go and ride that car]

(ii)

Indef.Spec* * Nn.(Hd* );
Masc* ;

wd.nl mhtdM (yda zdo mdkdrdntdrmh ydh)
[a certain man came to our school today]

Fem* :

wdtd mdcb (tda zoo makdrantdrmu ydh)
[a certain woman came to our school today]

When in Head position, the form of the Indefinite
Specifier and of the Long Demonstrative (Far) and the gender
which it controls in other items in the HP is determined
by the gender of the anaphor*

(i)

Lg*Dem.
Masc.:
Fem. ;

e*g*:

(Hd*) + hg.Gen* :
wdnc&n nd bdaydnkd
(bdajbf) wdccdn td bdayankk
[give me that one behind you]

Masc. :
Fem.:

wdhcad na karfcashii (yda nhund)
wdbcdd td karkdshli (tda nuund)
[that one underneath is ripe]

(ii)

Indef.Spec*(Hd*) + Adj.P.
Masc* : (yda bdani) wdni sdab60 kaw
Fem. :

(yda bdani) wdtd sdabttwda kdw
[he has given me another brand new one]

2k9

Masc* :

wdni nhunannde da shii (yda fdacfdo

Fem. :

wdtd nttunanniyda dk ltd (tda fdacfdo)
Canother nicely ripe one has fallen]

ITEMS NOT MASKED FOR GENDER

12*3* 2.

The items which have no overt markers of gender
have

been listed in 12.2 above.

As regards gender, the

main features common to them all are the following

(i)

Mien inQualifier position,
whether

they are always invariable

the Head is masculine or feminine,

e.g.:-

With a Noun liead:
+

(b)

Masc. : mktdfti ddyd

Cone man]

Fem. :

Cone woman]

+ Acfen.Cx. :

mkcd cCdyd
Masc. :

mHtdih mki Xdbka »

Fem. : mack mki fcibka
(c) 4-Adv. Cx.

:

Masc. :

mutuM dk kdayda =

Fem. ; mkck da kdayda
(<*)

n-Adv.Cl.

:

Masc. :

Fem. :

= Cd fat

fatman]

woman]
Ca

man with luggage

= [a woman with luggage]

mhtdM ndd tskyd=

mkcd ndd tskyd

[a

Ca

man there standi

= [a woman there standing]

(e) 4- Adv. Ph. : Masc. : mhtitih kvisd da muu - Ca man near us]
Fem.:

(ii)

mkck kdsd dk muu

= Ca woman near us]

When in Head position, they are of three categories on
the basis of the agreement which they control in other
items, v i z :
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(a)

Those which control either masculine or feminine
agreement depending on the gender of the anaphor.
These are the following
Quantifiers
Adjectival Complex
Isolator.

The following are a few examples

Q.t.l (Hd. )

4-

Unvb.Adj. :

Masc. :

(gudda) cCdyd fdrii (yaa bdtk)

Fem. :

(gkdda) cCdyd fdrda (tda bdtk)
Cone white one is missing]

Masc. :

(yda cCkuki) cCdyd ddogoo

Fem. :

(yda cCkuki) cCdya doogdwda
Che has taken one long one]

Adj.Cx.

(Hd. )

4-

Lg.Gen. :

Masc. : mki klbhh ndd nd giddn Audu (yda sdnsu)
Fem. :

mki Xcibhh ndn td giddn Audk (tda sdnsk)
Cthat fat one in Audu's house knows them]

Masc.: (dn sdi dk) mai zkande nd dlawdyyo
Fem.:

(dn sdi dk) mki zkande td dldwayyb
Ca decorated one of cotton material has been
sold]
\

Isol.

(Hd. ) 4- Ref. :
Masc. :

cCdyd-^h (yda zdo)

Fem. :

d$aya»>fr

(taa zdo)

(the other one has come]
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Those which alxvays control feminine agreement outside
the NP, although no statement can be made about their
controlling gender within the NP;

this is because

all qualifiers that combine with them are unmarked
as regards gender, or contain no initial ~n element
which can be assigned to either masculine or feminine
agreement.

These are the following:
Simple Adverb
Adverbial Compound
Adverbial Cluster

e. g. :
Sirap.Adv. : di bdcCi-m da ydkbe alkdwarii (zda ta 260 nee)
[well, the next year he is promising he is
coming]
Adv. Cpd. : gab chi hlkdali-m dk bda yda s6h ztiwda (sdi dn kdi
shi )
Cbefore the court, which he dislikes, he
must be taken]
Adv. Cl. :

odd kasd-kdsd-*n da yd koomda (tda fi nan sahyii)
La little way down whither he has chosen
to return is colder than here]

)

Ideophone, which apparently always controls masculine
gender vjithin the NP, although outside the NP it
controls feminine gender.

e.g.:

Hd. + Ref. + Pel.(b) :
kdsdfce-m dk ya khn yi (taa dhamde ni)
[the way he sits so solemnly is bothering me]
hhyda-hhyd-m dk sdjkbe y£l (tda handa shi baccli)
[the noise they are making (has kept him awake]
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12*3*2.1

The Long Demonstrative (Near) is not marked

for gender, having only one form (apart from the tonal
variations described in Appendix B ) , with no variation in
masculine and feminine contexts.

e.g.:

M a sc.:

wannan littaafli

=

[ this book

]

Fem* :

wannan wasiikaa

=

[ this letter

]

When in Head position, however, it can control
either masculine or feminine agreement.

e.g.:

Head -t- Bel* (a):
Masc. :

wAnnan wanda ka kbe g&nii

Fem. :

wAnnan whddh k£ khe gdnii
[this one which you are looking at]

Accordingly, it is appropriate to distinguish
two homonymous forms wannan (masc.) and wannan (fem.), the
former used when the reference is to a masculine noun, the latter
with reference to a feminine noun, or alternatively to treat
wannan as having common gender, like the nouns listed in
(B) in Appendix C.

12* h

Conclusion
It has been shown that, of the items occurring

in the NP, some have markers of gender, others do not;
some have two distinct singular forms correlating respectively
\ijith a male or a female referent, or a masculine or a
feminine anaphor;

others have only one singular form

correlating both with a male or a female referent, or a
masculine or feminine anaphor;

while a third group (three
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of the four I.P.H.Q,fs) have three singular forms one
correlating with male/masculine and the other two (in
complementary distribution) correlating with female/
feminine.
In so far as items are marked for gender, the
gender of the Head always controls agreement within the
Simple NP, the gender of the Qualifiers being controlled
by that of the Head.

r
J?he gender of the Head is, in the

case of most Nouns, a feature of the Noun itself, while
in the case of other items it is determined by the gender
of the referent or anaphor, though there are special rules
covering the gender of Compoun Nouns.

Only in the case of

I» P» H. Q. 1s after Gpd.Nn I or II or after Lg. Gen. Head
is the gender of the Qualifier independent of the gender
of Head itself, but, apparently, correlated with the
gender of the final component of the Head.

Of the items not marked for gender, some (Disj.(a),
Lg.Dem.(Near), Is., Q t . , Adj.Cx.) can control either
masculine or feminine agreement depending on the gender
of the referent or anaphor.

Others (Simp.Adv. , Adv.Gpd. ,

Adv.Cl.) control feminine agreement, while Ideo. controls
masculine agreement within the NP but feminine agreement
outside the NP.
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CHAPTER

13

THE OPERATION OF NUMBER WITHIN THE SIMPLE NOMINAL PHRASE

The rules for the operation of Number agreement
within the Nominal Phrase are very similar to those for the
operation of gender agreement;

and the main features will

be discussed in general terms, a detailed account being
given only?- of the distinctive features.

Items occurring

in the NP can again be classified according to whether
they are marked for Number or not, and according to whether
they occur only as Head or as Qualifier, or can occur as
either, as shown in the table below:
Table

Function of
the item

Only As
Head

Only As
Qualifier

10

Items with Markers
of Number

Items without Markers
of Number

The Majority of Nouns(i)

Some Nouns (ii)

All Pronouns

The Majority of Compound

Compound Noun (l)(a)
(bii)

Nouns

Interrogative Specifier

Geminate Adjective

Diminutive

Indeterminate Qualifier

Referential

Adverbial Complex

Short Possessive

Adverbial Phrase

Short Genitival
Complex

Relative Clause (b)

Short Demonstrative
(Far)

Short Demonstrative
(Near)
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Either
As
Head
or
as Qualifier

Indefinite Specifier

Isolator

Long Demonstrative

Quantifier

Long Possessive

Ideophone

Long Genitival Complex

Simple Adverb

Unitai’y Adjective

Adverbial Compound

Adjectival Phrase

Adverbial Cluster

Adjectival Complex
Relative Clause (a)

The main points of contrast with the situation as
regards gender are as follows:
(a)

The breakdown of Noun and Compound Noun according to
whether or not they are marked for number, differs
from their breakdown as regards gender*

(b)

All Pronouns can be regarded as marked for Number,
since there is a clear cut distinction between
singular Pronouns on the one hand and plural Pronouns
011 the other.

(c)

Both Long Demonstratives are marked for Number*

(d)

Adjectival Complex, although not marked for gender,
is marked for Number;

forms with

mhi as initial

element entering into singular agreement, while those
mhasd as initial element inter into Plural
agreement.

The details of the contrast between singular and
Plural

forms of marked items are, in most cases, given in
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chapter 2, and need not he set out here.

For Nouns and

Adjectives see 13*2 below.

13*1

In general, Number-marked items functioning as

Head control either Singular or Plural agreement within the
Nominal Phrase, as the case may be.

Only in the case of

certain Nouns does the same Head control sometimes Singular
and sometimes Plural agreement.

Items functioning as Head,

which are not marked for Number, apart from Nouns, normally
control singular agreement, the only exceptions being
mentioned in 13*3 below.

As a corollary to the above, all Number-marked
items functioning as Qualifier have the same Number as the
Head.

13*2

Nouns and Unitary Adjectives
The relationship between singular and plural forms

of N gqiiis and Adjectives is so multifarious that it cannot
be dealt with here, and it is sufficient to say that the
great majority of Nouns and Adjectives have two distinct
forms, one Singular and one Plural;

the plural form normally

being marked ^y a different suffix with or without a different
tone pattern and/or some type of reduplication.

It is only

necessary to deal here with a small number of Nouns which
are not marked for Number.

13.2.1

Nouns not marked for Number
1‘here is a small number of Nouns which may be said

to have *Common Number*, having only one form but controlling
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Singular and sometimes Plural agreements,
(a)

These are:

Collective Nouns such as:
jhmd'ba

=

[group of people]

kucCii

ss

[money]

hyabh

=

[bananas]

tfrmdatur

=

[tomatoes]

and:

(b)

Mass N o uns, such as:
maddrda

=

[milk]

ndam&a

=

[meat]

rdwaa

=

[water]

Mass Nouns control only Singular agreement, while
Collective Nouns can control Singular or Plural agreement,
depending on the anaphor.

e.g.:

Singular Agreement
(a)

Collective Noun + Adjectival^Complex:
jbmd'ba mai ydwaa (tda tbaru b. giddn Baida)
[a lot of people have gathered in Bala's house]
(yda sdydo) tumdathr mhi yawha
[he has bought a lot of tomatoes]

(b)

Mass Noun +

ject±ve :

maddr&a tdfasasshiyda = [ hot milk ]
ndamaa sboydiyde

= [ roast meat ]

kdndu tslnkdkkde

= [ watery gruel ]
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(a)

Collective Noun + Adjectival Complex:
(y&a taarh) jama1ha maasu yawaa (koo ln£a cikin ghrin)
Che has gathered a lot of groups of people everywhere
in the town]

(b)

Collective Noun + Quantifier 1 + Unitary Adjective:
hlbasha ghd&a biyd faraaree
Ltwo white onions]
hyhbh shalaa biyu cChnytiu
[two raitf bananas]
kucfii faSa biyfl saabhbbii
Cmoney

13*3

Items

two pounds all new]
not marked for Number

13.3.1
Alist of
in Table

all the items for Number has

been given

10 above, and the Number which theycontrol

in Head position has been described in 13*1 above.

when
There

are, however, certain special rules applying to the Compound
Noun and the Quantifiers.
13»3*1*1

via;-

Compound Noun
¥hile the great majority of Compound Nouns are

not marked for Number, a small group tinder Compound Noun I
are so marked.

;

Compound Noun I
Under Compound Noun I, sub-types (a) and (bii), which
have a Proper and a Concrete Noun respectively as the core
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of the compound, are marked for Number in the sense that
these can be either in singular or in plural form and,
consequently, the

compound noun itself is either singular

or plural,controlling either
as the case may be.
(i )

singular or plural agreements

e.g.

Sub-type (a) + UnVb.Adj. :
Sing.

Agreement:

mdalhm-Audh mahhddhcii (y&a z6o)
CMalam Audu the reciter has

P3-* Agr^eemerxi;:

sd-mdalhm

arrived]

(1 )
-Audu mahaddataa (sun zoo)

CMalam Audu the reciter and company
have arrived]
(ii)

Sub-type (bii) + hn^t.Adj. :
Sing. Agreement:

rligdr-ruwaa s&abuwaa (tda bata)
Ca new rain-coat is missing]

PI. Agreement:

riigunan-ruwda shababbii (sun b&ta)
[new rain-coats are missing]

The remaining sub-types of Compound Noun 1, which have
either Dynamic or Abstract Nouns as the core of the compound,
are not marked for Number, and control only singular agreement
in other items within the NP.
(i)

e.g. :

Cpd.Nn. I with Dyn.NN. core:
+ Unit. Ad,j. :

tharin-shlifcaa mdughu (yaa.. ..)
[a serious whooping-cough is/has....]

(1)

It is arguable, however, that sfl m&alctm Audu is not
strictly a plural form of Mdalam A u d u , but a special
type of pluralised NP consisting of su -t- one of a
number of different types of NP with the meaning:fX and others like him/itf.
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(ii)

Cpd. Nil. I with Abst.Nn.
+ Adj.Cx. :

core:

taurin-kai mai tsananli (yaa.•.)
Cstrong stubbornness is *,,,]

Compound Nouns II and III
Compound Nouns II and III are not marked for Number,
since each of them has only one form which is invariable.
But
(1)

Compound Noun II can control either singular
or plural concord, depending on whether one
or more items are referred to.

e.g.:

Singular Cpd. Nn. II * Urivfc. Adj. :
Sub"type

(a) :

b&r-ni-da-muugii bduldelbe (yda fitdo mdsh)
Che has got a big carbuncle on his face]

n

(b)

fhacCI-ka-muth sdab60 (yaa fdshbe)
[a new china-ware has got broken]

(c)

(yda s&ami) rig&a-kdfl hadacCcfee
Che has got a well-made preventative]

,f

(d)

(yda s&yi) wani baa-k&a-zdwaa-koogii

farii

Che has bought a white unwashable cloth]

Plural Cpd* Nn. II + ffnvb.Ad,j. :
Sub-type

(a) :

bhr-iii-db-mdugii d&ul&a-buulaa (sdn fitdo maea)
Che has got big carbuncles on his face]

*»

(b)

fdadl~kb--mutti saababbli (sdn f&shbe)
[new china-ware have all got broken]
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Sub-type (c):

(sdn shssciaMi) rlgaa-kci.fl hacCac&idu
[they have got well prepared preventa&ives]

n

(d)

(yaa sbyi) wdcCansu baa-kaa-zuwaa-koogii f&raaree
[he has bought some white not washable material]

(ii)

Compound Noun III, on the other hand, controls only
singular concord in all the items that follow or
precede it; in other words it is always singular*

e*g*:-

Cpd,Nn» III + Adj. P h * ;
(a)

fii-db-s&rtsb kdorbe fdtau (ddk yaa firfifdo a iyaakar
goonar)
[nicely green fii-da-sartse plants have come out on
the sides of the farm]

(b)

(yaa shaafa) kyal-fcyal-banza saaboo kaw (a soorkayen duka)
[he has plastered all the rooms with new shining-plaster]

Quantifiers
Quantifiers are not marked for number and in general they
all control only Plural agreement* e*g:
(a)

Qt* 1

+ Uh>t*Ad,j« : ghd&a biyd fdrharee (sun bdtb.)
[two white ones are missing]

(b) Qt* 2 + Umt*Ad,j* s

O y & n ) kbxf&n far&arde (sdn &&th)
[a few white ones have got lost]
db. ydwba bhakii (sdn bb.ta)
[a lot (of them) who are strangers
have got lost]
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There are two exceptions to this rule. viz.:
(a)

(ghdda) daya

- Cone], can naturally control only

singular agreement, e.g;
(i)

-fUnt. A d ] . :

ghdaa (fdya ffdrli (yda is6)
Lone white one has

(ii)

* Lg.Gen.':

ghdaa cCdyd td Audft
Cone which belongs

(b)

arrived]
(taa iso)
to Audu has arrived]

kacCan can control singular agreement where the anaphor
is a Mass Houn. e.g:
* Unt.Ad.j. : yda s&yi (fdn kdcCdn nhundnnde (e.g# tumaatur)
Cha has bought a small quantity, ripe]
*ydr khcCan t&fhsdsshiyda (yd kaawdo) (e.g.
macldrda)
Che has brought a small amount, boiled]

13*3*2

As Qualifier

When in Qualifier position, the items unmarked for Humber
are invariable whether the Head is singular or plural, e.g:

(a) Hd.-hlndet. Q.. :

Sing.: littdafli khzaa
PI. :

= Csucli and such a book]

littattdfai kazaa =[so many books
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(b)

Hd. *Adv. Cx. :Sing* :bbafcdo dbgb Kdnbo =[stranger from Kano]
PI. :

(o)

bbafcli dbgb Kbnbo -[strangers from Kano]

Hd.-i-Rel. (b):Sing* :kidba db ka
PI* :

.j:f -[drumming that you heard]

kbcCd-kbcC6 db ka ,j£ =[drummings that you
heard]

13*3*2*1

All three types of Quantifier normally follow

a plural Head* e.g:

Hd*

h»

Qt* 1 ;

dbwaakii gfrdaa gdomb = [ten horses]

Hd* + Qt.P:

fyah dbwbakii kbcC&n

sa [a few horses]

Hd. * Qt*3:

dbwaakii ukfr-iiku

- [three horses each]

But there are two obvious exceptions, viz.:
(a) Cidya and gbdba ctayb - [one] can follow only a singular Head.
e.g:

d6okli (gbdba) cCbyd

but not:-

= [one horse],

*d&w&akli (gbdaa)'cfayd

(b) The Quantifiers can follow some items not marked for
Number * such as the Collective or Mass nouns, which never
nevertheless can control singular Number outside the NP;
in this case they may be said to occur after a singular
Head, e.g:
Collective Nn. * Qt.2: 3amafba db y&wba (tba/sdn tbaru)
[a lot of people (have gathered)]
(ii) Mass Nn* + Qt.1 :

furaa kw&ryaa biyd (tba Isa)
[two bowls of gruel is enough]
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There are, however, certain cases where Quantifier 1 occurs after
a singular Head,
(a) with specialized meaning; e*g:
(i) s&rkii g6 omk (ta ganii) = [she (is so old that she)
has lived through the
reign of ten kings]
(ii) (y£a shyi) jhakii g6omk = [ha has bought ten donkey
loads]

(b) or with special overtones of great quantity,

e.g:

d6okli gdomk (nee k tirkknsk) =
[there are as many as ten horses in his stable]

lj5*^

Conclusion
As in the case of gender agreement, some items occurring

in the NP are marked for Number, others are not. In so far as
items are marked for Number, the Number in Qualifiers is controlled
by the Number of the Head, though certain items in Head position
can control either singular or plural agreement.

Items not marked for Number normally control singular
agreement, though there is variation in tha case of Compound Nouns
and Quantifiers.
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CHAPTER 1if

INTERRUPTIBILITY OF THE SIMPLE NOMINAL PHRASE

c
The forgoing chapters have been concerned with the
types of item that can occur in the Simple Nominal Phrase
and the relationships between them. This chapter considers
the nexus between the items within the Nominal Phrase, i.e.
to what extent and in what positions other extraneous items
can occur within the Nominal Phrase.

So far as can be discovered, the only items which can
occur within the Nominal Phrase, apart from those discvissed
in the previous chapters, are:

(a) the Stabilizer, Masc. nee, Pem. cee (with polar
tone, i*e. with tone opposite to the tone of the
preceding syllable) » Cis/was/are/were etc.],
\tfhich sometimes seems to be little more than an
emphasising particle; and

(b) the «4x Modal Particles, fa, k&o, mda, k a m , kumd} d&i,
and kuwa/kwh. It is impossible to give a precise
account of their meaning, but the glosses given
given with the examples below give some indication
of this*
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Both the Stabilizer and the Modal Particles are
enclitic, i.e. they follow an item to which they refer,
neither
and/none of them can occur in the initial position* All can
occur at the end of an HP, but since we are here concerned
xvith the interruptibility of the NP, this need-

not be

discussed further. They never occur before the Head, i.e.
not between the Pre-Head Qualifiers, and not between the
pre-Head Qualifiers and the Head.

Thus the occurrence of both the Stabilizer and the
Modal Particles is only in the post-Head segment (apart from
the special cases described in 1*f.2 below), and can be
summarised as follows;

(a)

In an HP with a Discontinuous Qualifier, both the
Stabilizer and the Modal Particles can occur either
immediately after the Head or after the final element
of the Discontinuous Qualifier, e.g:

(i) Immediately after the Head;
Stab.;

w&ni Jfchramln ydarbo nde ftwarai
(ya kaawoo)
Cit is a certain very small boy
who has brought (it)]
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Part* s

wdnl kbrdmin ydarbo lcbo Jfcwardi
(yda wdcbe)
[indeed, a certain very small boy
has passed by]

(ii) After the final element of the Discontinuous
Qualifier:
Stab# :

w&ni Is&rainin ydarbo kwdrdi nbe
(yd kaawdo)
[it is a certain very small boy
who brought (it)]

Part« ;

wdnl kbramln yaarbo fcwdrai kbo.
(yaa wdcbe)
[indeed, a certain very small boy
has passed by]

(b) Where the Head is followed by an Immediate Post-Head
Qualifier, they can, naturally, only occur after the
I*P#H.Q.# Again, where an Isolator or a Possessive
occurs anywhere in the Pre-Head segment, they can only
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occur after the post-Head Referential, which
necessarily follows the Head,
(It)

e.g*:

Hd# + I.P.H.Q*
(i)

Hd# -hRef**Stab. :

ydarb^h n d e .....
[it is the boy

(ii)

Hd, +Sh.Dem# +Stab. :

]

ydarb-»h cdh n £ e .....
[it is that boy...•]

(iii)

Hd. +Sh. Pos. *Stab. :

ydarb^hkb nde.....
[it is your servant

(iv)

Hd. 4-Sh. Gen. -t-Stab. :

yaarb»»h Audu n d e

'

[it is Audu's servant....]

(2)

Iso. + Hd# * Ref. + Stab. :

(fdyd ydarb-m nde
[it is the other boy

(3 )

Pos. -f- Hd# + Ref. + Stab. :

]

ndakb. y£aro-m ■nde
[it is your son....]

In any of these examples the Stabiliser could be
replaced by a Modal Particle

(c)

Where the Head is followed by any qualifier other than
the I. P. II. Q. , they can both occur either immediately after
the Head (and so before the pre-Head Qualifier) or at the
end of the NP.

e.g.
Stab. +Qt. 1
wdnl llttdafli nde gud&a cCayd

(i)
Qt. 1+Stab

or:
wa.nl llttdafli gud&a cCdyd nbe
[it is a certain one book]
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'< Unit.Adj.+Stab.

Cii)

Hd. +
! Stab.+Unit.Adj.

(ill)

; Lg. Gen.+Part.
j
s
[ Part.+Lg.Gen.

Hd. +

: lltdafli bhbbd nfee (yd batd)
. .
or:
l£tdafli nde babbd (ya 6ata)
tta£ is
Hit is a big book/missing]

: rligda td sllilcli fd (taa bata)
or:
rligda :fd th slllkli (tda bdtd)
Cin fact, a silk gown is missing]

(iv)

Hd. +

( Adv.Cx.+Part.
c

J

\ Part.+Adv.Cx.

,

c

(wdn£) rhmbuu & giddn Audfr kiiwa
or;
(wdnl) rhmbdu khwd b. giddn Audu
Cincidentally, a certain cornbin in Audu's house...... is*..]

The two alternatives seem to be mainly in free variation,
but with certain qualifiers (such as Adj.Cx.) one position is
perhaps more usual than the other.

(d)

Where there is more than one post-Head qualifier in

a given HP, the Stabilizer or a Modal Particle can occur either
at the end of the HP or at any point between the qualifiers.
In the latter case, all the items within the Nominal Phrase
occurring before the Stabilizer or Modal Particle are emphasized,
in contrast with those occurring after them, the immediately
e
preceding item being particularly emphasized.
e.g.:-
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(i)Stab. )
(a) Hd, -fSh.Gen, -i-Unvt.Adj. -t-( ,
) + Adj.Cx,
(ii)Part* j
(i)

:

rligd-»r silikli fdraa cjbe mki dikli (td jiJbke)
[it is a white silken gown, an embroidered one,

got wet]
(ii)

riigd->ff silikii

f dr da kam mki dikli (tda jffcke)

[admittedly, the white silken gown, which is
embroidered, has got wet]
(b)

( (i)Stab.)
.
.
Hd#+Sh.Gen.'+ (
)+ Unit. Adj.+Adj.Cx.
C(ii)Bar,b- )
(i)

riigd">j? silikli
[it is a silken

cde far da mai aikii

(td jikke)

gown^i a xvhite and embroidered

one, that got wet]
(ii)

rligd-»ff silikli khm fdrda mki dikii (tda, jifcke)
[admittedly, a silken gown, which is white
and embroidered, has got x^et]

11±J2.

In addition to the above, the Modal Particles, but

not the Stabilizer, can also occur between the component
elements of the following items, provided these items are in
Head position;-

Qt.l, (where it is accompanied by its Enumerator)
Lg, Gen.
Adj.Ph.
Adj.Cx.
Eel.(a)
Adv. Cl,
e.g. :
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Qt.I :

gudaa fa g6orna (yd dikoo dh sdu)
[as far as I know, he sent in ten)

Lg. G e n : ta kbo silikli (yd cbe zdi shyda)
[indeed it is a silken one that he said
he would buy]
Ad.j.Ph. : (mun gd) kyhkkydawda kuwd dinuh
[certainly, x*e have seen a very good one]
Ad.j.Cx . : mhasd kam d m l n d i (yd sdaba sdyboxzda)
[admittedly, they were good those xzhich he
used to buy]
P el.(a): xtfdcfandh kumh yd dik£o da sun (sdn bdtk)
[and, to make matters worse, those which
he has sent are missing]
Adv.Cl.i cdn fa fchrkdshii (taa yl rhmda)
[right under it, I am warning you, is damp]

1^*43

A Model Particle and the Stabiliser can co-occur in

the same I1P, but in that case the Particle normally occurs
somewhere after the Stabilizer, otherwise the rules given in
1A.1.2 above apply,
(i)

e.g.

shdanu^h Audu 116e kam 11a tkatsda (sdka shigd gbondi*)
[it was certainly Audu’s milking cows which entered
the farm]

where they co-occur continuously between the Short and the
Long Genitival Complexes;

(ii)

or

\
shdaml4n Audu nde nd tkatsda fa fdraarde (stikh shlgd gdondr)
[it x-zas Audufs milking cows, which are x*zhite, xizhich indeed
entered the farm]
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where they are separated by the Long Genitival Complex,
with another optional qualifier, the Unt*Ad;j., following*

Thus, there is fairly close nexus between the items
in the Nominal Phrase, the Stabilizer and Modal Particles being
the only items which can break the continuity of the HP as
described in the previous chapters*

And even these can only

occur at certain specific points, namely, never before the
Head and only between the Head and a non-immediate post-Head
qualifier, or between any two post-Head qualifiers, or, in
certain cases, between the component elements of the Head
itself or of a Discontinuous Qualifier#^
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CHAPTER

15

CONCLUSIONS

In the foregoing chapters, it has been shown that the
Simple Nominal Phrase-' in Hausa can be analysed in terms of
a Head and Qualifiers. Of the various types of item found in
the Simple NP, some can function only as Head, some only as
Qualifier, and some both as Head and as Qualifier, and it is
convenient to make a further distinction between Adverbial and
Non-Adverbial items.
The Head is the only obligatory element in the structure of
the Simple NP, and the presence of one or more Qualifiers is optional.
Every Simple NP, therefore, consists of at least the Headj and
various types of Simple NP can be differentiated by reference to
the type of item occurring in Head position.
The Qualifiers are of two main types, pre-Head and post-Head
Qualifiers, refei*ring to the position in any given NP in which they
occur. Further sub-division of post-Head Qualifiers can be made on
the basis of whether the Qualifiers can only occur immediately after
the Head or can follow other Qualifier, as well as by reference to
whether they are Adverbial or Non-Adverbial. The pre-Head Qualifiers
are all Non-Adverbial.
On the basis of the number of different types of Qualifier
with which they can combine, the items occurring as Head can be
variously categorised as readily combinable, non-combinable, or as
having high, relatively high, relatively low, or low combinability.
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In the same way, the pre-Head Qualifiers can be categorised as
having high, moderate, or low combinability, on the basis of the
number of different types of item in Head position with which they can
combine. The post-Head Qualifiers can similarly be categorised as
being readily combinable, or as having high, relatively high, moderate,
realatively low, low, or very low combinability, although the
boundaries between these categories are not clear-cut*
In general, post-Head Qualifiers occur much more freely after
a Non-Adverbial than after an Adverbial Head. In fact, in no case
are there more than four Non-Adverbial Qualifiers with which an
Adverbial Head can combine; and the combination of Adverbial
Qualifier with Adverbial Head is quite impossible.
On the other hand, the co-occurrence rules for Qualifiers are
somewhate different. Non-Adverbial Qualifiers can co-occur readily
with other Non-Adverbial Qualifiers, and Adverbial Qualifiers can
co-occur with other Adverbial Qualifiers though with some important
qualifications, but the co-occurrence of an Adverbial with a Non-Adv
erbial Qualifier is relatively rare.
Where there is an accumulation of Qualifiers, whether in
pre-Head or in post-Head position, the maximum number of Qualifiers
in either position in any given Simple NP is normally four;[while
pre-Head Qualifiers are all Non-Adverbial, accumulated post-Head
Qualifiers can be either all Adverbial, or all Non-Adverbial, or else
a mixture of the two.] There is also a consistent pattern of
sequential order in which the Qualifiers normally co-occur, and
which applies equally whether there are two, three, or the maximum
of four qualifiers in succession.
Accumulation of pre-Head Qualifiers and post-Head Qualifiers
in the same NP is also possible (but with some important co-occurrence
restrictions in the case of some Qualifiers such as the Long Possessives^
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Long Demonstratives and Isolator, and certain Adverbial Qualifiers)
and the maximum number of Qualifiers of either type is four. Thus
the longest Simple NP in terms of its constituent elements would
be one containing four pre-Head Qualifiers, the Head, and four
post-Head Qualifiers.
There are two distinctive features in the case of a Dynamic
Noun Head, namely:
(a) the Adverbial Qualifiers occur and co-occur much more freely
after it than they do after any other type of Head, and
(b> a clause other than a Relative Clause can occur after it
but not after any other type of Head.

As regards gender agreement, some items occurring in the
Simple NP have markers of gender, others do not. In so far as items
are marked for gender, the gender of the Head always controls
agreement within the NP, the gender of Qualifiers being controlled
by that of the Head. After a Compound Noun Head, however, the
gender of the Immediate Post-Head Qualifiers is, apparently,
independent of the gender of the Head itself, but correlated with
the gender of the final component element of the Head.
The gender of the Head is, in the case of most nouns, a feature
of the noun itself, while in the case of other items marked for
gender it is determined by the gender of the referent or of the
anaphor, though there are special rules covering the gender of
Compound Nouns.
Of the items not marked for gender functioning as Head, some
can control either masculine or feminine agreement depending on the
gender of the referent or of the anaphore, others control feminine
agreement only, while Ideophones control masculine agreement within
the NP but feminine agreement outside the NP.
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The situation as regards Number agreement is comparable.
Some items are marked for Number, others are not, and the Number
in the Qualifiers is controlled by the Number of the Head, although
there are certain items which, functioning as Head, can control
either singular or plural agreement. Items not marked for Number
normally control singular agreement, but there is variation to this
rule in the case of Compound Nouns and Quantifiers.
As regards the unity of the Simple NP, there is fairly close
nexus between the constituent elements, the Stabilizer and Modal
Particles being the only two extraneous items which can break the
continuity of the Simple NP, Even these can only occur at certain
specific points (other than after the final component in the N P ) ,
namely between the Head and a non-immediate post-Head qualifier, or
between any two post-Head qualifiers, or, in certain cases, between
the component elements of the Head itself or of a Discontinuous
Qualifier, but never before the Head.

In general, it can be said that, analysis in terms of a Head
and of pre-Head and post-Head Qualifiers of various kinds facilitates
a coherent account of the Simple Nominal Phrase in Hausa, and of its
constituent elements and their grammatical relationship to one another.
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APPENDIX A

IDEOPHONES

The following list, though not exhaustive, includes the
great majority of Hausa ideophones in regular use. The classification
is based mainly

on external behaviour, as explained after the

list, but it is a convenient basis for the description of the
behaviour of ideophone within the Simple Nominal Phrase.
Within each main category, individual items are grouped according
to their phonological feature.

R

indicates that the structure involves total reduplication,

the second half being identical with the first half, apart from
the normal assimilation of a nasal to the following consonant.
Where the two halves of such reduplicated consonants are separated
by a hypened, there is normally the possibility of repetition of
the basic element a number of times, e.g: fhl-fhl-fal-fal, or
tlnkis-tinkis-tinki^-tinkis, etc.***
to Ideophones of type A.I.(a)

This does not, however, apply

(10) where the tones of the two

items are different.

(B)

indicates that there is partial (but not total)

reduplication.

The sign (*) implies that there are other ideophones
with the same phonological features in other syntactic categories,
and absence of (*) implies that there are no other ideophones of
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the same phonological features elsewhere. Glosses are not given,
they are not essential and, in any case, it is difficult to give
them without the citation of complete sentences.

T y p e A . I . _(_a_)_
( 1) c v v ( * )
buu

(i|0 CVC-CVCR
bul-bul

rii
(5) CVC-CVCiR
(2) CYC

bal-bal

(9) CVCV-CVCV

mayaa-mayaa

baja-baja

muzuu-muzuu

faca~faca

ruguu-ruguu

fata-fata

rukuu-rukuu

kaca-kaca

tsamoo-tsamoo

kata-kata

tsurim-tsuruu

baw

bal-bal

daw

fal-fal

kwata-kwata

zakee-zakee

fir

kar-kar

kwa ts a-kwa ts a

zakoo-zakoo

gaw

zay-zay

laba-laba

zumuu-zumuu

labo-labo

zuruu-zuruu

shar

*

*

(6 ) CVCVCVV

yar
/

%

/

rigijaa

firit
kacal
limis

nasha-nasha
rugu-rugu

(3 ) CYGVG
dukus

maza-maza

(7) CYCVGYV
galahee

sako-sako

( 10 ) c v c w - c v c w R

kasakee

buyaa-bayaa
buzuu-buzuu

sharaf

cakoo-cakoo

(8 ) CYCCYCYC

simil

tsigil
tilis
wayaw

buyaa-buyaa
hayaa-hayaa
mayaa-mayaa

galahoo

murus

tibis

(11) C V C W - C V C V V R (*)

tan gar an
tarmazay

(12) CVCVC-CVCVC

balaw-balav/
bazam-bazam

dumuu-durauu

bazar-bazar

duruu-dui*uu
horoo-horoo

falaw-falaw

jinaa-jinaa
kanee-kanee

R

kazar-kazar
kayaw-kayaw
washar-washar
watsar-imts ar
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Type A.I.

(b)

(13) cvcvcv^ y

(6 ) C V C W

(11) C W C V C

cif

buyaa

maakil

bajaja

cik

bujaa

reeras

bazaza

taatil

dababa

(1) 23ES, (*)

f es
kam
kam

zugum

lif
ram

tsam
tsit

(8 ) CVCVC (*)
XeLrin
sibil
sicfik
sitik

(2) CVC (*)

silik
tilik

but
wuf

tukuf
wulik

maza

(if) CVCVC

(9) CVCVC (*)

cCancCas
cCungum
fantsam
jingim
kandam
kunzum

nashasha
sacfacfa
tsalala
tsululu
tululu
tucCucCu
tululu
tururu

kurmus

(14) CVCCVCVC

sambal

firgigit

sakat

sinturn

gurgujib

saway

tantsay

kengyaran

tartay

kyangyaran

gar aw

fay aw

boroo

gayaw

laboo

hayaw

lakpo

zalaw

tsamoo

tCancCak

malala

bingirin

(10) CVCVC (*)

sakoo

cancak

kacaca

lambaw

f arat

(5) CVCVV

birjik

falala

fcundum

/ f

(3) cvcv

(12) CVCCVC

binjim

tsaf
tsay

dalala

(7) CVCVC

tarway
tsindum
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Type A . I I .

(1) CTT (*)

(a )

(2) CVCCVCR

caa

damdam

fiiu

kankam

fuu

kanRam

kii

tantam

kwaa

tsantsam

shaa

JfeyalRyal

suu

R
(if) CVCVV-CVCVV
kayaa-kayaa

(5) CVCVC-CVCVCE
cCakal-cfakal
c akwal- cakwal

(6 ) CVCCVC-CVCCVC

R

(3) cvcvcvc

yuu

cCingis-ctingis

zuu

tuburan.

(1) CVC (*)

bat

kaw

cur

kwal

f al

sal

kaw

shar

(2) CVCVC
n n s

(3) CVCVC

tinkis-tinkis

(Zf) CVCVCVC-CVCVCVC

bashar

sakwaf

buguzum-buguzum

kacar

sharaf

bagazam-bagazam

katsam

washar

kwaram

watsar

kwatsam

zakal

R
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TyPA-B. x
/ 1

This comprises only the single word kacibis (CVOVCVC)

Type B.XX.

(a)

(1) cvcvcvc

(2) QVCVCCVC

sukutum

garandan

(3) CVC (*)
rak
tak

Type B.XI.

(b)

CVC (*)

fat,

fil,

fcwal,

wur

zir

r
^yps A, I* (a) can function as 'Adjunct1 , can follow

yi

as object, and can follow y£nka .

Type A,I.

(b) can function as ’Adjunct1, can follow

as object, but cannot follow yanaa •

yi
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(iii) Slype A. II*

(a) can

function as Adjunct,

as object,

but can

follow yanaa .

Type A.II.

(b) can

function as Adjunct,

(iv)

cannot follow

yi

cannot follow

yi

as object, and cannot follow yan&a •

(v)

Type B>I cannot function as Adjunct, can follow

yi

as object,

but cannot

follow yanha

Type B.II.

(a) cannot

function as Adjunct, cannot follow

yi as object,nor can they follow yanaa • They can only occur
as post-Head Qualifier*

(vii) Type B.II*
as object,

(b) cannot

function as Adjunct, cannot

nor can they follow yanaa .

follow

yi

They cannot occur

as post-Head Qualifier, but can only occur as second element
of Adjectival Phrase (a)*
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APPENDIX B
THE TONES QP THE DEMONSTRATIVES
The tones of the Demonstrative Specifiers are largely
semantically controlled, each item having different tone patterns
associated with:
(a) different meanings, viz*: deictic (demonstrative) or
anaphoric (referential), and
(b) position in relation to the* speaker and person addressed*
This is shown in the following table, where cCi-form refers
to cases where epenthetic element di is used, as described In
Chapter 7 (7.18)*

Lg. DEM*
N
1 w&nnhh

SHORT DEMCJNSTRATIVE
di-form iMEANING
H tone~final* rL tone final
|>H I

riig£-»fi nhh

*J* •>• *** M

MB «M M

d6okl-»h ndh

din nhh

dookl-*h__nan

dih nad ; that (near you, or
which we know about)
deictic anaphoric

^hri-»A nan

E
2 wahnan
A

rliga^h nan
ghri->h ndn

this (near me)
deictic

R
that(near you)
deictic

3 whhnan

k wadcah

p

wan can
5 Wci.beail

w&hccin
A
6 wabcan

R

whhcaA

riiga^c chh

d6oki->h cah

din cbh

that (not near you
or me) deictic

ddokl-fh can

dih caA

’that (right over
there or which we
are talking about)
deictic anaphoric

ghri-m chh
riiga-»b caA
ghri-m can

that (not the near
one)
deictic

28i|
As shown in the table, in 1 and A the locative element
(-nan and -can) has Low tone when the preceding vowel has High tone,
but has Falling tone where the preceding vowel has Low tone.

In 2, 3, 3 9 and 6 , the locative element has High tone in
all cases.
The link element (~n/-c) has tone opposite to the tone
of the locative element, that is:
(a) it has High tone where the locative element has low tone,
and
(b) it has low tone where the locative element has High or
falling tone.

These rules apply not only to the Short Demonstrative, but
also to the d)i-form, and to the Long Demonstrative if analysed as
consisting of wa- + link element + locative element.
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APPENDIX C

THE GENDER OP HAUSA NOUNS

(1 )
'

The following generalisations can he made about the gender
of Hausa nouns, partly on the basis of their termination, and
partly on the basis of the type to which they belong:

(A) Feminine nouns have the following structural, or
other, features;

(i) Nouns ending in vowel -»a/-aa are feminine,
apart from certain exceptional nouns and
strong Verbal nouns, which are masculine
(see ( C H v below)* e.g:
g<5onda

= [farm-land]

guncCh

= Ctype of woodboring insect(s)]

mdotha

= [motor car, or lorry]

mdrh

= [common cold]

thwadha

= [ink]

(ii) All nouns, without exception, having any of
the following suffixes are feminine:

if
(1) This is, in effect, an amplication of the rules given in
Abraham, and by F,W, Parsons,

f
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Gloss

Suffix
-xyaa

fdlkxyda

= woman itinerant trader

-l^&a

baturlyda

= white woman

-nlyaa

bdrdunzLyaa

= woman thief

-liwaa

tsuntsilwaa

= female bird

-hwda

giirghwda’

= lame woman

(iii) Some groups of nouns are feminine irrespective of
their termination. These are the following:
(15
(a) Proper names of female persons,
L&ar&b&a

T&ldatft

K&ndd

Jimmdi

Ldadl

Ihnau

Xhd6o

Tdwdl

(b) Proper names of countries, towns and rivers, e.g:
(1) Countries:
Gdand

T6ogb

D&homb

Kdmhru

Maall

Shuda&n

(2) Towns:
Kilura

Ddmaatdrd

Az&rd

Riiruw&i

Bducx

Ancdu

Kdn'bo

■Whdxl

(1) Here may be included th^word mdcb = Cwoman] (an allomorph of
maataa) , though it is not a proper name.
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(3) Rivera:
Neej&

Bhnsuurh

Gkagderb

Bindw&i

Whthrf

Mls&u

Sakkwatd

Tdomhs

(c) Names of days of the week (probably by analogy with
r&anda « [day], which is feminine), e.g:
&sab&r

=

[Saturday]

Thldatha

= [Tuesday]

L&hhdl

=

[Sunday]

Lhar&b&a

s [Wednesday]

Llitlnih »

[Monday]

&lhhmis

= [Thursday]

(d) Names of times of the day. e.g:
w&l&h&a a [mid-morning]

shdh-biyd = [12 o'clock]

hz&hhr

mhghrlbha = [sunset]

= [early afternoon]

(e) The following nouns which include some loan words
(possibly by analogy with Hausa words).:
frnghrnd
hrdadh'
aahh

[hard potash]
= [thunder]
C 1#

]

l&ntHrkli

= [electricity]

sdocl

= [vest]

kw&mltii

“ [committee]

gwamnatl

= [government]

aslbitl

=5 [hospital]

b&arlkl

[barracks]

txxtfxs£1

= [T*T«C.

(Teacher Training College)]

l&abhrdarbe= [library]
mhahdb’

= [free gift]

m€edll

= [middle school]

bullkn

3 [a type of robe]
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(B) The following nouns are feminine if the; reference is to
a female, but are masculine if the reference is to a male
in other words, they have Common Gender.

(i)

Those ending in vowel -a/-aa :
agbola

= [stepchild]

bbnzda

= [useless (person)]
[editor]

6ed£tba
faxkcia

-

k£dba^(

=: [crocodile]

maasinjb

= [messenger]

khakaa

s= [grand-parent]

llebhrb

=5

[labourer]

likith

5=

[doctor]

sb1ha

:= [(person) of about one's own age]

t&lhkh

[paramour]

[common person]

(ii) Those ending otherwise:
mhage

= [cat]

bku

= [parrot]

bbini

ts [a

byu

= [manatee]

bba'u

« [a finch]

finch]

tb.16tb.l6 = [turkey]
ftngftlii

'= [vulture]

(C) Masculine nouns have the following structural, or other
features:
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(i) Houns ending in anything

other than vowel -a/-aa are

masculine. These are the following:
Termination

Example

Gloss

— be

ldabulde

curtain(s)

-be

sdurbe

= en tr an c e-p or ch

-£i

abdokii

= friend

-li

hadarli

= rain-cloud

- 6 0

bdakoo

=t

guest

-bo

ciiwbo

=5

illness

-uu

hdnnuu

- hand

-hu

sdabulhu

= soap

-ai

faifai

ts

— elX

klndai

= laundry basket

-du

tsxidau

-an

tautau

=r

-au

kyau

= beauty

-hr

tdebur

- table

-G

taawul

towel

A

dish covering mat

tsidau-weed
spider

kwaff

=

cup

kwdl

s:

coal

kyadt

=

cake

(ii) Proper names of male persons irrespective of their
terminations are masculine* e.g:
Bhlda

Chindb

Mhahd

Audh

Sxnthli

Mdmmhn

(iii) Names of the months of the year are masculine,
probably by analogy with watda = [month], which is
mas culine. e.g :
Tdgon-lTdrkdo

[the 3rd month]

Gt\mb 6n ~W a tha

[the 3 th month]

Rdjbb

[the 7th month]

Rbmbldand

[the 9th month]

(iv) The exceptional nouns ending in vowel -a/-aa referred to
in (A)i above. These include:
(a) the following nouns:
addda

= [rectangular hut]

akarb

= [biscuit]

baabaa

= [indigo]

bhkaa

= [bow]

baakda

= [a circular mat]

bdawaa

“ [slave]

baayaa

= [back]

clnnaakaa = [biting ant]
cCdn'cha

=s [tomato solanum]

ddawda

= [corn]

ddmaa

= [cucurbitaceae]

fdatda

= [hope]

ghbda

= [front]

gdutda

= [tomato solanum (bitter)]

gfrinba

- [bigness]

gidda

= [house]

ghdda

= [lump]

ghugda

= [well-bucket]
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gb or da

= [gourd]

karaa

„

[stalk]

kaatcia

[small, shallow calabash]

kaayaa

= [loads]

kumfcia

= [foam]

kuunaa

— [heat]

kudaa

-

[fly]
[wages'j reward]

l&ad&a
mbamS

= [ breast]

naarnba

— [meat]

ruwaa

=r [water]

sandda

= [stick]
[residue]

s^ur^ia
suunda

= [name]

tsftufaa

-

tsummaa

= [rags]

wuy.&a

ss

w& tha

= [moon]

y&atsba

[becoming old]

[difficulty]

[finger]

and (b) some Strong Verbal Dynamic N ouns, including the
following:
duuk^a

= [beating]

f acCha

= [quarrel]

gyaaraa

= [repair]

hciukaa

= [madness]

k&ala

= [gleaning]

kicfka

= [drumming]

kdukaa

= [crying]

kwdanda

- [spending the night]

ndemaa

= [searching]
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ndoinaa

[farming]

tklla

[ displaying (wares) for sale].

waasaa

[playing]

yankka

[cutting]

(v) The pre-object and pre-dative forms of Weak Verbal
Dynamic flouns. e.g:
(1) kaama = [catching], as in:
(i) kkamk mkclijii ykk yi wkyaaS
[can catching snake be^difficult thing
(to do) 2 ]

(ii) kkamka shi yak yi wuyaa ?
[can catching it be a difficult
thing (to do) ? ]

(iii) kkamka mask maclijii yak yi wuyaa?
[can catching a snake for him be
a difficult thing (to do) ? ]

(2) kkshk =s [killing], as in:
kashk mkclijii ykk yi whyaa' ?
[can killing a snake be a difficult
thing (to do) ?]
(ii)

kkshfee sh£ ykk yi wkyaa ?
[can killing it be a difficult thing
(to do) ?]

(iii)

k ashke mk.sk maclijii yak yi wkyaa ?
[can killing a snake for him be
a difficult thing (to do) ? ]

